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AN OVERVIEW
FOR THE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

MANAGING THE "ENERGY..CRISIS" IN MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT

As the "energy crisis"unfolded, municipal government in Massachusetts
. experienCed shortages in supplies lollowing the oil embargo in late
1973, the quadrupling of fuel prices that occurred in 1974, and a
persistent but less rapid rise in fuel prices since that time. While
these events are beyond the control of local government, and their
impact on the cost of 'local government services is severe, government
cannot choose to forego providing critical services. Often,. a

generalized feeling of helplessness has led to acceptance of steadily
rising energy costs as a fact of life that must be absorbed ift the
municipal budget either at the expense of other services or by raising

a additional revenue.

This need 72ot be the case. Although the price of enery is largely
beyond ,the direc_ control of municipal.government, the amount it uses
is not. In most cities and towns energy use in buildings comprises,
70% to.80% of the total'energy used in all municipal services,
incldding fueling vehicles and lighting streets. Because energy was
cheap when the existing physical plant was_devel-oped, most buildings/

--use much more than is required to peiform their functiOns. Substan-
tial savings can be made ithout reducing the level of services -7 .

offered in these facilities or imposing hardships on theirysers and
occupants: It is theoretically-possible to reduce energ use in new

buildin0,* 90% of the prevailing norm in existing buildings. The

Energy Conservation Project (ECP) has determined that it is eminently
practical to cut energy use by 30% in many existing municipal
buildings. Achieving this result requires that energy use be
managed and controlled to, eliminate the margin of waste and ineffi-
ciency that exists.

As a chief executive Considers whether to organize a progr-dm to save
energyin,municipal buildings, the realnature of the energy crisis
should be kept in mind.. The fundamental cause is the depletion of
domestic petroleum and natural gas supplies - at must be replaced at
significantly higher prices. Rising energy.prices will be a fact of

life over the next quarter century. If energy costs rise by an
annual rate.of 6%, within twelve years the price of fuel will double. /
Similarly, the energy "saved" each year will. increase in value by 6%.
Many municipalities that manage their cash reserves would be pleased
with a 6% return on these assets. ,ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN MUNICIPAL
BUILDINGS will yield a similar return. It is a program that many
cities and towns cannot afford to ignore.

1



'WHAT CAN BE DONE

The Energy Conservation Project worked directly with six Massachusetts

cities and towns to evaluate the potential to.save energy by reducing

Consumption in 112 municipal buildings. The.results indicated that an

effective and Sustained program to conserve energy would realize an

annual dollar savings in these facilities of $500,000. At least one-

half of these-savings could be attained at no additional cost. If

these savings, which recur each year, were deposited at .6% interest in

aLsavings account, at.the end of a twenty year period there would be

an accumulation of $18,000;000.

The objective of the ECP manual on ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN MUNICIPAL

BUILDINGS is to convey to town managers, selectmen, school officials,

and department heads proven approaches to energy conservation in

buildingi-that will yield a significant reduction in annual operating

costs for building energy.

The key elements-of this program are briefly described in this

overview and presented in detail in specific sections of the ENERGY

MANAGEMENT IN MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS manual. These. sections are written

to enable local deciSion makers and operating personnel who do not

have extensive technical training to organize, implement, and sustain

an energy savings program in municipal buildings. The emphasis this

program places on the concept of "energy management". rests on'the

principle that a large portion of building'energy costs are in fact

"controllable." An effective,program addressing the causes of waste

and inkficiency in current building management practices will pay

for itself many times over in savings of local tax dollars. The

ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS program introduces the tools

that are the foundation blocks of a successful program. The program

is based on three simple yet powerful management techniques:

The Energy The

Conservation Building

Manager

4
The Energy Budget

The energy budget is the method for highlighting those buildings in

each city and town where a 30% annugrenermi savings can be'achieved.

It is a cost accounting technique that employs performance standards

for building energy use to assess the relative efficiency of the

entiregstoCk of municipal buildings.

2
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This budgeting technique evaluates building efficiency in terms of
total units of energy used per square foot per year. It can be

easily translated into -dollars to enable a manager to make decisions
on program implementation that will yield the.greatest dollar return.

As energy savings programs in particular buildings are implemented,
the Energy Budget remains a useful tool for measuring results. It

filters out the effects of fuel price changes and year-to-year 'climate
changes to permit an accurate assessment of how much real progress has
been made in each building in a given year anthe margin remaining
lor.potential improvement. It provides a manager with feedback on
implementation so that successful efforts can be recognized and
shortcomings in performance remedied. The energy budgeting technique

does not require sophisticated computer hardware. It can be .developed

for-a btglding bysa clerk with a calculator who has access to the
accounting records for vendor payments to fuel suppliers. The Energy

Budget is a technique that every manager can use to pick the targets
for an energy savings program that will yield the best payoff.

The Building-Audit

There,are probably a thousand distinct conservation measures that will
save some energy in any given building: Many local programs have
floundered from an inability to select program measures that yield the
best savings. opportunities. ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
specifies procedures that were tested in schools, town halls, fire
stations, police stations, etc. and found to work. It reduces the
multitude of possibilities to a list of twenty measures described in
terms that a layman can understand.

These measures are presented in the formbof building audit procedures
that can be used to identify the sources of waste and inefficiency in
the particular buildings that have been selected as high priority
targets on the basis of the energy budget analysis. The building
audit is a physical survey leading to the establishment of an energy
savings program for each building tailored to fit the savings
opportunities that have been uncovered. Experience in jas-i-rfg this

approach has shown that usually one -half of the dollar and energy
Savings can be achieved with implementation of audit recommendations
involving little or no cost to the mvnicipality.

The Energy Conservation Manager

Management is organizing resources and directing people toward a goal;.
The chief executive of a town government or a-school focussystem must foct

the responsibility for coordinating and accomplishing the tasks of an

energy management/program. The options for Organizingzthis management
function can vary widely.from town to town depending upon the local mix

of talent and resources as well as the amount of expected dollar
savings in a given community. The program can be managed by a
committee of relevant department heads and technical personnel, by an"
.individual who may already) -nave substantial responsibilities in

3



building management or by an individual hired specifically for this
purpose.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS identifies what responsibili-
ties need to be specified and assigned. Itreviews methods for
central coordination of activity to help enture that resources are
wisely applied, that results learned about what Works best are .

communicated, and that monitoring and follow-through do not "fall
between the cracks." It defines the technical tasks of information
collection and analysis in constructing the energy budget,.of
organizing and evaluatinga building audit, and of selectin4 the
alternative conservation measures most likely to be effective in a
given building. No less importantly, it identifies the "people
problems" that may be _critical in a program seeking to change .dhe
ingrained but wasteful habits of building users and occupants.

By addressing these management issues, the manual provides the chief
executive With the information needed to anticipate and deal
effectively with the human as well as the technical problems that
may be barriers to effective management of municipal energy costs.

'Six Massachusetts cities and towns participated in developing the
ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS ptogtam. It is a program
that is specifically designed to work in the setting of local
government.

A NOTE ON WHAT FOLLOWS

The three sections of this_'report immediately following are entitled
"The Energy Budget,","TheBuilding Audit," and "The Energy Conserva-
tion Manager." These are written to provide the manager or the
individual with supervisory responsibility for instituting an energy
management. program with sufficient information to make effective use
of the three principal management tools of the program discussed in
this overview. Following these sections is a technical appendix
valuable to operating personnel involved in program implementation.

In the Technical Appendix, a section on the energy budget discusses
some of.the finer technical points in converting annual energy

consuMption.into a budget. It includes formulated work sheets that
enable an individual to carry out these operations.easily.

The appendix presents the key energy conservation measures found to
be most effective in municipal balldings. The principles underlying
the effectiveness of these,measures are presented in easily understood
terms,,. Rules of, thumb for estimating the savings that can be achieved

with implementation of a given measure are discussed. For some

measures,._that entail capital investment;jactual cost/benefit studies

are included-. These studies were made by the firm of R. G. Vanderweil

Engineers, Inc., for the municipalities participatirig in the Energy
Conservation Project study.

4
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f-.$ TABLE 1

ANNUAL BUILDING ENERGY COSTS IN THE EgP DEMONSTRATION MUNICIPALITIES-1

City or Town7Characteriatics Major Buildings Annual Cost
of Energy

FALL RIVER
34 Old Schools $ 535,000.

5 New Schools $ 362,000.

Population 100,000 6 Tire Stations $ 42,000.*

Annual Budget $45,000,000. 3 Town Offices $ 120,000.*

2 Libraries $ 2%000.
1 Police Station $ 16,000.

1 Garage $ 7,000.*,---
Total $1,102,000.,

ATTLEBORO
7 New 'Schools $ 440,000.

.117.
9 8 Old Schools $ 125,000.

Popdiation 33,000 3 Garages $ 24,000.

Annur0 ',-!dget $20,400,000. 2 Libraries $ 20,000.

6 Fire Stations S. 18,000.

3 Town Offices $ 15,000.

1 Police Station $ 7,000.

Total 1 $ 649,000.

CONCORD 7 New Schools $ 300,000.

2 Libraries $ 20,000.

' Population 16,000 2 Fire Stations $. 10,000.

Annual Budget $12,130,000. 1 Garage $ 7,000.

a.

1 Town-Office $ 5,000.

Total $ -342,000.

INGSBOROUGN 2 'kit-. Schools- $ 43,000.

: -d School $ 6,000.

POpulation 4,313 1 Garage $ 5,000.*

Annual Budget 2,510,000. 1 Town Office $ 4,000.

1 Library $ 4,000.*

: Fire Stations $ 1,000.

Total $ 63,000.

PEPPERELL 2 Old Schools $ 25,000.

1 New School $ 5,000.

Population 5,887 1 Town Hall $ 4,000.

Annual Budge- $ 2,750,00C. 1 Library $ 4,000.

1* Fire Station $ - 2,000.

Total $ 42,000.

DUNSTABLE
1 Old School $ 5,000.

1 New School $ 4,000.*

Poiulation . 1,292 I Garage $ 55,000.

Annual Budget $ 1,450,000. 1 Town Ball $ 2,000.

1 Fire Station $ 200.

Total $ 16,000.

*
Estimated



ENERGY
BUDGET

THE DOLLAR COST OF BUILDING ENERGY

Dollars are spent for energy in the -form of a varied mix of fuel
supplies-to heat, light, and power a diverse group of municipal

facilities. Compiling the total annual costsi,by building and by
department for all energy used from all sourtes÷-whether gas,. oil, or

-electric ltprovides a municipality with a useful insight into the
structure of its building energy costs.

Table I on the opposite page presents this information for the six

municipalities that participated in the ECP study of energy conserva-

tion in municipal buildings, summarizing their building in4entory and

energy cost by department. The Table indicates that building energy

costs as a percentage of the.total municipal budget\tkange from 112% to

3% in most municipalities. This percentage range provides a manager
Who is considering an energy savings program in municipal buildings
with a rough approximation of the range of base costs on which a 30%
annual energy savings potential can be calculated. / ,

If the departmental building energy costs in a given locality were
classified between general purpose government and the schdbl system,
on the average the school portion of building energy costs would

represent 70% of the total. This emphasizes the importance of school
system involvement in a municipality's energy savings program in order

to realize the full potential of the program.

In fact, it is quite possible that a large portion of the absolute
dollar.savings can be found by improving performance of one large,
mechanically complex school building. One high school in the ECP

study had as million dollar energy budget with an estimated

savings potential of 30%.

The absolute dollar cost of building energy will increase with the
size of a community, with a corresponding increase in the potential
annual dollar savings. Larger cities and towns have greater flexibi-
lity to consider changes in the organization of their building managq
went function, including the addition of specially skilled personnel,
in order to tap their full annual savings potential.

A municipality beginning an energy savings program may encounter some
difficulty in retrieving and presenting energy cost data for specific

buildings within a department. As part of a long-term energy manage-
ment program, a municipality should consita modifying its budgeting
and accounting procedures where necessary to build an'information
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system that,will support management action to reduce energy costs in

buildings,,,:. Figure 1.illiistrates the organization Of'a building'
management:,informetion.system:s This-type of system would ultimately

enable a municipality to identify total-buikling energy cost as &line

item in its municipal budget with back-up account on a. departmental'

and building basis, including data on the-costanA units of fuel
consumed during_ a fiscal -year. Th6 requisite'information"elements.of
such a system and foimat-possibilities foighis data are described in

'greater detail in.the appendiX. s -
. -

THE ENERGY BUDGET

Although the. dollar budgetprovidesouseful.insight into the .overall ;

structure of municipal building energy costs, itgill not indicate. .-

which particular. buildingsrepresent the best opportunities for

.cutting energy costs. A comparison of efficiency between two.
buildings baSed solely on the dollar cost` of energy consumption is

subject to serious inaccuracies. The reasons for this are treated

thoroughly in the appendix. A comparison on the basis of the--total

energy used during the same year to hpat, light, and power two

facilities that have similar uses is a meaningful approach to,

evaluating relative efficiency. The concept of energy budgeting

that will be developed here involves a,comparisonsof actual energy

use in each municipal building with a standard of energy consumption

for that type of facility. This standard represents what the average

building of that type ought to use if it is,equipped and operated .

efficiently. The energy budget provides a manager with a tool for

knowing whether the units of energy'used by a-given pcility are well

'spent,- much'as miles per gallon provides a car owner with a standard

of efficiency in terms of fiael consumption.

Constructing an energy budget for a building involves the following

steps:

1. Obtain accounting records' on annual fuel consumption of all

energy sources (including electricity, gas,.oil) in a specific

building and convert these quantities ta a common denominator

of energy units that can then be added together.

2. Divide\thiS total of building energy used by thesquare footage

of.......the'facility. This yields a measure of energy units
consumed per square foot per year.

The figure obtained by the above procedure is/in fact a performance

indicator that permits the comparison of the relative efficiencyof

two'facilities. The procedure for developing this indicator, includ-.

ing worksheets and conversion factors, is presented in the technical

appendix in a simple, easy-to-use form that Can be followed by anyone

with adequate-accounting records and a calculator.

8 3
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FIGURE 1
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TWpnit of energy used to construct this performancestandardlis the

Biitish Thermal Unit (BTU)-.

A BTU (British Thermal Unit) is a 'Common-unit:for Mesgring::the heat

content Of different energy sources such as eleCtricity-or oil. It is

used throughout this discussion to present ,different fUels in terms of

equivalent heat contentTechnically.a BTU:iS the,;amount of energy

needed tp rafse'the iemperature of onepoundjof-urater one degree

Fahrenheit. In more meaningful terms, ittakes:Oyer 100 million BTU's
to Meat the typical house during a'winter, and O:ager7 billion BTU's to

power.a 40,000 square foot school for a yearifice a BTU is such a
small unit of measure, the standards and conVersiOn7values'used in
this report are expressed in units 'of 1,000.;B:TU's, abbreviated-as'

MBTU's (1000 BTU's = 1 MBTU)-. .
. n

.There is a standard MBTU content for each type.offueL.T.When.quanti-
ties ofdifferent energy sources are converted to:their equivalent
MBTU values, they can be added together \to obtain-theAvalUeof total
annual building energy.. By computingMBTUsper square lOotper"year,
an index is obtained that permits compaon ofdifterent size facili-

ties having similar uses. .In the RCP study of-212 muni4Pal 'facili-
ties, this index correlated verymell with the dollarsguare foot
cost of energy. The use of this index highlighthose:buildings
where the potential dollar and energy savings aregreateSt,..

,

THE AEI

-1 b

This standard of MBTU's per square foot per yeardslreferred:to.as the
"Annual Efficiency Index (AEI) of a building. The AEI,i the basic..:

tool in energy budgeting that enables a manager to'determinewhether
. or not some of the do;lars allocated for building energybeing.
'wasted.

The value of the 'AEI as a measure of performance is dependent on the
abilityv& compare it to a standard of efficiency. An efficiency
standard in this sense means that ideally a building of this type
should use a certain amount of energy per square foot per year if it

Is equipped and operated at high standards of energy conservation.
The ECP Study'has developed these standards for particular types of

municipal buildings. They are presented in Table 2, expressed as'
MBTU's per square foot per year for specific types of municipal
buildings. .

Why are different standards used for different building types?
Building usage is a major determinant of energy consumption.. Compare.'

how the use patterns of schools and fire stations influence differen-

tial energy demands. Buildings have different heating, and lighting
loads when occupied than when empty. Schools are generally occupied
fiom earlymorning to late afternoon and may be vacant entirely over
three summer months. Fire stations are usmally occupied 24 hours a

10 16



TABLE .2 t.

L

STANDARD (AE1) VALUES Tali'
.MASSACHUSETTS

/
BASE AEI
STANDARD*.
(MBTU'S /SQBUILDING TYPE

r^.

FL)

SCHOOLS 'BUILT BEFORE 12145

OOLS BUILT AFTER 1945

FIRE STATIONS

TOWN HALLS (OFFICES)

LIBRARIES

POLICE STATIONS

DPW GARAGES

105

120

135

115

110

105

105

* BASE STANDARDS ARE BASED UPON AN ANNUAL;t'

HEATING SEASON OF 5621 DEGREE DAYS

.(BOSTON'S 30 YEAR NORMAL)

11
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day year round and suffer major heat losses in wintLrwhen doors are
opened for exit and entry of fire trucks. The AEI standards for fire
s-taons are higher than for schoolA. This does.not mean they are'
less efficient. Comparing the AEI's of schools and fire stations is
like comparing apples and oranges. 'One can only make comparisons of.
efficiency between facilities that have similar uses.

There is another basic type of difference recogniZed in Table-2 which
presents' different AEI's for old schools (pre 1945) and new schools
(post 1945). This can be understood by considering that the,/struc,-
turaI and mechanical differences between a single family house and a
high rise apartment building imply different energy demands.'
Similarly for,schools, new school's are heated and ventilated by a
.sophisticated system of air heating, mixing, and circulating that is
mechanically powered, whereas old schools have double -hung windows
and radiatOrs. New schools also tend:to have more glass area subject.
to heat loss and ancillary. educational facilities suckasilabs and .

kitchens -that'useadditional power. The, different energy/ loads for

:these two types of buildings require distinct AEI standards reflecting
thesetructutal and mechanical differences.

4

HOW TO USE 'THE AEI

The standard AEI for a building type can be, compared with the actual
AEI-of a building to estimate the potential energy'savings in that
facility., By expressing the difference between standard and actual
as,,a'percent'age of actual and multiplying the total annual buildins7
energy cost by-this percentage, an approximate estimate of the total
dollar savings can be obtained. (Worksheets for this calculation are -

provided in the appendix.)

This total savings estimate represents savings that can be achieved in
three ways:

1. Savings that have little oz no cost and which can be realized
with minimum effort and technical skills/on the part of,the
individuals using and operating the building;

1\1-

2. Savings that have little or no cost,.wh'ich can be achieved
through a vigilant conservation effort/and a higher le.vel of
technical skills; and

3. Savings which can be achieved throuqh Capital_investment in
modifying building hardware to impro*e efficiency and which
will be sufficient to at least recover the cost of that capital

o investment during the lifetime .of the building.

The Base AEI thalidards and the classification of savings are based

upon the work of R. G. Vanderweil EngineeS, Inc., which conducted
building-audits and cost-benefit-studies/in sixty of the 112 municipal
facilities evaluated in the ECP study. /A more detailed discussion of

12
I
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the derivation of the AEI Standards is contained in the appendix.

The Standard AEI should be understood as a,goal that can be attained,
givena commitment of time, effort, and' money. It may not be
_achieved in the first year of a conservation program, but within two

years most.of-theldistance should be covered. Etch year's progress

can be meaSureq by calculating the actual-AEI and comparing it to the
local climate-corrected standard AEI for that_year. The savings'

estimate calculated 'may indicate it'is not productive to,get every
'building of a given type tight on the standard, but it will pay to
get the buildings with highest operating expenses as close as

possible.

The manager will want to evaluate the potential annual'savirigs

estimate calculated from the difference between actual and standard
AEI im both percent and-absolute dollar terms. The percent estimate

represents the margin of savings potentiallY'available in a given

building. The absolute dollar savings corresponds with the actual
dollar size of a building's energy budget.. A low percent estimate in

a building with a large dollar budget may yield an annual dollar
savings estimate that is roughly equivalent to a building with a high
percent savings estimate but a relatively smaller dollar energy

budget.

In using the savings estimates as a guideline for selecting the most

opportune targets for a conservation program, managers will tend to

select buildings that promise the greatest financial return. Where

this means selecting a building with a relatively low percent savings

estimate,'a greater level of effort may be required, but this can be

justified by higher expected dollar return.

In using these savings estimates to select .the targets of the energy

savings program, managerg should first ascertain whether, the variance

'between actual and standard AEI's can be partially explained by an

unusual pattern of building use, or the presence of special' equipment

or facilities in the subject building that differs from the "normal"

building of that type. For example, a high actual AEI in a school
building night notindicate great inefficiencies if the building is

air conditioned during the summer for school sessions:

Some rules of thumb for interpreting the AEI-based savings estimates

as a.guide fOr selecting the.targets of an energy savings program are

conveyed in Table 3.

FOLLOWUP ON THE AEI

It will be useful to make the AEI calculation.each year after the

energy.savings program is initially implemented, since rising energy

prices may obscure any energy savings actually accomplished. The,

variance should narrow each year-as implementation of energy serving

=1-13.
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TABLE.3

RULES OF THUMB FOR AEI INTERPRETATION

Possible Annual-
Savings Estimates

The percentage differ-
ence between the
Actual AEI and the
climate- corrected
Standard AEI is:

30% +

10% to 30%

0% to 10%

less than 0%

Possible Actions Indicated

Building represents best target for an energy

savings program. Be sure variance does not
reflect differences in use froth "normal"

building.ofthis type.

Building",represents a good target for an

energy savings program. The closer the esti-
mate.is to 10%, the more likely that capital
investment measures will be needed to reduce
energy use to the standard level.

Building may be operating efficiently. Are

there better targets available. Does.the

size of the dollar energy)D'udget in this

building justify its selection as a target
even though percent estimate is low?

Check to determine whether there was an error
in calculations. -building used less than

the normal building of this type?

14



measures reducet -consumption. Whether this hapns is an indication

of effectiveness in following through.with implementation of the

conservation measures, that involve changes in operating procedures and

modificationof the building. In _this context, the AEI is a continu-

ti
ing,tool for monitoring building performance that will indicate shOrt-

cOmings requiring remedial attention.

Assuming that the first.yearfeffort in an energy savings program is

primarily devoterd to implementation of no-cost measures, the AE/

_calculation in program year two will indicate which buildings' may

yield the greatest return from, investment in cost effective measures,

_By using the AEI as a m4hodd5oth of selecting the best targets for a

conservation effort and of establishing energy and dollar.savings

gOals, the manager has taken.the essential first step'in implementing

an effective energy savings program.

The next phase of the effort is establishing an action progra& that

begins to produce 'the expected payoff.

a



BUILDING
AUDIT

The Energy Budget provides a tool for selecting, as targets for 4
energy savings program, buildings that represent the best opportunities
fo?Nyielding dollar savings. The next phase of the program requires
a more finely tuned method to prescribe specific Conservation measures
which 4hould'be implemented,, in these buildings to achieve this result.
This is the purpose of the Building Audit.

The principal concerns fortspanager in this phase of an energy
conservation program are: 1-

1. Determining which actions are appropriate to specific
buildings; and

2. Ensuring that an objedtive assessment of the savings
potential of each possible action in each building is fully

considered.

A Building Aticlit is a "walk-through" of a building by someone trained

to identify conservation' opportunities. The most important output

of an audit is a set of specific recommendations citing the no-cost
measures that ought to be implemented in each facility and the

capital-investment items that should be considered. The audit
produces recommendations for an "action" program-for each bu ding,

based upon physical inspection of operating conditions during e

"walk -through."

The recommendations of an audit should include the following:

1. Arlisting of the energy conservation measures which are
applicable in each building in the form of a completed

checklist. This ist should identify both measures with
no implementation cost and those that require capital

investment;.'

-2. An estimate of the energy savings to be expected from

implementation of the recommended Measures. At a minimum, the

estimate should separately identify the savings expected from e

implerrentation-of "no-cost" measures versus savings from
measures that will require some investment;

3. For the measures recommended in the checklist, priorities

should be, assigned to indicate which measures have particularly

high energy saving'potential; and

4. Finally, the report should note any measures of importance

which don't appear on the checklist. These would include

special equipment or innovative concepts which the auditing

personnel might consider worth furthep investigation.

17



One of the most valuable outcomes of the Energy Conservat ion Project

study in which sixty municipal buildingS wqre audited by the firm of

R. G. Vanderweil Inc. was the fact that approximately half- of the

savings cstimatedlcould be achieved through implementation of "no-

cos'" measures.

A sample (5t' the Van'erweil repOrt and its results is presented on the

following-pages. In this case the auditors worked from a preselected-
checklist of,:conservation measures. Since this checklist was designed
for audits of municipal facilities, it may be copied for use in any"

municipality's program. A more detailed discussion of the.underlying,.
tedhnical principles on which these checklist items are baied is

contaxned in the Technical Appendix. This information will prove
useful to the operating personnel with responsibility for follow-
through on audit recommendations. a

In addition to the items listed in the 'checklist, the building audit

should also include an assessment, of the quality of observed building

operation and maintenance procedures. Situations-where the need for
gdditional or corrective training of operating personnel is apparent
should be. noted.

.3

ORGANIZING THE AUDIT

The amount of time involved in a building-audit, and therefore the
cost if outside personnel are used, depends.upon the complexity and

size of a building and other important factors. The use of a pre-
selected checklist of items can reduce the time required for the

"walk-through" and preparation of reports.

-Providing outside auditors with well - organized baseline data on each

building to be inspected can substantially reduce costs. Key items

of information that speed up the. auditors' work are:

annual energy consumption data by type of fuel and amount;

the square footage of the building and normal hours and seasons

of operation; -

type of construction, with emphasis on number of stories, glass

area, and type of wall and roof insulation, if any; and

major characteristics of the heating and lighting systems.

Providing outside personnel with this information rather than having
them spend time in developing it saves money.

Another key to organizing efficient Building Audits is the presence of

operating and supervisory maintenance people during the audit, since

the auditor will have detailed questions on equipment and operating

procedures. Their cooperation is essential, since they know most
about their building and will be the people who must implement many of

is
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Dear Sirs:

Enclosed are the reports of our audits of your municipal buildings. These audits

consisted of field visits by one of our staff engineers to determine the applicability

of a preselected list of energy conservation measures.

In the checklists that follow, our observations aid recommendations are indicated

in the following manner. For measures found to be applicable we noted whether the

measure should receive high priority (designated by "H") or low priority ("L") in im-

plementation efforts. Check-offs are used to indicate:

1. measures which appear to have applicability but which require more analysis

than a walk-through audit;

2. measures which have no cost to implement (such as changes in operating pro-

cedures;

3. measures Judged not applicable in specific buildings; and

4. measures which were already implemented at the time of the walk-through audit.

Our report includes estimates of the savings in energy consumption in three

categories:

1. Percent savings from measures already impleMented in the building when appli-

cable;

2. Percent reduction that would result from implementation of the recommended

no-cost measures;

3. Percent reduction in energy that would result from cost-effective investments

in equipment which would make permanent improvements in the building perform-

ance. Inhiscase we have noted areas where further engineering study is war-

ranted to determine whether these improvements should be undertaken.

Personnel motivation is probably the most important factor in energy conservation.

We believe that inmost cases aggressive management could result in an additional 5 to

10 percent in no -cost savings. ,

Savings estimates and reports on each of the buildings follow.

Based on our walk-through survey of the High School the following items are likely

subjects for further cost-benefit analysis:

1. Conversion of oil to gas boilers;

2. Excessive ventilation of unit ventilators;

3. Roof insulation and reflective coating on'Outside windows;

4. Heat recovery from boiler stack.

Attached is our walk-through check list. Implementation of the no-cost measures

will result in an estimated reduction in energy consumption of 15 to 20 percent. Al- -

though the above cost-benefit studies are not complete we estimate that another 15 to

20 percent reduction through cost-effective investment is possible. Measures already

implemented by local personnel have resulted in 15 percent reduction in energy consump-

tion. .

R. G. VANDERWEIL
Engineers, Inc.
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DATE: 6/9/76

TOWN: Wattsville

BUILDING: High School

AUDIT CHECKLIST

MEASURES

1) Set back indoor temperatures during unoccupied periods
to a recommended level of 55

2) Shut down ventilation system during unoccupied periods

3) Reduce ventilation rates during occupied periods

4) Reduce conductive heatloss transmission through the
building envelope by adding wall insulation, roof in-
sulation and storm windows

5. Measure the burner-boiler/furnace efficiency to ascer-
tain that boiler is operating with a combustion effi-
ciency of 75 to 802

6) Reduce consumption of hot water through low flow shower
heads and automatic shut off lavatory faucets

7) Add timeclock to recirculating system

8) Turn off cooling system-during unoccupied periods

9) Use switching and timers on school lights by installing
recommended devices in these locations

10) Reduce power for lighting by disconnecting ballasts when
delamping

11) a. Maintain steam traps every 3 months
b. Check filters on central air handling units and re-

place every month e -

c. Insulate distribution In the following areas
None

d. Eliminate reheat

12) Check window units and chillers.

13) Use outdoor airffor cooling.

14) Reduce winter Indoor, temperaIures during occupied periods
to a recommended level of 68".

15) Increase summer indoor temperature and relative humidity
levels during occupied hours up to a recommended maximum
of,78/60%.

16) Reduce hot water temperatures to a recommended temperature
of 1T0°.

17) Reduce solar heat gains through addition of blinds, curtains,

etc.

18) Reduce illumination levels by replacing existing lamps with
or by removing about 1/3 of lamps from

existing fixtures in Administrative area.

19) Turn off lights in unused areas.

20) Use task lighting in the areas oftckninistration.

21) Utilize daylight for natural illumination in the following

locations:

Library
Shops .

22) Reduce energy consumption for equipment and machines by

adjusting the following equipment:

23) Reduce electric demand by turning off A/C units.

24) Install separate pomestic hot water heater.

25) Check controls calibration.

* In the RECOMMENDED-column, "H" indicates high priority;

c"L" indicates low 20
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the recommendations. Involvement of the individual who has supervi-
sory responsibility for the user group occupying the building (such as
a school principal) is advisable, since implementation of some of the
no-cost measures will require user cooperation. This individual can
also provide information on scheduling requirements.

In general, arr audit should be organized to ensure that sufficient
information 'on the mechanics of a building and user requirements is
readily available to those conducting it.

Ideally, the audits should occur well into the heating season when
buildings are fully occupied. This will assure that the buildings are
observed in their normal modes of operation. For air-conditioned,
buildings that are. occupied in summer months, a follow-up audit should
be made at that time as well.

SELECTING BUILDING AUDITORS

There are two options for selecting personnel to conduct the building
audit using in-house personnel or hiring outside consulting
engineers. A municipality should make the choice based on its own
assessment of financial constraints and the skills of its in-hAse
personnel. Under no circumstances should-a municipality forego
conducting building audits because it doesn't have the motley to hire
outside personnel. Remember that one half of the savings found in
the Energy Conservation Project study resulted from easy to identify
no-cost measures. There is sufficient information available in this
report to enable a municipality to caPitalize qp these savings
opportunities and to identify the items that might be subjects of
cost/benefit analysis at a later time when funds are available:-

The level of skills required in auditors correlates with the mechani-
cal complexity of the buildings to be evaluated.(01der buildings
without climate control systems do not require a great deal of
sophisticated analysis. Baldings with mechanical ventilation and
air conditioning, as is the case with many new schools, should be
audited by an individual with a sound background in these systems.

Where-amunicipality has the option of considering outside personnel,
it should ascertain that the firms or individuals under consideration
have a background in energy conservation activity.

It would be ideal for a trained engineer who is professionally
qualified' in the design and maintenance of mechanical and electrical
systems for buildings to conduct the building' audit. An engineer will
be able to spot potential sources of energy.waste quickly, whether
they be due to mechanical problems or to improper operation and
maintenance procedures.

Among the advantages'of using outside consultants are the benefits of
an unbiased observer who can often recognize inad: -.1aCies in building
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operation and /11aintenance better than local personnel.

Outside help is also the best means of getting an analysis of any

weaknesses that may existin the technical skills of staff with

operating responsibilities for mechanical systemS. ThiS is particu-

larly the case with sophisticated mechanical systems found in modern

schools. A large high school may have a'quarter million dollar annual

energy budget. Here a 10% savings is highly significant, and tight

operation of control systems can easily achieye it. An outside audit

signals to employees a departure from business 's usual and as such

can enhance their motivation to follow through.

There are several sources of outside technical assistance that might

be considered. Conceivably local citizens with mechanical engineering

skills might be.persuaded,to volunteer time to a program. Major town

industries, including the utilities, may have personnel with the

requisite skills that could be made available at no cost to the

municipality. Professional engineering firms are a-source available

at a fee. Firms with experience in this field should be confident

enough to guaranteethat the cost of their services will be recovered

through savings within, a period following implementation of their

recommendations. The.cost of using outside services can be minimized

if the hey audit information is collected in advance and is available

to the firm. Similarly, costs may be held down if the audit is split

into two levels of analysis. The first level would be. a_survey citing

nocost measures to be implemented and capital investment items to be

considered but not evaluated on a cost/benefit basis until the second

level. The Technical Appendix to this report can be used to select .

capital investment measures that are most likply to have the best .

payoff when verified by a detailed cost/benlfit study at an additional

fee'.

FOLLOW-THROUGH ON THE AUDIT

Although the,audit produces recommendations, the dollar and energy

savings will only be realized with impleMentation. Some of these

savings are only available after investment in modifying the physical

plant of a building. But there is an immediate and substantial payoff_

from implementation of the no-cost measures. Follow -up attention by

the manager to make sure that these recommendations are implemented

promptly is essential.

The ECP study was able to reduce the content of no-cost recommenda-

tions on an audit checklist to sixteen procedures that are common to

the operation of most municipal buildings and have the biggest impact

on saving atlittie or no cost. They can be usefully classified here
by the type of follow-up action required of a manager when implementa-

tion is recommended by an audit. .The following reviews a classifica-

tion scheme that notes the different focus for management follow-
.

1.
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through suggested ih each category:

1. Measures which 'nvolve minor changes in the operation and.

Maintenance of uildings, but can be accomplished without
special traininf building operating personnel. These

measures include:

a. Set back thermostats dUring evenings and on weekends-to
a recommended setting of 55 degrees;

b. Shut down "ventilation system during evenings and on
weekends'; 4

Shut down cooling system completely during evenings, and.
on weekends;

d. Reduce unnecessary lighting by delamping (i.e., removing
selected bulbs from their fixtures); and

e. Reduce domestic hot water temperature to 110. degrees.

Follow-through:

'Items a through-c can best be-implemented by adjusting
mechanical'timers and controls in a building. If these
controls are not available, then set-backs should be made
-part of standard operating procedures for personnel.

The indicated, degree'settings are critical to getting the

full potential payoff.
.

2.. Measures involving changes *in the operation and maintenance of
buildings which require technical assistance or special skills
from operating personnel. These include:

a. Reduce ventilation rates during occupied periods;

b... Measure and adjust efficienCy of, the boiler/burner;

c. Check calibration of thermostats;

d7 Elimikate reheat; and

Disconnect ballasts when. delampinq.

Pollow-through:

If requisite skills are not available on staff, items bv-"

'and c can be done underan annual' maintenance contract.
Items d and e can be handled by an experienced mechanic.'

3. Measures which can be initiated by building operating personnel
but which require the cooperation of-all users of the building-
for effectiveness."-These include:

a. Reduce winter indoor temperature to 68 degrees or lower;

b. Increase summer indoor temperature to 78 degrees or
higher;

c. Turn off unused lights;

d. Use outdoor air for summer cooling;
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e. Use blinds or curtains to reduce solar heat gain in
summer; and

f. Use natural lighting whenever possible.

Follow-through:

These items have a substantial payoff and the cooperation of
building users on a day to day batis isabsolytely critical.
Explicit and continuing efforts to enlist that cooperation
are adVisable. An introductory meeting to review the over-

all goals and objectives of the municipality's conservation
program with building users should be:considered. Most

people will accept a 68 degree thermostat setting if they

'understand that.the choice is between wearing warmer

clothing, such as a sweater, or reducing .vital municipal
services. Similar appeals can be .made fQr. observance of
each of the. above measures.' A periodic checkup of each
building to ensure compliance also ought to be considered. .

r

FOLLOWTHROUGH IMPLEMENTATION OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT
MEASURES

Each building audit will,uncover a number of possibilities for saving

energy by modifying building equipment and the building' envelope. The

. list of possible capital investments canbe evaluated using engineer-

ing. and:financial critvia. The annual energy savings that will

result from a given ii4ovement can be estimated and converted to a

dollar value representing the expected annual return on the cost of

that investment. The manager using financial'criteria such as years
to payback and rate of return- can'select those investments which will

yield "a return over and above the original cost of the investment.

This return, could,be 'thought of as an annual dollar savings that

could be reinvested in additional energy conservation improvements

until the list of possible.cost-effective improvements has been

completed.-

A manager can obtain a financial and engineering analysis of. the list

of possible investment Measuresthat will provide him with information

on the cost.of the investment, the annual dollar savings, and the

expected, lifetime of the improvement. On this basis, a schedule of

capital improvements can be organized. These can be selectively

implemented each year as funds are Mailable until all cost- effective

investments have been made, reducingannual_building energy costs To

a minimum..

The Building Audit program in six municipalities in the ECP study

included a financial and engineering analysis of a list ofAiirty

possible energy conservation improvements in different municipal

buildings. These studies, and a detailed presentation of the finan-

cial decision-making criteria that can be. used to evaluate improve-
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ments, are contained in the ..Technical Appendix.

L.There are two very important points to make in closing this discus-
sion. Because of the ineficiency-of our current building stock, 'a.

, .
there. are investment opportunities for improving municipal buildings
that yield a°56t,ter overall return that can be obtained -by investing
the same amount omoney in a savings.. ccounf: By not, identifying
these opportunities and making these investments, a municipality will
-be forced to spend an increasing amount of moriey,each year for
building' energy that is being unnecessarily. wasted.-- A

The latter point must be stressed. Rising fuc,1 prices are inevitable
for the foreseeable future. The only uncertainty is how rapidly they
will increase. Thisfmeans that the annual.savings anticipated from an
improvement will increase atthe same'rate as fuel prices escalate.
The effect-of this is-a much quicker return on investment than would
otherwise be the'case. This is illustrated by the graph in Figure 2,
which charts "years to payback" versus the ratio of initial investment
cost to annual savings. The heavy dotted line shows, for an invest-
ment of (for example) $1,000 with annual savings of $100 (k.e.,:a cost
to savings, ratio of 10 on the horizontal axis), how the years to pay7
back decrease as the 'rate of fuel price escalation increases.

This is a rather high cost/savings ratio. Therefrare investment
opportunities in many municipalities with a much quicker return.

FIGURE 2
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ENERGY
CONSERVATION
MANAGER

Organizing a program of energy management in buildingS.requires
leadership by the Chief Executive in assigning to municipal personnel
the key tasks to be performed in energy, budgeting, building auditing;

and follow-through phases. The participants in these activities will
be a diverse group, of individUals. Motivating them, coordinating
their efforts, and recognizing their accomplishments is the key to
the long-term success of the program.

ROE OF THE MUNICIPAL ENERGY CONSERVATION MANAGER

An _important first step that will give the-program neededvisibility
is a. formal policy statement by the chief executive announcing program
goals and objectives and assigning responsibility for' implementation

of key tasks. These tasks can be thought of as a seqUence that
includes: calculating.AEI's to determine energy savings potential;
communicating with and-obtaining the cboperation of maintenance
personnel and building users involved .in program implementation;'

monitoring performance on a periodic basis; evaluating year7end
results; and reassessing savings goals for the next year. The

individuals 1n4olved in these activities. include the chief executive,
accounting personnel, maintenance personnel, and building users.

There :is an obvious need for coordinating this effort. In evaluating
the options for accomplishing this, the chief executive should
consider the integrated role that'can be played by a locally desig-
nated Energy Conservation Manager. The illustration on :the lc:snowing

,page schematically presents this concept The diagram does not

necessarily imply the addition of new personnel. This fundtion)may
be appropriate to an individual already on staff or to a department

that already has building management responsibility. it is important

that the program functions be explicitly, assigned and that the
assignment carry with it sufficient visible support from the chief

executive so that the responsible individual or department with the

assignment can obtain the cooperation of the key actors.

The People-Oriented aspects of the Energy, Conservation Manager's role

need to be stressed.- The cooperation ofmaintenance-personnel and
building users such as-classroom:teachers in adjusting to changes in

operating procedures and wasteful habits is vital: The tasks that are
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FIGURE 3 ROLE OF THE/ENERGY CONSERVATION MANAGER
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.important to the success of this communication process.are highlighted
below: 1

Interpreting and Promoting the Program:

1. Translate' target goals and walk7through audit. results into
building operation procedures for each building maintenance
person;

2. Assess the practicality of impleMenting these procedures to
determine when and how much training or outside assistance
is needed; and

3. Meet with user groUps to ,educate th''m in the municipal
energy savings-program and its implications.

Implementing the Program:

1. Communicate building operations procedures )o. building
Operators and managers;

2.'.Communicate energy consumption data regularly to building
personnel and ddini4strator';

-3. Communicate problems --'in interpretation or implementation
noted through periodic. moii/toring to_the administrator; and

4. Communicate examplesof successful results in saving energy
and dollars..

ESTABLISHING THE ENERGY-CONS RVATION MANAGERIS'ROLE

The decision on where to assign the Energy Conservation Manager's
function must take into account the local circumstances' of organize -

tional structure, skill levels of personnel, and financial
constraints. As the task definitions show, the ECM needs to have
skills in motivating and communicating with people, as well as a
background in building operations. One way of evaluating the worth
of this function is estimating the extra margin of savings that can
be.generate&with--aggresgive program. implementation_ This would be

considered as roughly 10% of a municipality'S. total building energy-'

cost. Theimpact of this savings increment is showh.-in fqr
,

the, six-municipalities that participated in the ECP-study:.

Ten percent is°a very conservative estimate. of potential saving's and

could easily'be reached through no -cost measures. The Energy._

Conservation Manager in COneord successfully reduced ener nsump

tion in the Town Hall by 30% over one year at no cost. ve that

for towns over 10,000 in population an annual savings of e n 10%

would amply provide the, salary of am.energy,conservation -coordinator.

. The degree of control exerted by ,one energy coordinator over .the

operatic:in of all municipal buildings may vary among municipalities.
Traditionally-the operition.of municipal buildings falls under '

29-
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TABLE 4

Total Cost of 10 %

Town Population .
Building Energy Annual Savings

4.

Fall River 100,000 $ 1,102,000 $ 110,200

Attleboro 2 33,000 $ 649,000 $ 64,900

COncord 16,000 $ 342,000 $ 34,200'

Tyngsborough 4,313 $_ 63,000 $ 6,300

Pepperell 5,887' $ 42,000 $ 4,200

Dupstable 1,292. $ 16,900. . $ 1,600



departmental control (i.e., the school department exclusively 'controls

school buildings, the fire department operates its own buildings,

etc.). However, if one accepts the savings opportunities described

earlier, it may be well worth changing the traditional scheme of

municipal. operation to gain the benefits of expert skills available

through central building management.

On the other hand, by making the energy conservation manager something

less than all-powerful, the position may become more feasible without

sacrificing a great deal in effectiver&ss. For example, schOol

buildings account for about 70% of,the energy used in all municipal

buildings. 1317 making the Energy Conservation Manager (ECM) apart of
the school department, a major portion of the town'spotential savings -

could be achieved. This is but one example of the many possible ways

in which a municipality can build the role of an ECM into its existing

organizational structure. Given the variations in the structure of

local governments in MaSsAchusetts, there is no single best organiza-

tional approach; the municipality must determine for itself how and::

where the ECM should fit in.

The 'ECM should be located to serve all municipal departments having

building management responsibilities and thus generate the greatest

savings. Ideally the ECM would function in every department, and

Should always function in school buildings.

One of the most important conclusions drawn in the ECP -study of 112

municipal buildings was that achieving the highest possible maigin of

energy savings depends on aggressive implementation. In most cities

and towns, an energy conservation manager with-the responsibility and

the authority for getting the job done can achieve additional savings

that will more than cover any additional salary costs involved.

0
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TECHNICAL
APPENDIX

REVIEW OF BUILDING ,ENERGY BUDGEt!NG PRINCIPLES

This sectiondiscusSes the following technical issues:

Why units' of energy are used rather than dollars in budgeting;

Why the AEI is adjusted for building size and cost of fuel; and

How ,the Standard AEI's were derived.

This Section also-presents the methods and material, including sample
rksFeets, for calculating AEI budgets.

-Why Units of Energy Rather than Dollars are Used in Energy Budgets

A comparison of the efficiency of two separate buildings should be
made on the basis of the total units of energy required for heat,
light, and power in the respective buildings.' The alternative
comparison, based solely upon total dollars spent fox- energy in
buildings, is subject to serious inaccuracies for two reasons.

First, 'the prices of different sources of energy (ire., electricity,
oil,, and gas) are not equivalent in terms of units of energy per
dollar, anti different buildings use these sources in varying propor-

.....PiOnsEnergy units purchased in the form of electricity, for
example.; are three times as expensiveas those in the form of oil. It

is conceivable that two buildings could have significantly different.
energy bills while consuming equivalent amounts of energy. ,

/
Second, because energy pricesincreasefrompyear to yeati-Comparing-a-particular,building's total dollar ener cost in succeeding years may
obscure' the faCt that actual annual e rgy consumption has remained

the same or even decreased.

the relationShip of energy sources (i.e., electricity, gas, .and Oil) -o

end use (heat, light, power) in one building is not likely to be the

same as in another.. And within the same building, one source may be
substitu d for another over time. It is not very useful for effi-

ciency p ses to compare quantities (i.e., gallons, kilowatts, cUbic

feet) of en rgy sources consumed between buildings. 'But the energy

content-of fferent fuels is known and'can e measured in thousands

of British ermal Units (MBTU's). (A B is defined as the amount-of

energy'requi ed to heat one-pound of water by one degree fahrenheit.,

An'MBTU is equivalent to 1,000 BTU's.), When Tiantities-of different
fuels, such as.kiloWattsof;eIectricity, gallons of oil, and atikac
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feet of gas, are converted to their MBTU equivalents, they can be

added together to determine the total MBTU's of energy used in a.

building during a year. (The only real adjustment the layman has to

make in thinking about energy sources in BTU's is the problem of

scale. BTU's are a small unit of measure, There are 143,000 BTU's

in one gallon of oil. During the course of a year,:a given building

will consume several billion:BTU's4 Totalling the BTU's of energy

used during a year in a building presents'a much more accurate

picture of Consumption and permits accurate comparisons between

similar types of buildings.

Adjusting the AEI for Building Size and Cost of Fuel.,;

Energy use in a building is partly a function of the voIUme to be

heated and the square footage to be illuminated. Dividing total,

annual energy use by total building square footage allows comparisons

to be made between different size buildings. This measure of MBTU's

per square foot is a performance indicator that is a rough measure

of relative building efficiency. In.this report, total MBTU's per

square foot is referred to as an Annual Efficiency Index (AEI). The

AEI is the basic tool in energy budgeting that enables a manager to

determine whether or not the dollars allocated for building energy.
are being wasted.

Since it is intended that this budgetary technique attract a manager's

attention to buildings with the greatest dollar savings as well as

energy savings potential, .the conversion factors used are adjusted for

the fact that, as a rule, electrical MBTU's are three times as

expensive as oil or gas MBTU's. In the ECP,study, this corrected
AEI yielded the best correlation with dollar per square foot cost,

and is-accurate for buildings that use fossil fuels for heating: _

All-electriC buildings will generally haVe inflated AEI's-when,.

compared directly to similar fossil-pelheaVd buildings.. This does

not mean that all-electric.buildings are-actuilly more inefficient

than _their fossil-fueled counterparts, _ but rather that.electricity

as an energy..source-has built-in inefficiencies due to the:large

energylosses associated with its generation.

The AEI standards recommended in this manual are for fossil-fuel (gas

or oil): heated buildings only" and should not be applied tb all- ,

electric buildings. (It is possible to adjust the AEI of an-all- .

electric building, if the annual electrical consumption for space

heating alone can be- isolated from the total electrical consuniption..

However, since all-electric municipal buildings are relatively rare
in MassachuSetts, this adjustment is notincraded.Y

91!

How Were the Standard AEI's Derived?

The ECP study,calcdlated AEI's for 112 municipal buildings. TheSe

buildings %-ie---4rouped by.type and an average AEI for the roup was

calculated, TngAEI of each blinding was then compared t the average,

and sixty buildings found to be significantly above average were
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selected for a Building Audit to determine the causes of their ineffi-

ciencies. These audits examined operating procedures and mechanical
equipment in each building. -Each inspection resulted in a report that
indicated which procedures should be modified to improve efficiency
and where improvements in equipment would reduce consumption. The

percentage savings in annual consumption that would result from these
procedural modifications, i.e. no-cost savings, were also estimated
for each building.

Takingthee estimates into account, new average AEI's were calculated
for each building type. Climatic adjustments were also factored in to
account for the geographic dispersion of the demonstration municipali-
ties. These new average AEI's, adjusted to the Boston climate, are
the base AEI standards. By readjusting the standards to reflect local
climates (see;Step III in the next section), the.se AEI standards may
be applied in all of the cities and towns of Massachusetts.

PROCEDURES AND WORKSHEETS FOR CONSTRUCTING AN ENERGY BUDGET-

.
The municipal building energy budget is composed of energy budgets of
each municipal department, which in turn are constructed by aggregat-
ing the energy budgets of each building. The preparation of an energy
budget for a building is a four-step pocess summarized in Figure 1-1
and discussed below.

Step I: Collect Data

The required data, which consist of the total quantities of electri-
city-, oil,' and natural gas consumed' annually as well as their costs,
can4be obtaiBed in One I two ways. The first way, which is probably

more likely)to be accurate than the second, entails personally
collecting'fhe monthly utility bills and oil delivery receipts for the
most recent fiscal year directly from municipal-records.- The .

alternative is to submit a request for a yearly summary of the
municipal accounts to your utilities and oil dealers. These requests
pay be refused, however, since the information you request is made

available through the normal billing process.

To facilitate the collection of this data, use Worksheet 1.- Copies of

this worksheet should be prepared for each municipal building. Retain

the completed worksheets for your permanent records.

Also required in the energy budget is the enclosed area of the
building, which can be determined either from the.building plans or,
if they are unavailable, by physically measuring the building. Count

each floor separately in the measurement, but'don''iinclude unheated

basements or attics. Deduct the thickness of the exterior walls from
the measurements, but leave in the space occupied'by interior walls.
Figure 1-2 shows the - Correct method of measuring building area using a
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FIGURE 1-1 PREPARING AN ENERGY BUDGET

PROCESS STEPS USE WITH:

I. COLLECT DATA WORKSHEET

-COLLECT twelve months fuel consumption
data (gas, oil, electricity).

II. COMPUTE ACTUAL AEI WORKSHEET 2

- CONVERT fuel consumptibn to equivalent
energy value in MBTU's.

- DIVIDE total energy value by total

building area.

III. COMPUTE STANDARD AEI WORKSHEET 3

- MULTIPLY base AEI standards by local
climatic adjustment factor.

IV. DETERMINE POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS WORKSHEET 4

-savings factor actual AEI - standard AEI
actual AEI

- dollar savings savingi factor3C total annual
energy cost
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'SAMPLE WORKSHEET 1

FUEL CONSUMPTION DATA WORKSHEET

MUNICIPALITY: (WATTS U E4 1.E._

BUILDING NA:1E: Tispile It 14,64
FISCAL YEAR: Re -
BUILDING AREA: 2 0
TOTAL ANNUAL ENERGY COST Alt, A' L`
TOTAL ANNUAL ENERGY CCN$TIPTION (MBTU.S) /0, , 4

MONTIVYEAR

NATURAL
GAS

CONSUMED
(ECF)

NATURAL
GAS
COST

( DOLLARS)

IA OIL
C LIMED

(GALLONS)

0 OIL
COST

(DOLLARS)
-,

X OIL
CONSUMED

( GALLONS)

I OIL
COST

(DOLLARS)

ELECTRICITY
CONSUMED

(KW)

ELECTRICITY
COST

(DOLLARS)

JUNE 4> O // 0 70 f39
JULY 0 a 1,200 6 gy

4,20
/2-7,5-AUG 0 0 /0 1 D,C),

/ t,i 5-0WY 42

OCT 33/3 /Db/ :21710 /6,45.
Gqiiy .2042_ 2s-11,90 , /7/ 5

Du 9760 .s/zs
,....2-Y
:2/,01/0 1

9743-,
2-E,Loc>,
21000Q
2.2 100

.
in

....

v&
/4, y6--
/733 ,

/726
JAA *

s /4);(iio_ S.74 0
FES

,
__ 6 3i:. 2/.2Q-

MAR /DC-06 liOt
OR 1/ 30 /401,2- /y4_7//zq

/61 Pb7-:.;.
MY ;',. 0 t>

, 7 421) 0

TOTALS: g4 35Y_/?17,5 .i/7---1 cm_

FIGURE 1-2 CALCULATING BUILDING AREA

1.
FROM THE PLANS OR A
VISIT TO THE BUILDING

MEASURE THE OVERALL
um-n-1 AND witsrg OF THE

BUILDING IGNORING INTERIOR

WALLS

AREA= L X W

37

2.
IN MORE CCVPLICATED BUILDINGS

L

1
A I

I

BREAK THE BUILDING INTO SIMPLE RECTANGLES

AREA .A1 + A 2 + A3

DON'T FORGET TO ADD THE 'AREAS OF SECOND

OR THIRD FLOORS

r-



simple building plan. The local building inspector can help you .

calculatebuilding areas.

)
Step II: Calculate

-

Actual-AEI. '

The definition of the AEI of a building is the total energy consumed

annually in the building per sqtare foot of building area, and is '

expressed in units of MBTU's pet square fOot. Since the amount of

energy contained in each type of fuel differs, the conversion factors

in Table 171 are given to be used in ealculating.the'total.energy in

any quantity of each of the fuels most commonly used in:buildings.

Use Worksheet 2 to calculate the AEI of a building. ,Copies of this

worksheet should be made for each municipal building.

The following example shows a step-by -step method for calculating the

AEI of a building; in this case, the building is the -typical school

-described in Sample Worksheet 1)..

ExaMPle X-1: AEI CalculationS

Building data from W6rksheet 1: (see Sample Worksheet 1)

building type: school built after 1945 .

KWH of electricity consumed: .242,000 KWH

gallons of #2 oil consumed- 49,334 gallons

CCF of natural gas consumed:, 0 CCF

total energy cost: :'S 31,800

building area: 50,120 square feet

Result: Actual AEI = 202.6(see Sample Worksheet 2)

Energy Source

TABLE I-1-

ENERGY CONVERSION FACTORS FOR
COMMON-ENERGY SOURCES FOR BUILDINGS

ti

Units of MeaA'ure Conversion Factors

Electricity. KWH 11.38

#2 Oil Gallons 139.0

#4 Oil Gallons 150.0

#5 Oil .. Gallons 152.0

#6 Oil / Gallons 153.0
.,...

Natural Gas CCF (hundred cubic 103.1

feet)
:,
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SAMPLE WORKSHEET 2

ANNUAL EFFICIENCY INDEXAAEO WORKSHEET

1. -FILL IN THE TOTAL QUANTIES OF FUEL IN THE APPROPRIATE SQUARES

ON THE WORK SHEET.

2. MULTIPLY THE TOTAL KWH V,EgCTRICITY CONSUMED TIMES
THE CONVERSION FACT 11:; .-&"7`10670 X 11.38 =

total XYS

3. MULTIPLY THE TOTAL GA. NS OF #2 OIL CONSUMED TIMES
. THE CONVERSION FACTO .i.,---_-6;rtaa X-139.00 =

ZQrsa

4. MULTIPLY THE TOTAL GALLONSAF #4 OIL CONSUMED TIMES
, THE CONVERSION FACTOR: Trkpl X 150.00 954A)104

tow la Ural
Sr MULTIPLY THE TOTAL GALLONS OF #5 OIL CONSUMED TIMES

THE CONVERSION FACTOR: 01-oni X 152.00 =

6.- MULTIPLY-THE TOTAL GALLONS OF #6 OIL CONSUMED TIMES
THE CONVERSION FACTOR: X 153.00 =

total gala=
7. MULTIPLY THE ,TOTAL CCF OF NATURAL GAS CONSUMED TIMES

-THE.CONVERSION FACTOR: X 103.10

MBTU's -

MTV's

MBTU's

MBTU'i

lIBTU's

0

upt.41.4=7

ADD UP THESE MBTU't TO GET THE TOTAL BUILDING
ENERGY CONSUMPTION: fOr.u.KMaNT

ENTER THE TOTAL ENCLOSED AREA OF THE BUILDING.
HERE: ARK4

10. DIVIDE THE TONLEm/M71LINE 8) BY THE ARti.(LINE 9)
TO GET. THEIGUILDING AEI:

at

0

ten's

SQ. FT.

MBTlYs/
SO: FT.

Step-III: Compute Standard AEI

It is .not accurateto suggest that the same Standard AEI's should be

. applied in al.1areas of Massachusetts. 'A building in a more severe

climate will consume more energy per square foot than a similar

building in a milder climate. Mthicipalities on Cape Cod, the North

and South Shores, and along the southern coast do not experience the

severe winters that towns in Western and Central Masdadhusetts do.

The Standard AEI must be adjusted annually in your area., Table 1-2

lists climatic adjustment factors for fifty locations around the,

s4-ate. These adjustments are given for the five most recent fiscal
years, 4-hereby taking into account the variation in climate due to

both. geographic location and the relative 'severity of the-winters in

each location from year to year.

To use Table 1-2, plck the location nearest your own, then pick the

fiscal year for which you have consumption. data and finathe-adjust-

ment factor in th.6- Multiply the Standard AEI's in Worksheet.3

,
by the adjustment factOr you have just found in Table The

followingexample demonstrates the entire process of-climatic-

adjustment. f
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TABLE . I -2 CLIMATIC ADJUSTMENT FACTORS FOR

MASSACHUSETTS

STATION 975/76-1974/75 1973/74 1972/73 1971/72

_

Adams 1.30 1.32 1.27 1.28 1.31

Borden' Brook Res. 1.29 1.36 NA 1.38 4.37

Chester 1.27 1.31 1.21 1.27 .1.35.

Cunningham Hill 1.31 .1.37 1.34 '1.36 1.37

Great Barrington 1.29 1.36 1.28 NA NA

Hoosac Tunnel NA NA NA 1.30 1.32

KnightsVille Dam 1.27 . 1.30 1.32 1.27 1.32

Lanesboro 1.39 1.44 NA 1.42 1.43

Stockbridge NA 1.29 1.25 1.26 1.32

AMherst 1.09. 1.15 1.13 1.11 1.15

Barre Falls Dam 1.32 1.37' 1.34 1.33 1.38

Bedford 1.09 1.12 1.11 1.13 1.17

Birch Hill Dam 1.35, 1.40 1.33 1.34 1.41

Blue Hill. 1.05 1.12 1.10 1.11 1.15

Buffumville Dam 1.20 1.27 1.21 1.20 1.24

Chestnut Hill - BA NA 0.93 NA 1.10

Clinton 1.06 1.20 1.22 1.19 -1.24

Dracut 1.17 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22'

Dunstable: 1.14 1.19 1.15 1.19 1.21

East Brimfield Dam 1.18 1.23 1.20 -1.18 1.25

.
.

. ,

Fitchburg AM 1.16 1.14 '1.16 ;1.19.

Framingham 1.03 NA 1.06 SA NA

Haverhill .01 1.05 1.02 1.07 1.09

Lawrence. 1.06, 1.11 ,.. 1.10 1.10 .1.13

Reading .: A 1.10 '1.16 1.13 1.14 1.18

ShelbUrn Falls 1.25 1.27 1.24 . 1.27 1.31

Springfield : 1.00 1.06 1.02 1.04 1.09

Tully Dam 1.30 1.34 1.28 1.31 '1.34

Turner Falls 1.14 1.18 1.15 1.16 1.21

Walpole 1.03 1.10 1.06 NA. . NA
. ,

'Pest Medway 1.13 ... 1.18 1.14'- 1.13 1.18

Worcester 1.18 .i1.23 1.19 1...2-3". 1.23

Boston 0.87 -. 0.98 .0:96 .1.00 0.98:

Brockton 1.01 '1.11 1:07 1:05 1.12

South Meanest 0.94 1.02: NA -1..00 1.03:.

, , . .

Chatham .
0.97 . 1.03 -1.01 "NA. NA

Bast Wareham
A 1.06- 1.07 1.07 1.05 1.09

Edgartown 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.02.

Fall River NA: 1.02 0.99. 1.00 1.03 .

Hingham -1.00 ..1.07. 1.02- 1.04 1.08

Widdleton 1.01 1.08 1.05 1.07- 1.10

Nantucket i 0.94 1.03 .1.10 1.09 1.01

New Bedford . NA 0.80, NA '0.86 0.91

Peabody . 1.04 1.10 1.072L 1.11 1.13

Plymouth 1.05 1.14 1.1C°- 1.08. 1.14

Provincetown NA 1.02. 1.01, NA . Nk

Rochester 1.05 1.09 1.11 , 1.10 1.13

Etbc3CP-ort ..
1.02 1.09 1.06 1.08' 1.11

Taunton 1.06 1.14 1.12 1:10 1.14
_

*40
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Example 1-2: How to Adjust Standard AEI's for Local Climates

Assume Standard AEI's are to be adjusted for the climate of
Lowell, MA during the 74/75 fiscal year.

Step 1: Locate Lowell in.Table I-2. (Since no value is givep
for Lowell, take the.value for Lawrence which is
nearby.)

Step 2: Under the year of fiscal 74/75 in Table 1-2, the
adjustment factor 1.11_is found.

Step 3: Using the space provided in Worksheet 3, multiply each
Base Standard AEI by 1.11 to find the adjusted Standard
AEI for Lowell.

Climatic Adjustments for Future Years,._

Table 1-2 contains climatic adjustment factors for the fisdal years up
to and including 1975-76. Since it will, be necessary to,have updated
climatic adjustment factors each year;two methods are provided:to
enable local personnel to determine these factors for themselves.

METHOD Averaging

Although the climate, varies somewhat from year to year ina
given location, it is possible to base future 16cal standards
'on an average of the five factors shown in Table 1-2. This is

'not the most accurate methOd, but iiks sufficient to use in

formulating base-yearstandards.

a

. Example:

For Clinton, the average clithatic factor from Table" 1-2

would be calculated as follows:

Average Climatic 1.06 1.20 1.22-4-1.19.-{- .1.24 .

AdjustmentFaCtor' 5

METHOD 2: Accurate Calculation
.

-The true value of climatic adjustment factbrs for ftture years

can be easily calculated from published data.' Weather

data far New England is pUblished each month by the-National

Oceanographic and Atmospherid Administration JNOAA). In each

year's July publication, the reader will find a table of

"Monthly and Seasonal Heating Degree Days" for locations in

Massachusetts. The total heating degree days of each location
in this table forms the basiS'.Of the climatic adjustment factor.'

The new factor. is determined by dividing'the total local heating

degree days'by 5621.
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SAMPLE .WORKSHEET 3

BUILDING TYPE

BASE AEI
STANDARD'
(ETU:S/S61.FT.)

SCHOOLS BUILT BEFORE 1945 105

SCHOOLS BUILT AFTER 1945- 120

FIRE STATIONS 135

TOWN HALLS '(OFFICES) 115.

LIBRARIES 110

POLICE STATIONS 105

DPW GARAGES , 105

CLIMATIC LocAL:A5r
ADJUSTMENT STANDARD
FACTOR** (MBTUrS/SQ.FT.)

X f ri =

X
I

/3 3
1 I

X /50

X /Z2'
1. I/

X /Z 2-1//

X

X

I /-// 1

b

=

/17
5621 DEGREE'BASE STANDARDS ARE, BASED UPON AN ANNUAL HEATING SEASON OF

DAYS (BOSTON'S 30.YEAR NORMAL)

'CLIMATIC ADJUSTMENT FACTORS FOR FIFTCLOCATIONS IN MASSACHUSETTS ARE

GIVEN IN TABLE 3.

ti

:SAMPLE WORKSHEET- 4
a '

POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS

1. ENTER ACTUAL AEI FROM WORKSHEET 2 AND STANDARD AEI FROM WORKSHEET 3
BELOW.

2. COMPUTE THE ENERGY SAVINGS FACTOR:
( 202; -.. /153 ) Zo 2, 4
(Actual AEI Standard AEI) kelhal ALT = Energy Savings FaCt47

ENTER THE TOTAL ANNUAL ENERGY COST FROM WORKSHEET 1 BELOW.

4. COMPUTE THE POTENTIAL ANNUAL SAVINGS.
( .SijgDO x ( '3s ) If/4 27- I

Potential Annual Swinge(Annual §nergy Cost) X' (Energy - Savings Fact42;)

42
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Example:

In the-July 197epublication of Climatological Data for

New England, the total heating degree days for Clinton, MA,

might be listed as 6500.

The. 1977/78 climatic adjustment factor for Clinton would

be:

77/78 Climatic 6500
1.16

Adjustment Factor 5621

To obtain this infOrmation fiomLNOAA, send orders for the July

issue of Climatological Deta for New England to:

National Climatic Center,
Federal Building
Asheville, NC 28801

Attention: PUblications

The current price of the July issue is 35&

Step IV: Determine Potential Energy Savings

Once actual and locally adjusted Standard AEI's are known, it is

possible to determine the potential energy savings in a building as a.

percentage of its current annual consumption. Use copies of Worksheet-

4 to calculate the potential energy savings in each municipal

bUilding,
:F.

Mcample 1-3:

Assume that the school used in Example I=1 is'loCated in LOwell.

Using the local Standard AEI's for 74/75 from Example 1-2,,

calculate the potential annual savings for the school.

Data from Worksheets:

Actual AEI 202.6 (from Worksheet 2) .

Standaid AEI 133 .(from Worksheet 3).

Annual Energy. Cost .$.3a,800 (from Worksheet 1).

Result: Potential'Annual Savings 7 $11,027.00 (seeSalie

Worksheet .4).

When the potential savings for.eadh municipal building are known,

departmental and municipal potentials can be evaluated using Worksheet-

.5. In ensuing yeart, these potentials should shrink as actual energy

-consumption is reduced to-or below the local consumption standards.

This would indicate a successfully conducted energy manageMent

program.
t
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FUEL CONSUMPTION DATA WORKSHEET

MUNICIPALITY:

BUILDING NAME:

FISCAL YEAR:,

BUILDING AREA:

TOTAL ANNUAL ENERGY COST:

TOTAL ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION (STU'S).

MONTH/YEAR

NATURAL
GAS

CONSUMED

(CCF)

NATURAL
GAS
COST

(DOLLARS)

I OIL

CONSUMED

(GALLONS)

N' OIL

COST

(DOLLARS)

# OIL
CONSUMED

(GALLONS)

11 OIL
COST

(DOLLARS)

ELECTRICITY
CONSUMED

(KNH)

ELECTRICITY
COST

(DOLLARS)

JUNE

JULY ".

.
. , i

AUG

SEPT

.

i . .
.

OCT

p

,

NOV

4

.

.

-

,

.

.

DEC

-
_ .

.

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

TOTALS:
,..,
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WORKSHEET 2

ANNUAL EFFICIENCY INDEX (AEI) WORKSHEET

1. -FILL IN THE TOTAL QUANTIES OF FUEL IN THE APPROPRIATE SQUARES

2.

3.

4.-

ON THE WORK SHEET.

-MULTIPLY.THE 'TOTAL KWH OF ELECTRICITY CONSUMED TIMES
THE CONVERSION FACTOR: X11.38 - MBTU's

total xww

MULTIPLY THE TOTAL GALLONS OF 02 OIL CONSUMED TIMES
THE CONVERSION FACTOR' X 139.00 I MBTU's

total cialkma
MULTIPLY THE TOTAL GALLONS OF #4 OIL CONSUMED TINES'
THE CONVERSION FACTOR: X 150.00 0, I MBTU's

total gallows
5. MULTIPLY THE TOTAL GALLONS OF 15 OIL CONSUMED TIMES

THE CONVERSION FACTOR X 152.00 MBTU's

6. MULTIPLY THE TOTAL GALLONS OF 06 OIL CONSUMED TIMES
THE CONVERSION FACTOR: X 153.00 a MBTU's

total gala's
7. MULTIPLY THE TOTAL CCF. OF NATURAL GAS CONSUMED TIMES'

THE CONVERSION FACTOR: X 103.10 MBTU's
Natal CCP

8. ADD UP THESE MBTU's TO GET THE TOTAL BUILDING
ENERGY CONSUMPTION: TOTAL SIMI MBTU's

9. ENTER THE TOTAL ENCLOSED AREA OF THE BUILDING
HERE: ARM I SO. FT.

10. DIVIDE THE TOTAL DIDIRCLfLIKE 8) BY THE ARI4 (LINE 9)
TO GET THE BUILDING AEI Alt

.17
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WORKSHEET 3

BUILDING TYPE

BASE AEI
STANDARD
(MBTU'S/SQ.FT.)

CLIMATIC
ADJUSTMENT
FACTOR*

LOCAL AEI
STANDARD
(MBTIPS/SILFT.)

SCHOOLS BUILT BEFORE 1945 105
ax

SCHOOLS BUILT AFTER 1945 120 x.

F I RE .STAT IONS 135

TOWN HALLS (OFFICES) 115

LIBRARIES 110 x

POLICE STATIONS 105

DPW GARAGES 105

*RASE STANDARDS ARE BASED UPON AN ANNUAL HEATING SEASON OF 5621 DEGREE

DAYS (BOSTON'S 30 YEAR NORMAL)

**CLIMATIC ADJUSTMENT FACTORS FOR FIFTY LOCATIONS IN MASSACHUSETTS ARE

GIVEN IN TABLE 3.
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WORKSHEET 4

POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS

1. ENTER ACTUAL AEI FROM WORKSHEET 2 AND STANDARD AEI FROM WORKSHEET 3.
BELOW.

2. COMPUTE THE ENERGY SAVINGS FACTOR.

(Aetna: An Standard AF../) + Actual au Elnemy Sags Factor

3. ENTER THE TOTAL ANNUAL ENERGY COST FROM WORKSHEET 1 BELOW.

4. COMPUTE THE POTENTIAL ANNUAL SAVINGS.

) X (

(1=14441 Elegy COst)4 (Ewsmy-Smrimgs Factor)
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MUNICIPAL BUILDING ENERGY SAVINGS NTENTIAL

MUNICIPALITY:

FISCAL YEAR:

DEPARTMENTAL SUB-TOTALS.

1111.1.1.1.11111111.1."1"..IMM.1.1.111.11.1111.1111111111.1..1111.1".."11.11.1111111.11..11.11111.....F

DEPARTMENT BUILDING NAME

ANNUAL MBTU S

CONSUMED1

SAVINGS

FACTOR2

ANNUAL.

ENERGY

COSI2

POTENTIAL

SAVINGS2

TOTAL .

,ENERGY

COST

TOTAL

POTENTIAL

SAVINGS

AVERAGE

SAVINGS/

BUILDING.

.

4

$ $ $ $

,
.

.

.

.
.

1From WORKSHEET 2
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES-AND THE MOST EFFECTIVE PRACTICES..
.FOR SAVING ENERGY IN MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS

,
. .

A building audit or evaluation:of the energy savings potential of a

given building is likely. to identify aglarge number of possible

measures that might be implemented., Some of these will have-\a ..

relatively greater effect than others. The intent of this section is

to convey to supervisdry and operating personnel who may not have

extensive technical training a conceptual understanding of the reasons

selected conservation. measures were found to be particularly effective

in municipal buildings.

To_meet this need, this section begins with a brief illustrated

discussion of the -basic principles of how energy,is used in-buildings.'

These principles_provide,a framework for diScussing eighteen specific

,conservation, measures that are particularly appropriate to municipal

buildings. Each meaeUre.is analyzed in terms of how-ft works and an

7ireiraate -of the relative savings and costs that might 'be expected is

mlide. Tom, provide a moredoncretec-conte2etforthe discussion, examples

c:)f the apalication of measures in new sdhools and old schools are

sed., These should be understood as examples that apply to two
general building types, older brick and mortar construction and newer
0thanidally'ventilated buildings, not to sch s alone.

/

!k.t the close of-the discussion, these measures\are listed by the..type

ool

of municipal. building in which they are most likely tolbe effective.

General Principles that Determine the Demand for Heating in

Municipal Buildings

Transmission

Whenever a difference in air temperature exists between a building

interior and the outdoor climate, energy is transmitted by the

materials in the walls, floor,-and roof from-the warmer to the colder

environment through a.continudus and irreversible process. This

process is referred to ag heat transmission. During the heating

sea on, when the interior of a building must be substantially - warmer

th the'cold outdoOr air, the energy transmitted out of .the building

must be replaced by heating energy' supplied by the consumption of_

fossil fuel or electrical energy.
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Infiltration

Another process through which energy. loss occurs involves the intro-
duction of cold outside air into interior space, forcing the warm; air
odt of the building and lowering the Indoor temperature, The effect
of this process is similar to that of adding ice cubes.to'a.Pan of
water being heated to'a boil. The cooling effect,of the ice lengthens
the boiling process and consumes much more energy than would have been
required' tO:boiI the water without.the addition of ice-cubes.

In a building, cold outside air:,is introduced to the interior in three
Ways:

1. Structural Infiltration: Air seeps through unavoidable cracks
around windows, doors, and in the structure of the building;

2. Opened Doors and Windows: Whenelier a door or window is Otiened,
a large volume of cold air flows into the building; and

3. Forced Ventilation: In certain types of buildings, health
codes require that outdoor air be introduced into the interior
at a fixed rate. In these buildings,_ outdoor air is drawn in
by a mechanical ventilating system that mus^t operate whenever
the buildings are fully occupied-.

System Inefficiencies

The last major process of heat loss involves the combustion-of,fossil
fuel in the'building,heating system. For buildings with oil or gas
heating systems, fossil fuel is burned In the presence -of oxygen,' .:
releasing heat in the form of hot g'ases: These.gases_flow thrOugh.,
some type of heat exchanger, which captures the largest portion:of the
heat content of the gases for, circulation within the building. The
residual heat in the gases-flows up a stack and is 'exhausted.

The combustion gases that are exhausted have'temperatures in excess of
500 degrees, and betWedh a'quarter and a.third of.the energy contained
in- the originalfuel,is.lost.. This heat loss firmed the ,stack

loss: At peak' efficiency (seasonal efficiellcy, a gas. or-oil burner
Can only deliver apprOXImately 75%of the energy contained in the fuel
to the building in the form of usabIj'aeatif'the7h.Oilersfardover-.
sized or the burners are improperly adjUsted, the actual-efficiency
can be much rower.

In an all-electric building, the heating, efficiency can bilks high as

100 %. This is to say that all of the energy delivered to the buil
may be converted to usable heat. H6wever, the generation of ele tri
city is in itself subject to the inefficiencies of fossil fuel ,

combustion. Under the best conditions, three barrels of oil are
required to generate an amount of electricity which has an energy'.
value equivalent of. one barrel of oil. The heat content from two of
every. three harrels of oil is lost at the generating plant. , s'

Since the price of electricity reflects the costs of the oil consumed
in generation, the equivalent "stack losses" of an all7electric
building 'exceed 65% of the available 'fossil fuel energy. -If the
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original fossil fuel consumption is c sidered, rather than the.

electricity by-product, an all-electric school has a "cotbustion-

efficiency"_of 35% at best. This compares with a peak seasonal
combustion- efficiency of 75% fora gas or oil heating system.

The effeCis of heat transmission, infiltration/ventilation, and

combustion stack losses are additive and, when combined, represent

most of the total heat losses of a building.

Internal Heat Gains.

Aside from the heat supplied by the combustion of fossil fuels,

buildings gain some heat frbm other sources. The occupants of a

building add a surprising amount of heat to the interior space. .An

inactive, seated adult adds 450 BTU/hour to the surrounding-environ-

ment. At this rate, the heat supplied by 222 seated adults in an

hour is equivalent to the heat that would be supplied by 1 gallon of

oil at 70% efficiency.
,

In schools with a:large student population, the demand_for oil during,
occupied periods is significantly' reduced by the heat supplied by the

occupants: On the other hand, when these buildingS are not fully

occupied thedemands upon the heating system are greater.

The lights and'electrical equipment in a building also contribute heat

to the interior space', since all of the electrical energy Consumed.by

these devices: is eventually emitted as heat. 'In new buildings, the

lighting system usually consumes in the range of 2 to 4 watts/square

foot.' This translates to.a heat gain of-7 to 14 BTU's-per square'foot
per:ous, which in a 60,000 square foot school is the equivalent to

the heat supplied from 4:2 to 8.4 gallons of oil per hour.

The third important source of heat gain-is the sun. During a sunny

day, solar gains'ney reach a peak equivalenttO 3.5 gallons:Of oil

pet hour, although the average hoUrlycontribution is closer to -one

gallon per hour. ,

The:Magnituqe of thesolar gains in .a building depends upon building

orientation, the amount-of--window area; and of course the availability

of.sunlight. It should_ be noted,-however,-.that-iin the evenings heat

-loss through windows isT-substantial and_may_in factrexceed the solar

gains made duringithe day. It is important that this trade-off be

remembered, especially when a building is designed.

The Energy Balance

The'rate at which energy is consumed to'heat a building is governed

.
directly by the rate of energy loss from the building. This. is the

concept of the-"energy balance," which may be expressed simply as

follows:

Heat Required= Heat Lost

To illustrate the concept, Figures.-II-17- II-4 indicate schematically

the components of the heat loss froirt two school buildings under two

different outdoor temperatures,- Figures andIT-,3 represent a
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FIGURE 11-1 1956 SCHOOL AREA 34,400 SQUARE FEET

TEMPERATURE OUTSIDE 0°F
TEMPERATURE INSIDE 70 °F

77 STACK LOSS ,
5.08 FORCED VENTILATION

O

_ 3.02 INTERNAL GAINS

3.7 ROOF

29 MALLS

L

t 1.91 WINDOWS
15.9 OILAX:MAND, .78 FLOOR

.40 INFILTRATION
NUMBERS REFER TO GALLONS OF OIL PER HOUR

FIGURE 11 -2 1892 SCHOOL AREA = 16,000 SQUAR54-EET

.1.45 STACK LOSS

TEMPERATURE
TEMPERA

OUTSIDE 0°F
INSIDE 70°F

ti

.55 ROOF

WINDOWS,.

1.97 WALLS

1.09 INTERNAL GAIN

4-.81r.OILDEAAND -,Z12 FLOOR
...

NUMBERS REFER TeGALLONS OF OIL PER HOUR
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1956 SCHOOL AREA '34,400 SQUARE FEET

1.49 STACK LOSS

TEMPERATURE OUTSIDE - 40°F.
TEMPERATURE INSIDE - 70°-F

2.18 FORCED VENTILATION

Aip
"-''

1.59 ROOF

.98 WALLS

5.0 OIL DEMAND 3.02 INTERNAL GAIN

NUMBERS REcc^ -0 -A'IONS OF OIL PER HOUR

.78 FLOOR
.82 WINDOWS

.17 INFILTRATION

F I GURE i 4 1892 SCH00- AREA 16,000 Qj.litRE FEET

AlOrm Loss

<WO

TEMPERATURE OUTSIDE:- 40°F_
TEMPERATURE INSIDE -'70°F

1°. e

.23 ROOF'

1.28 OIL'OEMAND

1,09 INTERNAL GAIN
;12 FLOOR

NUMBERS REFER TO GALLONS O OIL PER HOUR

.

.40 WINDOWS

.85 WALLS

.38 VENTILATION

AND INFILTRATION
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typical post-1945 school building with a student population of.-600,
while Figures 11-2 and 11-4 represent a typical pre-1945 school with
180 students. In Figures.II71 and 11-2, the heat losses from each
building are shown for an indoor temperature of 70 degrees and an
outdoor temperature of 0 degrees. The energy loss is expressed in
terms of gallons of oil per hour.

In Figure II-1 it can be seen that; under the temperatures shown, 8.68
gallons of oil per hour are lost by heat transmission through walls,
windows, roof, and floor, 5.48 gallons per hour are lost through
forced ventilation and infiltration of outdoor air, and 4.77-gallons
per hour are lost up the stack. In sum, 18.93 gallons of oil are lost
per hour under the temperatures shown.

Offsetting this loss are the 3.02 gallons per hour in heat released by
the building occupants and the interior lighting and the 15.91'gallons'
of oil actually consumed (solar gaingre not incl ed).

For the pre-1945 school under the same temperature conditions .(Figure
'11-2),.3.513 gallons per hour, are lost through transmission, 0.90
gallons per hour through ventilation and infiltxation,-and 1.45
gallOns per hour are lost Up-the'stack. The total heat lost per hour
(5.93 gallons ofoii) _is offset by 1:49 gallons per hour in internal
gains and 4.84 actual gallons of oil.

Since the buildings in'the, example are-baSed on the typical scale of
schoolsevaluated.in the:ECP study, the building in Figure II -2 has
only -half the floor area of the more modern building in Figure
While...these Buildings' ate of typical size, it can.be shown that.a
pre-1945 tschool as shown in Figure II -2, with a:tloorarea'equivalent
tbthat of the modern school, would require 5.23. gallOns of actual oil-

under the same-temperature Conditions. :
.

In FigUres,11-73.and 11-4; the .samebUjiditigs.arie shown under a: milder
Outdoor temperature conditio'n (40:degreesY. -Notice. the reduction in
the demand for oil for each building. 'For the1956 school (Figures-
II-1 and II-3)4 only.5 gallons per hOur are needed when theoutdoor
temperatUre is 40 degrees, as opposed to the 15.9_gallons per'hbur
needed at 0 degrees.. In the .1892 school (Figures II-2.and II-4), the-
reduction is,frcm 4.84 to 1.28 gallons per hour._ -. x.

Most of the components of the heat loss vary directly with the
difference in-the interior and exterior temperatures (called'*). In

Figures II-1 and 11-2 ttle,At is 70 degrees:(70-0)'; and-in. Figures
11-3 and 1174 the At is 30 degrees (70-40). The, internal heat gain

does not vary with. At; but depends instead. upon the nuMber of-
occupants and the power consumed for lighting and equipment. The

7-itransmssion losses. through the floor also remain about the sane
because the temperature of*the earth remains fairly constant during

'I

the heating season. 110

Sk-r

. . ,
Effective Measures for Conserving Energy in Municipal Buildings

The major-opportunities:for significantly reducing the energy consumpT-
tion of municipal buildings depend upon procedures that. reduce the
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rate of heat loss from buildings during the heating season. (Energy
conservation through reduced lighting is discussed separately.) More
specifically, any measure that'reduces beat transmission; reduces
ventilation and infiltration; reduces heating system inefficiencies;
or reducet the difference in indoor and outdoor.thmperatures will
result in significant energy savings without sacrificingthe comfort
or convenience of the building's occupants.

It should be remembered that a particular energy conservation measure
will have varying effects in different types of buildings. The intent
of this section is to suggest the potential savings of proven measures
for the types of building where they are likely to have the greatest
Impact. Furthermore, not all measures have an additive effect on the
total energy. consumption of a building. In the discussion 'of a
measure, the savings opportunities described are for that one measure
alone. The total savings from several measures may be less than the
sum of each when considered separately.

Measures that Reduce the Difference in Indoor and Outdoor
Temperatures

The magnitude of. the difference between the air temperature inside and
outside a building directly affects therate of fuel consumption.

A compariSon between Figures II-1 and 11-3, or between Figures 11-2 and
11-4, demonstrates this effect. These figures show that by reducing
the temperature difference from70 to 30 degrees the hourly energy
consumption is reduced by two-thirds-in'one building and by-three-
qUarterS in the. other.

While -this example concerns a change in outdoor temperatures,' a change
of the same magnitude in indoor temperatures would have the same
effect on the consumption of oil.

If the outdOor temperature is a constant 0 degrees and the indoor
temperature is lowered 40 degrees (from 70 to 30 degrees), the
resulting reduction in the energy demand is exactly the same as that
shown in the example. While 30-degrees is not a practical indoor
temperature setting even during unoccupied periods--a more modest
reduction is practical.- A temperature set -back to 55 degrees during
unoccupied periods would save 4.1 gallons of oil per hour in the
school ,shown in Figure II-1 (at 0 degrees OUtside).

The important, principle to remember is this: It is .not the indoor

or outdoor temperature alone-that deterthines-the rete.of:fuel
consumption, but rather the difference in those teMperatures. The

greater the difference, the higher the rate f fuel consumption.

MEASURE 1: Reduce the indoor .t.que ure to 55 degrees F
during unoccupied periods (night and weekend set7back).ld

Guidelines for Implementing 9e2/Neasure:

Night set-back requires that either an assigned person
'(the building operator) or an automatic timing device turn
down the thermostats every.afternpon to-55 degrees and
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turn them back up early in the morning. The actual time
of day for altering the settings will depend uponAhe
season and the severity oftlie weather on particular days.
The operator should proceed on a trial and error basis to
determine how long it takes for the building to heat up in
the morning.and cool off in the afternoon.

Once a "feel.. for these time lags is establislied, the
operitor should aim to- ave the building-reach6S degrees
About. 30,minutes after the occupants arrive and should
probably set back the temperature 30 minutes to an hOur
prior to the closing of the building.

In newer buildings (particularly schools), time clocks are
often provided that automatically control night set -back.
The operators only have to choose the proper settings for
set-back to occur....

Potential Annual Savings:

The level of savings depends_upon the building ,construc-
tion, the number of degrees, that thermostats are. set back,
and the number of hours that set-bapk is maintained.:

'HOwever, Savings of 35 to 50% of the. annual heating energy
are possible in some

Implementaiion Cost

In most cases, this measure has no implementation. cost.

MEASURE 2: ReduCe indoor temperature during occupied periods to
65° F during the heating season.

Guidelines for Implementation:

An indoor temper.ture of 65° F is adequate for the
physical comfort of most people. .0thers will find it
necessary to dress more warmly.

For this measure to succeed, thermostatic temperatures
must be monitored carefully to ensure that a setting o
65° F is maintained.

'Potential Annual Savings:

Assuming an original thermostat setting of, .70° F, a reduce-
,tion to 65° F will reduCe the annual "fuel consumption for
heating:by approximately 4%.

Implementation Cost:

None.

MEASURE. 3: Install adequate thermostatic controls on. heating
systems.-..

Guidelines for Implementation:

Some ofethe older municipal buildings waste energy because
they lack, adequate controls for the heating system. Often

.a-town hall or old school, will have only one thermostat
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per floor, resulting in an over- or under-supply of heating
in rooms that are more removed from'the location of the
thermostat. -Although one might postulate that these
extremes tend to cancel each other so that the total
energy consumption is unchanged, this i5 rarely the case.

In fact, the. thermostats are more likely to be set high
enough to keep the cold rooms comfortable. Then, as the
overheated rooms become even hotter; the. occupants often
open windows to balance the excessive heating. Thus heat
energy is literally pumped out of the'open windows.
Buildings should be equipped with additional thermostats
whenever the existing controls are unable to maintain
near-constant temperatures throughout the heating zones
they are designed to monitor. At a minimume every floor
should have a separate thermostat; ideally, every room
should have a thermostat.

Potential Savings:

Cost/benefit studies of this measure were conducted by
R. G. Vanderweil Engineers, Inc. in two older schools in
the ECP Demonstration (Studies 1 and 2). These studies
show that the potential savings depend upon the number of:
rooms that are normally overheated and the number of
degrees the temperature is maintained in excess of the
thermostatic setting. The higher At's in these'areas
result in higher rates of heat lOss.to the outside.

ISavings of 14% are possible in some buildings.
4

IMplementation Cost:

The Cost of this measure includes the installation of
thermostats and additional valves in the heating system.
In the ECP Demonstration studies, these costs were
returned in energy savings within I- 3 years.

Measures that Reduce Heating System Inefficiencies

The production=of usable heat for buildings from the combustion of a
fossil fuel is subject to-substantial losses inefficiency. On'an
annual basis, the usable heat produced by a heating system is at most
around 75% of the total heat value of the fuel that is consumed.

'A properly adjusted boiler operates most effidiently when the totals
hourly heat loss of the building is near 'the maximum output of the
system. This condition is referred to as the "full load" of the
burner-boiler. At full load, the heating system can convert.up to .

90% of the energy-of the-fuel into usable heat.- However, full loading-
only occurs during 2% of the heating season.

When the demands on the heating system are significantly. less than its
,capacity,the'system operates more and more sporadically, and as a:
result its efficiency' falls. During-90% of the heating 'season the
typical burner-boiler operates. less than 14 hours a day and utilizes
as little as 65% of the available energy in the fuel.: Of .course, if
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the burners are improperly adjusted and maintained--as they are in
many cases even greater amounts of energy are wasted.

MEASURE 4: Measure the burner-boiler efficiency and adjust to
achieve maximum efficiency.

Guidelines for Implementation:

It is a.relatively simple process to measure the instan-
taneous burner- boiler efficiency. Generally, the oil
supplier will make the measurements

1-

an the necessary

/adjustment, although local personnel can be trained to
.perform these tasks. Measurements should be made at least
once per year in each building.

Potential Annual Savingt:

Any improvement In the seasonal efficiency of a.heat
system will result inca proportionate reduction in energy
consumption. A 7% improvement in seasonal efficiency will
save at least 7% in annual fuel consumption.

\
Implementation COst:

Oil suppliers generally provide this service. at no cost.
If not, the cost should be less than $50 per building.'

MEASURE 5: For buildings used in the summer, install a separate
domestic hot water heater.

Guidelines for Implementation:

In a number of fire stations and in a few schools in
Massachusetts, is not uncommon to find the heating,
system operating during the summer months to provide
domestic hot water. The demand for domestic hot water is
fairly constant year-round (in buildings with year -round
occupancy), but is only a-smallproportion of the full
output of the heating system in the summer.. Because the
heating system must supply only a fraction of its maximum
output, its efficiency is quite low. A separate small
domestic-hot water heater should be installed -and the
larger,41eatingsysts= should be completely shut, down
during the summer.

Potential Savings:

The potential savings in a typical firestaticn for this
measure were estimated at $96/year by R.G. Vanderweil.

..Engineers, Inc. (Refer to Study 3.) 's

Implementation Cost:

The cost of a separate hot water heataawin the same fire
station was estimated '.t $240, leading to a payback period
of 2.5 years.

MEASURE 6: Iipprove heating systemefficiency.by heat recovery
from the boilr stack.
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Guidelines for Implementation:

Even when the boiler-burner of a building heating system
is adjusted to peak efficiency, at least 25% of the
heating value of the.fuel consumed annually is lost up the

stack. Some of this waste heat can be saved through the
use of a heat recovery device. R. G. Vanderweil Engineers,
Ina. studied two applications of a system for heat
,recovery from boiler stacks In ECM DeMonstration municipa-

lities.

These applications involved the use of a piping system
running between the inside ofthe boiler stack and the

water tank portion of the boiler. Water is circulated

through this piping and is heated by the exhausted flue

gases. This hot water transfers heat .to the boiler water,
preheating 'it so that less energy is required from the

burning of fuel to maintain the required boiler water

temperature. 4

Potential Annual SavingS:

The estimated savings from this type of heat recovery
,.system for two MassachusettS schools are detailed by
Vanderweil Engineers in cost/benefit studies (Studies 4

and 5). Generally, annual savings of 8-9% of the heating

energy can be expected in.many

The costs of. these systems vary witkeachbuilding, since
they must be tailored to fit into existing heating

. systems. The costs in the two-demonstration applications

areanalyzed in the studies.

MEASURE 7: 'Improve heating system efficiency by heat recovery

from exhausted air.

Guidelines for. Implementation:

In many buildings"or sections ofbuildingsAespecially_new
schools), a subStantial amount of heat is exhausted from

the building by the ventilation system. Under. certain

condifions, part of this heat can be saved.by'a heat

recoverydevice"called a "thermal wheel." The thermal

wheel rotates slowly,througfran exhaust duct and an

'adjacent:supply duct. The wheel allows each air stream to

flow through its surface much like a breeze passes through

a screen. The wheel is warmed by the exhaust air stream

and, as it rotates, it tranaLers heat into the cold incom-

ing supply air. Since the Aliply airs warmed several

degrees by the thermal wheel, less energy is needed to

heat it up to room temperature.

The feasibility of a thermal wheel is governed by the

ventilation rate and the layout of the supply and exhaust

air ducts in-the building. One area that is often parti-

Implementation Costs:
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cularly suited for a thermal w 1 is an indoor swimming
pool, where the ventilation ra and .the indoor air
temperature are usually quite high. This particular
application was studied' by R. G. Vanderweil for the indoor
pool of a high school in one.of the demonstration munici-
palities.

Potential Savings:

Generally, where the installation of thermal wheels is
practical, 60% to 80% of the heat in the exhaust air can
be recovered by the wheel. See the Vanderweil study
(Study 6) for a specific example.

Implementation Cost:

The costs of a thermal wheel installation depepds upon the
ventilation rate and'the amount of ductwork alteration
that is required. Excluding ductwork modifications,
thermal wheels cost between $700 and $1,000 per thousand
CFM (cubic feet per minute) of ventilation. ..(See the

cost/benefit study for an analysis of7a typical installa-
tion.)

MEASURE 8: Improve heating system efficiency by proper control
of multiple boilers.

Guidelines for Implementation:

Many buildings have two or more boilers in their' heating
systems. Systems with two boilers are generally designed
so that each boiler is sized to carry 66% of the
building's peak heating demand. These peak demands occur
only on a few days each year, while. during 90% of the
heating season the actual demand for heat in a.buildinq
is less than 60% of.the-peak. In other;words, either one
of the two boilers could carry the entire-heating load of
the'building during 90% ofthe heating. season.

,A two-boiler heating system will operate most efficiently
if only.Ote boiler is used to supply the heating, except
on the few days.when both.boilers are needed. The second
boiler should be held on stand -by and secured by clOsing
valves and dampers.-

Potential Savings:

This measure was the subject of a' cost/benefit study.
during the ECP Demonstration. In this Study the change-
over,from a combined two-boiler system-to a single boiler
withlstand-by showed an annual savings of 5 %. of the
heating cost (see Study 7).

Implementation'Cost:

The cost of this measure consists of control modifications
and possibly some repluMbing. In the ECP Demonstration,
this measure had a rapid payback period of less than 2-
years.
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Measures that Reduce Heat.Loss from Ventilation and' Infiltration

If a building could be sealed air-tight except for the-quantity of air

needed to allow for the combustion of its heating fuel, heat would be

-lost from the building primarily by-transmission through the exterior

surfaces and.directly,v- the stack due to combustion inefficiency.

The buildings in Figure II-1 and ,;I-2 would have reductions in the

demand for oil of 75% and 33% respectively if they were sealed in such

a manner.

It is neither possible nor desirable, hoWever, to have air-tight_

buildings. Some fresh outdoor air is needed talimit odors and to
remove the excess.moisture that, accumulates in the indoor air.

Whenever there is wind, however slight, the air tends to "pile -up" on

the windward side of the building, creating a slight positive pressure
on that side. On the leeward side, the flow of air causes a negative

pressure.

These opposing pressures crea -a slight suction which draws the warm

indoor air out and pulls cold outdoor air into replace-it through_

each tiny crack around windows and doors, At higher wind speeds, the

suction increases and a larger volume of cold air is drawn into the

building.

Infiltration is a particular problem in fire stations and DPW garages.
The overhead doors that are common in these buildings are especially

leaky and allow a high rate of infiltration. When these doors are

opened to of apparatus-and equipment,- a tremendous
volume of cold air is introduced into the building. In fact, the rate

of heat loss.through -the open garage doors may exceed the maximum

output of the heating system. If these doors remain open for more

:than a few moments, the building will begin to waste-100% of,its

heating.

While the infiltration process provides-more than adequate ventilation

for many buildings, in other, buildings, notably schools, additional

ventilation-is provided by a mechanibal systeM. Implicating natural,.

processes, these systemS consume electrical-energy to create a much

greater suction for drawing in cold outside air:at fixed rates.

It is worth remembering that, even though these ventilationrates.are
fixed, the amounts of energy consumed to heat the outdoor air supplied

at these rates is not. Recalling the new school in Figure II-1 and
11-3, at 40 degrees outside, 2.18-gallons of oil per hour are required

to heat the outdoor air introduced by the ventilating system. At 0

degrees outside, even though the ventilation rate is unchanged, 5.08

gallons of oil per hour are needed to keep:-up with the colder air .

being supplied.

MEASURE 9: Shut down ventilation systems during unoccupied..

periods.
0

Guidelines for Implementation:

Whenever ,a building with mechanical ventilation is unoccu-

pied--overnight or on weekendsthe ventilation system
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should be completely shut doves. Often the ventilation
system is controlled by the time clock that regulates
night Set-Nick. Ideally the ventilation, system should
have separate or over-ride controls so that, for example,
the temperature can be maintained during pustodial hour's
without ventilating the empty building.

Potential Savings:

If the ventilation system of .a typical modern school is
_allowed to run uninterrupted 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, the annual energy bill will- be 30% higher than
if the system were shut down during those unoccupied
periods.

Implementation Cost:

In most buildings, this measure will have nip associated
implementation costs. In others, minor revisions in the
control system may have some cost.

MEASURE 10: Reduce Ventilation Rates Dur ng Occupied Periods.
Guidelines 'for Implementation:

. / .

Many schools built since 1945 have me hanical ventilation
systeMs_ that are set to ,provide fresh r at a rate
substantially higher than the 10 cfm/student now required.
Unit ventilatorsa commonly -used system for schoolsare
relatively easy to inspect and adjust, requiring approxi-
mately one man-hour per unit.

Ifs night,thet-back is to be used, ventilators should be
completely closed to outdoor air during the pre-heating of
the building, then opened to the normal setting.

Potential Savings:

Analyses of three schools in the ECP Demonstration by the
consulting engineering staff show that the annual savings
from reducing ventilation rates to 10 cfm/student are
between 3.7 and 5.2% of the total fuel consumption (see
Studies 8, 9, and 10).

Implementation Cost:

Costs are limited to labor required to' adjust each unit
vent. The consulting engineering staff estimated costs at
$20 per unit vent or from $400 to $800 for an entire
school. It 'is ncited in the analyses that the total cost
of adjusting' the unit vents in each school is recovered in
energy savings within 2 years.

M EASURE 11: Keep overhead doors closed in .fire stations and

DPW garages.

Guidelines for Implementation:

In fire stations, overhead doors shcq4d be closed imme
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ately after the apparatus leaves_the station. If no one

remains in the station during a response to an alarm,

then automatic or radio-controlled door closers should

be installed and used.

In maintenance facilities, overhead doors-must be opened

and closed 'quite often to move equipment in and out.

When these doors are not closed promptly di at all, the

heating system pumps most of its outptitectly to "the:

.outdoors. In the spring and fall when,ottdoar tempera-

tures are above 45 degrees, the doors may remain open'all

day, necessitating the continuous operation of the heating

system.. With the doors open, heat is simply pumped out of

the building.

To prevent this waste of energy, switches may be installed

to shut down the heating system whenever the garage doors

are open. If the doors are only opened briefly, the

switches will have little if any noticeable effect. If

the doors are left open,.the switches will prevent the

needless operation of the heating system.

Potential Savings:

Studies by R.G. Vanderweil. Engineers;"-Inc. found that

automatic-door-Closers in a typical fire station could

save 25% of the annual heatingcost, while garage door

switches for the heating-system of a DPW. garage would

save 10% (see Studies 11 and 12)..

Implementation Cost:

Both studies showed payback periods of less than two

years.
-

Measures that Reduce Heat Transmission

In schools and office buildings, 50 to 70% of the hourly'heat -loss can

be attributed to heat transmission thro.,gh windows, walls, ,floors, and

roof. The magnitude of transmission los7es in an existing building

cannot be altered.significantly except Ck, installing some type of

insulating material in the struct,:re. Although insulation requires a

significant capital investment, the rc':-zuIting energy savings will

often pay for the investment after several winters.

The hourly:_and.annual transmission losses from two typical school

buildings:are:shown in Table II-1, expressed in gallons of heating

oil. In the table, the transmission losses from a modern school are

compared with those of a pre-1945 facility and each are broken down

to the major components of the building's structure.

If ,the roof.and walls of these two schools were adequately'insulated

for the climate in -Massachusetts and storm windows. were. added to all

windoWs, the hourly and annual heat losses due to transmission would

be drastically reduced, as shown in Table 11-2.

Insulation and storm windows would reduce heat transmission by 50%
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TABLE 11-1

TRANSMISSION HEAT LOSSES.

FROM TWO TYPICAL (UNINSULATED). SCHOOLtUILDINGS*
(IN GALLONS OF HEATING OIL)

Building
Component

Roof

Walls

Windows

,Floor

Total:

Hourly Heat

New School

Loss (At = 70°)
Old School

3.7 gallons

2.3 gallons

2.3 gallons

0.8 gallons

0.6 gallons

2.0 gallons

0.9 gallons

0.1 gallons

8.7 gallons 3.6 Qallo_ns

Annual Heat Loss

New School Old'School.

7,600 galsi 1,000 gals.

4,700 gals. 3,700 gals.

3 00' gals. -1,700 gals;

,500gals. 700 gals.

20,700 gals.

'..*BaSed upon buildings shown-in Figures II -1 - 11-4

TABLE 11-2

TRANSMISSION HEAT LOSSES. .

FROM TWO TYPICAL SCHOOL BUILDINGS'
INSULATED WITH STORM WINDOWS -

('IN GALLONS .OF HEATING OIL)

Building
Component

Hourly Heat Loss (At = 70°) Annual Heat Loss

New School Old School New School Old School

Roof

Walls

Windows

'Floors

1.4 gallons

0.5 gallons

1.0 gallons

0.8 gallons

0.2 gallons

0.3 gallons

0.5 gallons

0.1 gallons

2,700' gals.

900 gals.

,2,100 gals.

4,500 gals.

430 gals.

600 gals.

940 gals.

700 gals.

Total: .1gal.aons 1.1 allons 10,200 gals. 2,670 gals.
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annually in the new school and by 62% in the pre-1945 school. At

current oil prices and consumption efficiencies, the annual energy

savings would be around $6,000' in the new building and $2,500 in the

4 pld.

However, it is not always practical or desirable to insulate a-

building completely or install storm windows on all windows. The

potential energy savings must be weighed in relation to the cost of

the installation in a particular building. A number of cost/benefit

studies related to insulation and storm window installation were

performed by R. G. Vanderweil Engineers, Inc: in the ECP Demonstration.

MEASURE 12: Install roof insulation to reduc heat-

transmission.

Guidelines for Implementation: ...-

.
.

.;..

The feasibility of installing roof insulation is deter-

mined primarily by the construction o the roof. The cost

of insulating a roof varies widely f m around 20( per

squarefoot in a pitched-roof building 'with an accessible

attic to 90fi per square foot in a flat-roofed building-

where insulation must either be sprayed on from below or

Placed on the surface of the existing roof. Inthe

latter case, a new roof must be-installed onstili surface

of the rigid'insulaiiOn. .../f'a bUilding is sla.d4d for ,

re-roofing frOM normal. wear and 'tear, it is mtch.Mbre

economical to Insulate the roof .at the same t
,

ime.. .

In -geneial,. ASHRAE Standard 90 -75 recommends-an insulated'

roof,U7Value of 0.08; although the optimal.amOunt of_

insulation required in a particular building shoUld,be

determined by a cost/benefit study. .- .

Potential Savings:

Studies by the consulting engineering staff in-the ttP

Demonstration (see Studies 13-18) indicate that insulating

, roofs to the ASHRAEStandard will save between 0:14 and

0,04 gallons.lof oil per square foot of-roof per year,

depending upon the insulating value of the existing roof.

At current oil prices, savings of 2 to 64 per square foot

per year are possible. In a 40,000 square foot school,

this represents between '$800 and $2,400 saved annually at _

current oil prices, and as oil prices rise, so will the=

annual savings.
,/,

,-----,, (----------,,,,

Implementation Cost:

Conservative estimates by the consulting engineering staff

place the current cost of roof insulation between.20 and

90-. per square foot of roof. Municipalities may find,

substantial discounts, however, through bulk purchage of

labor and material for the4nsulation of several bui4dings

at one time, or by utilizing municipal labor in thej .

installations.
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*.,'Ai.ASURE 13: Inslall wall insulation to,reduce heat,
trlinsmIssion.

Guideline's for Iliapleventationi

in most cases, the insulation of-walls requires,substaa
tiarzemodeling of the building. interior. -.As the
exterior wallt of buildings are either comiplegly solid

-a or have inaccessible.cavities within, intulating materials

must be, applied on the interior surfacq'of the. walls.

(Some types of insulation may be applied. tO the exterior

wall surface as well.) .-This usually :Involves new studs,

insulation, new drywalling (plastering), and repainting.

ID many structure's, wall insulation.is a,sound,'practical
1. `investment.

Potential Savings: ,

In th' CP.Demanstration, cost/benefit studies of the'

installation of wall insulatiorPin.wo pre-1945 schools
were conducted by the consulting engiReering staff They

determined that insulation of theexisting brick walls to

ASHRAE standards ItiValueeof 0.08), would save 0.4 gallons

of oil per square foot of wall Per year, Or 1.64 per square
fOOt at Current Oil. prices (see Studies-19 and 20).

-The twosschools have floor areas'of 16,000 square feet and

17,000 square feet, with corresponding wall areas
(excluding windows) of 8;400 square feet end 11,900 square

feet. At current oil prices, the annual savings due to
the wall insulation would be $1,340 and $1,900;

, respectively.

Implementation Cost:

Thetotal cost of insulating these-two buildings was
YestiMeted.-to. be -$1.12 per square foot of wall, including,

thecosts of installing drywalling, drywall finishing,

carpentry, and painting. The breakdownof these costs is

presented in "the cost/benefit studies. As with the
preceding MeaAre, the, actual costs may be redtced through

bulk purchasing ?andrthe. use of municipal labor. ,4

MEASURE 14: Install storm windows to reduce heat transmission

and infiltration.
e

-Guidelines for Implementation:

The windows of buildings transmit much more energy per

square foot than any other component of a building. For

example, a- square foot 'of window (single pane) transmits
14 times as much heat per minute as a square foot of

a insulated wall (II-Value of 0:08). (This is one reason why

all-glass buildings consume so much energy.)

In municipal buildings, the installation of storm windows.

will reduce the rate of heat transmission through windows

by almost .one -half (46%1., An additianal benefit-of storm.
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windows is a reduction of,infiltraion of outside air.
Stokm windows reduce the normal infiltration .through
cracks around, the sash by as. much as one-half.

Potential Savings:

The consulting engineering staff studied storm window.'

installations in a school, a town hall, and a fire station
(see Studies 21, 22,- and 23). TheSe studids reveal that

the 'storm windows would save 0.74'gallonsto0.86 gallons
-..of,oil'per square-foot of window area per year. Thi
represents.,anantual -avings.of 1,360 gallons of .oil in
the school, 350 gallons in the fire station, and 530 in

the town hall.

Implementation Cost:

The cost of storm windows varies between. $1.71 and-$3.00.

per square foot, according to the engineering studies.
These differentials reflect the fact that certain' windows

-may be fitted with standardized storm windows, while

others require ore costly custom fitting.

MEASURE 15: Reduce heat trAs,mdssion.from windows by.iUstalling

Windoil insulation or reducing window area., /
Guidelines for Implementation:

,,

As alternativesto storm windows,' heat loss rough

windows Can be reduced. either by installing a plastic
bliEble-type insulation on portions of windowsor by

covering or replacing windows with-better insulated.

materials. These two alternatives are particularly. suit-

.able in buildings where the percehtage of windows in the

, exterior walls is large-enough. that some of the windows
in.each.room (perhaps the upper.half). can be covered or.'

blocked.without-adversely affecting-the-use ofythe
interior spaCe:,'(The,plastic -bubble is .Crans1-..icentto

natural light, while the second alternative is ;completely

opaque.) IntheECPDemonstration, engineering studies
1$ere-made of(installingplasti-bbble insulation. on the

upper bail of all windoWsin a pre-1945 school.(Study 24)u

and ofeliminatingwindowstrom.the apparatus-floor of a

fire station (Study 25).--; .

Potential 'Savings:

e plastic bubble insulation red ces heattransiission
rough windows. by a bit more half and will save

ut 0.48 gallons of oil.per square foot of ingulated'

windoW.per.year. ReplacingwindoWs cOmpletely.
insulated wall saves a..73-gallons of oil: per squaref6Ot

of replaced window. At current oil prices,. the bubble

insulation saves 149 per year per square foot, and the

elimination of wind6ws saves70 per square foot.'
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Implemintation'COSt:,
.

Conservative costa estimates in the ECP DemOnstretion show

that the bubbl6=,typewindow ingultation costs about 864

Viper square. foot- The estimated cost ofreplacing',windows
with an insulated wall is ab8ut $3.50 per square, foot.

Again, costs may be lover due to bulk purchase and through

the use of municipal labor.

Measures that'Reduce the Consumption of Electricity

Measures that reduce the consumption of electricity in buildings.
produce a substantial.payofl due to' the relatively high'. cost of

electrical energy. .

Except in the:case of electfically heated buildings, most of the'

electricity'donsumed-annbally in municipal buildings Is:used by-.

lighting sygtems. The annual -costs of lighting vary..between'$0.15

and $0.70 per square foot of building area per year. Figure

details the.annual costs of lighting a 22'x 30' classroom using six

alternative lighting systems.. Each of these systems is common, and

all provide more than' adequate lighting.

The wattage of the lights in the six systems varies substantially

from 2.0 watts per sqtare foot for System Bitp.to 9.09 :watts -per

square foot for System A.
.

Such variations in the amount of energy consumed to provide a fixed

lighting requirement can only.be accounted for by the following

explanations:

Inefficient fixtUres are tsed.to deliver lighting to the. rooms.

Incandescent lights.(System A) require'55 to 70 watts to deliver

1/600 lumens of lightFluorescent light (Systems B-.F) consume

oky 12-20 watts to: produce the same amount of,light.:

ex-illuminatiCh from'an excessive number,of lighting fixttrei

double`-the power requirements:Ofa lighting systeMr.',SyStem
E craws 4.0 watts per' square foot. and produces more _light than is

required,while System B -needs only 2.0'watts per sqUardBOOt..
/7-

The annual costs shown in Figure 11-5 assume that the lig trn system

operates 9 11s per day and.170 days per, year. If rooms are also
..

used in the evenings or during- the summer; the anntal.enesgyxosts of
each system would be substantially higher. -The, high cost.6f lighting

can be reduced significantly by the folloWing strategies:

Reduce burning time When lights are notneeded, shut them off.

Reduce eFels. Wasteful -lighting systems can be

improved-by removing some lamps and disCam4cting ballasts.

Install a more efficient system to supply lighting to. task areas,

MEASURE 16: Reduce the burning hours of lightin9c.sysems.

Guidelines for Implementation:,

Shutting off .ligh4ting'systems in all areas whenever
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I GURE 11-5
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posSible saves iergy and money.. In little-used areas,

such as closets O rest rooms, boiler rooms, and basements,

T lights should remain .off when the rboms are not in Use.

/Awan continuously occupied areas,such as classrooms or

offices, daylight should be used to sUpplement the

lighting system. Existing switches- should allow lights-

adjacent to windows to be shut off_ during theday. If

not, modification of switching should be considered.
, .

Potential Savings:

The use of daylight to provide some or all cf.the

in occupied rooms could reduce by a quarter to a third the

electricity gonsUmed'Ior lighting. This would save

-.between $50 and $150 per classroom.for.the sy3tercs shown

in Figure 1175; and between and 23' per square foot of

:building area..per year.in office buildingS.

japlement'ation Costs:

,
Usually this measure has no cost except foi.the effort

.required to remind people to-shut off lighting In some

cases, switching modifications:will be required to enable-

personnel totake full adVantage of natural light.

MEASURE 17: Reduce illumination levels by, rising smaller lamps,

or by removing limps and disconnecting ballasts.

Guidelines for Implementation:

Lighting requirements are based upon the visual tasks to

be performed in a skecific-area of a building more

Visuallydemandingtask such aS-reading4requires-a:higher-'
,level'of'illumination than would be needed tosee
adequately in, a corridor or stairway. Published standards

(IES Handbook, Fifth Edition) for illumination. levels are

expressed, n foot-candles. goiMal office work requires

50-75 foot-candles, claSsrooms require Z0. General-

illumination in offices or, schools requires 30 foot-

candles, and corridors or lobbies.'require'15,

Many existing buildings have been';designed to provide a

consistently high level of illumination in all areas. The

designer's intention of'providing maximum.flexibility in

the use of rooms, by proVidiftg all areas with enough light

to meet the most difficult visual tasks, is offset by the

high costs of energy.- required to operate the .system.

In many areas, lamps may simply, be removed from fixtures

to reduce liglitlevels_to a reasonable minimum. In-

fluorescent installations, additional energy can be saved

4f the ballasts are disconnected as well.

An important point to remember in lamp removal is that the

level of room lighting is not proportional to the'nuMber

of lamps in the -room. ':Hor example, 'if half of the lamps

.-are removedfrom:each'fixture in'System.H'in Figure
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the average level of illumination-decreases by only 21%.
In many cakes,' mOdetht reductions in illuninatidn through
delamping will produce higher relative energy savings.

Potential-Savings:

The energy savedby delamping is proportional tothe
number and wattage of lamps removed. Based upon annual
burning time. of 1,530 houis for schools and 2,`160 hours
for offices, the annua/ savings per lamp removed are
shown in Table 11-3.

Implemefixtation Costs:"

Delamping can-usually be acpomplished by local personnel,
and) costs are limited.toheir labor. An electrician may
)5,g/required to disconnect.ballasts, at some additional

4 MEASURE. -12:: insaii a more efficient system. to supply lighting
to task areas: ;-

.

'dui. d41 in e s .forImplementatioli:

.The overall' efficiency of a building's lighting system
ji.e,..uSeful-lightenergY:delivered to'altaskarea versus
electricalenergy.,consumed.by lighting;SySteM) is
goVerned=by three factors:

The amount of illumination produced by a lamp.per unit
of.electriCity-consumed;

The percentage of.the total lamp output .that is
'-'utilized to provide useful illumination'for a visual
task .(coefficientOf'utilization); and 7

. The' placement'of lamps.in relation to the taSk.areas.

While these .factors. are.'intdrelated, it is useful to-
consider measures that logically correspond to each
factor_

a. - Lamp efficiency: Some -types of lamps. produce much
more light per watt of electricity than others, as
shown in Table 11-4.

In some buildings, it may make.sense to replace the
existing. lighting system with more efficient lamps
and fixtures. In.schOols and offices, the impact of
converting to fluorescent fixtures from incandescent
is demonstrated in Figure 11-5. The annual cost per
classroom is $460 for, System A (incandescent): and only
npo for System' B (fluorescent).

In autlitoriums and-gymnasiums,lit-may pay to convert

to-mercury vapor or metal-ha-IA-Q....lamps:

Acbst/benefit stltdy of converting the incandescent
dighting"-offa school to a fluorescent system was made
in the ECT Demonstration..by R. G. Vanderweil (see Study



Lamp Removed

1-500 watt
incaridescent lamp

40 watt
fiuores-cent lamp

2-40 watt
fluorescent lamps-

-
-40 watt ,

-fluorescent lamps
and ballasts`

TABLE I

Annual KWH saved* Anntial Savings**'

School ,Office School OffiCe

765 kwh 1080 kwh $ 38-25 $ 54

61 kwh 86 kwh $ 3.00 4.30

122 kwh 173 kwh $ 6.12 8.64

144 kwh , 2'03 kwh 7.19 $ 10.15

2 -96" fluorescent
lamps and ballasts 272 kwh 385 kwh $ 13.62 $ 19.22

*Annual burning hours: 1,530- hours in schooIs_, 2,160 hOuis in offices

**Sa 1rings based upon cost of electricity of 5/kwh

TABLE I I -LI

Type of Lamp . Efficacy* (Lumens/Watt).

Incandescent
14- 18

Tungsten Halogen 4411.11`6= 20

Fluorescent
- 85

Mercury Vapor 40- 70

Metal-=yalide

High-Pessure Sodium

*Includes ballast losses

60- 80

90- 100
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26).

b. Coefficient of Utilization: The design and arrange-
went of the lighting fiXtures in aTroom-and-the.Colors
and reflectivity of the wails,: floor, and ceiling,
determine how much of the light 'produced the lamps

actually reaches the task area. A'coefficie f

utilization (CU) of ,50 means that 011L3% half of the
light supplied by the lamps is.usefuI iri'perfOrming

a visual task-rthe'remainde is absorbeff,by the fix-7

tUre,- the wailS,..and the-cei ing before-it can be
For fixtures mounted n-or recessed into the

surface of the ceiling, only 45t to 65% of the. light

.output actually 'reaches the k. area' (based upon,RCR

of 2.7,. high refleCtivity'of ceiIingsand walls): For.

suspended fixturpsthe utilization is, about the sem*.

as lockas the ceiling remains highly - .reflective. If.

the ceiling is'only-50%-reflectivei only 35% to 45 of

7the,lampoutput reaches the task lever-.:

These effecLS- should be taken into account when,a
lightinz,syStem is .converted.

c. Lamp placement: 'As the distance between-the'larnparid
the task is reduced by half, the required lamp output'

is reduced by four .times In "other wordS, a 20 -watt

lamp two feet away from a task provides as much, light
as an 80-watt lamp four feet away. The placement. of

lamps in relation to task areas is difficult to anti---
cipate when a building is designed. As a result, many,
offices and schools are lit so that a unifornay high

level of light falls on all areas. While reductions
can'be made in the general lighting level-s existing

systems by delamping, additional savings can be

achieved by reducing the general light levels and
providing supplemental light sources closer to the

task surfaces.

In three cost/benefit studies for the ECP Demonstra-

tion, R. G. Vanderweil examined the feasibility of
substituting small table lamps for existing overhead

lighting (see Studies 27,_28, and 29),

Potential Savings':

a. A study by R. G. Vanderweil Engineers, Inc. of
replacing incandescent lighting with fluorescent in a

school building (Study 26) estimated that electrical

consumption would be reduced by 0.71 kwh pei square ,

toot per year. .

b. StudieS of .task lighting by-the consulting engineering
staff in two school libraries and-a town hall estimate_
that between 44% and 64% of.the existing lighting'
energy could be saved by reducing overheadlighting by

hal and using small table lamps.
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implementation Cost:

The costs of improving the efficiency of existing lighting

systems are quite high, and should be investigated only

after implementing Measures 15-17, which have much higher

refuxns.

Review and Summary of Energy,Conservation Measures Recommended for

Municipal Buildings

To assist the municipalities in' conducting their own.audit-programs,

the following-brief'discussion organizes the measures described in

the.preceding,section according to-the type of municipal buildings

in which they are most likely to apply.

While thedescriptions of measures' in.thestext are organized-according

.to '-the principles 6f:energy conservation, the followingpresentation

is broken dOwn_by npcost'versus capital-iTiestment,measUres.
,

r.
No-Cost Measures. Classified. oy Building Type

Front the sixty audit reports sUbmitted:hythe consulting engineering

staff in the demonstratiOn cities and towns, the no-cost measures

recoimended.mOit often in municipal buildings are indidated in Figure

It-6.
.

.

Capital Investment Measures'Classified by Building. Type

Also noted in the sixty audit reports-are' a hutberof capital invest-

ment measures-worthy of further analysis dbe to-their potentially

high payback in.:energy savings. Thirty codtibenefit analyses were

conducted to'evaluate some of these-investments.: These analyses.are

included in this appendix.

The measures suggested in the audit report's are summarized in..Figure

11-7 by type of municipal building. Figure 1177 should not be

construed as recommending specific measures for particular building

types, however. Such recommendations must follow a thOrough evalua-

tion of the- particular costs arid savings associated with implementing'

a measure in a specific' building.

Figure 11-77 should be interpreted only'as a guide toshelp select

'potential measures for furthv study.

,
EVALUATING I'NVZS7141*11 DECISIONS CIN1.131.111.,IIING -IMPROVEMENTS'

Investing in Improved 'Building HardWare'

ZneatY.saving investments in building improvements-Should be

approached on,the.ipasis that they will provide. a.return-aboveari

:beYond iheir implementation cost.
.g
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FIGURE k MUNICIPAL-BUILDING TYPES
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1) Set back thermostats to 55°
'1

during-unoccupied periods.
2) Shutdown ventilation system

during,unoccupied periods.
3) hutdown- cooling system

during unoccupied periods: t

4) Reduce unnecessary lighting -

,by -delamping. -

5) 'Reduce domestic hot water. 4Q

temperature to 110°.
...

.

_

asladdte ventilation rates
.during occupied periods.

7) Meaiure and adjust burner/-
_

boiler efficiency. .

8) Calibrate thermostats-and
other controls.

9) Eliminate reheat,in Hi 'AC .

system (where applicable).
.0) Disconnect ballasts when ,

delamping.
.1) Reduce winter indoor.

temperature to 68°. - .

.2) Increase steer indoor
temperature to 78°. ,

3) Turn off unused lights.

4) Use outdoor air for summer
IIIcooling. '...n __------- ,- .

5) Use blinds/Curtains.to reduce
solar heat gain in summer.

6) Use natural lighting when
available'

1

yr
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FIGURE 11-7,

MUNICIPAL BUILDING TYPES

CAPITAL INVESTMENT MEASURES
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Install .
separate roam thermostats/ lb- . 0

Heat recovery from boiler stacks-
, ,- .. 0 i

.

Heat recovery (thermal whet. IIP
Aft

Multiple boiler controls 0
Reauce oVer-ventilation

Automatic door closers III

Roof insulation

Wall insulation III

Storm windows III

WindouVmsulation/replacement III III

More efficient lighting system III 411 . III

Install task Lighting - 410

..
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This-discussion assumes that the local decision maker does not have a .

technical.badegr6und in financial analysis. It also assumes that

. improvements under-consideration are .analyzed by engineerS who can

provide the m9rrge. r'with the following information ona given improve-

ment:

1. The initial dollar cost of the improvement;

2. The expected annual energy savings in dollars that will result

from implementation; and

'3. The expected useful life of the improvement.

Given these facts, a manager
the capital invested in -this
number. of years to payback),
Investment, decision, and how

will want to know the point in time-when
improvement can be recovered (i.e., the
what riskg ought to be considered in-this
risks can be minimized.

To make this determination, a manager must first.eStablish his.oppor-

tunity or interpst'cost for investing money: This recognizes the. .

notion that a..dallar in hand now is worth more than a dollar expected

one year from now. A dollar in:hand can be invested in -a savings
account at,say,. six percent interest, so that. in one year it would _

be worth $1.06. This future amount is the-real equivalent of a

current dollar. In order to compare the worth of an expected future

.stream ofahnual savings to the current dollar cost of an-investment-,-
-this future,StreaMis:"disCOunted" at a rate of interest equivalent
tovhat an-alternative investment of these current dollars would

realize. Since these current dollars can presumably be invested in a

savings account at_ some - interest, this interest rate may be taken as

- the opportunity cost of investing these- dollars in building improve-
,

-i:,..-tti6': . -. : ,-. -' - .,

1-The first.step-in-sound dec5'_SiOn-making in investments in building 7
improvements is establishing a "discount rate." -1,.)

, \

A second imPortant.stes recognizing that fuel.prices 41i increas
in the:futurei--With the .1': ult that the expected stream'Sf annual

.-savings--will groW in the future. Assuming constant energy prices and

setting a. discountrate,l.a -manager would reject an investment where

the payback periocrexceeded the useful life of the imprOveMent. Using

the:same-discount -rate but assuming, -that fuel prices will increase in..

the future will yield a-shorter: paybackperiod. .

....,
. ..,,

J ,

The _relationships discussed here are made explicit in Table. TI-,5%., ,Th%
,.a ,,

_relation_ships~

table plots-.payback periods at a.geven'Percent digcount rate fOr. '..,

- .

various rates of fuel priceescalatiOn,:withthe ratio,bf initial

inveStment.cost,to..annual'savings spedified in the left-hand column.
. -

,7ro illustrate 'the use of thiS-table, assume-that an'imprOVement.
.

costing $1,000 will save $100 in energy costs annually, and has a-

.useful life of 15 years...-The initial cost to annualsavings_ratici is

10- At constant fuel prices .(i.e., 0% fuel escalation) the paybadk.

on, this 4ivestmentis'a:.7.8 years, but if fuel prices increase-atthe
zate.of 10% annually,, this inflated,-stream of savings"will:yield: a

payback of 8.''Yearsi .,
. , - .

., .

- S
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TABLE 11-5

YEARS TO PAYBAC AT 7 PERCENT ..D1StOTSIIT RATE

c

Ratio or
initial C'03t to
Annual Savings

1
2

'3
4
5
6
7
8-

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19 ,
20

Fuel Pric Escalation Rate

0 % 2 % 4%

1.07 1.05 , 1.03
2.23 2.16 2.09
3.48 3.32 3.18
4.86 4.56 4.31
6,37 5.88 5-.48
8.05 7.28 .6.68
9.95 8.78 7.93

12.13. 10.40 , 9.23
14.70 12.16 10.57
17.79: 14.03 11.97

21.72, 16.19 13.42
27.09 18.54 14.94
35.59 ' 21.19 16.53
57.82 24.22 18.19
never 27.77 19.93
never 32.05 21-77
never 37.44 23.70 .

never 44.72 25.75
never. 55.98 r27,93'
never 82.16 30.25 1

>

6% _,../8% 10 %

1.01 0.99 0.97.
2.03 1.97 1,92
3.06 2.95 2.84,

4.10 3.91 3.74
5.15 4.87 4.62

l'' 6.21 5.81 5.48
7..,28 6.75 6.32 -
8.36 7.14.7.68
9.45 S-60 7.94

10.55 9.52 8.72

11.67
12.80'
13.93,...
15.09-1
16.25
17.43
18.62
19.82
21.04
22.27

10.43 9.49.

11.33 10.24
12.22, 10..97
13.10 11.70
13..98 12.40
14.85 13.10
15.71 13.78.
16.57 14.44
17.42 15.10
18.26 '15.74

4'



Since under.theissumption of zero escalation in fuel cost
the 17.8

year payback exceeds the 15 year estimated useful life of the improve-

'4ment, a decision to reject the investment would be correct.- -But.

Since fuel prices are certain to increase, this would be the wrong

decision. If they increase at 10%; the 13%7 year payback indicates

that not: only will the cost be fully recovered; but the investment

provide a positive cash flow for another .6.3"years. It is

important to assume that energy prices-Will rise at some rate in the

future when analyzing investmentsin building'improvements:

.The third step'in'evaluating investments .ipeitablishing'theaccept-'

-able payback period for a given investment. This period'should be

somewhat shorter than the useful life of,the investment under

consideration. In genera1,7the shorter the payback period, the. lower-

the risk that the initial investment cost will noiOe recovered,.

either bec4se fuel prices did not 'rise as rapidly.as expected or

because th4 inprovement.did not last as long as expected.' By

establishirig a,p;aybaCk period shorter than La'useful life,.. the manager

also ensures.that the investmentwill yield a return beyond recovery

of the initial cost of the investment.

Once the manager has established his payback period criterion, by

deciding, for example, that the capital cost of an investment with a

useful life of 15 years should be recoveed.within a 9-year period,

the payback tables can be used to determine if the actual payback 'on

a given investment satisfies this'criterion. In the case used above,

the 9-yeax payback'criterion would be satisfied by .the investment,

with an actual payback Of_8.7 years, assuming a 10% escalation in the

price of fuel. The tables:on the following pages can be.used in.thiS

manner to make financially sound investments-in building improvements.

To use this method of analysis, the manager must have at engineer

establish initial cost, annual savings, and expected life. .The

ager'must establish his discount rate payback period and estimate

d rate of fuel price increase: 'No one can make an accurate point

foYecaSt of What this rate will be. A gtess.in the range of 4% to 8%

is quite reasonable, given past rates. of fuel price infltion.
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TABLE I 76

YEARS TO PAYBACK AT 6 PERCENT DISCOUNT RATE

Ratio of
Zmitial Cost to
First Yeer'Savings

Fuel Price EscalaEion Rate a'

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10%

1 -.1.06 1.04 1.02 1.00 0.98 0.96

2 2.19 2.12 '2.06 2.00 1.95 1.90

3 3.14 3.25 3.12 3.00 2.89 2.80'

4 4.71 4.44 4.20 . 4.00 3.82 3.67

5 6.12 5.67 -5.31 5.00 4.74 _.4.51

6. 7.66 6.97 6.44 6.00 5.64 5.33

..:
7. 9.35 . 8.34 7.59 7.00 6.52 6.12

8 11.22 9.79 8.77 8.00 * 7.39 6.89

9 13.33 11.32 . 9.98 9.00 8.25 ; 7.64

10 15.73 12.94 11.21 10.00 9.09 8.37

11 18.51 14.68 12.48 11.00 9.92 9.0e

12 21.85 16.53 13.77." 12.00 10.74 9.78

13 25.99 18.53 16.10 13.000 11.54 10.45

14 31.45 20.70 16.47 14.00 42.33 11.11-

15 39.52 23.07 17.87 15.00 13.11 11.-75'

16 55.24 25.67 19.30 16.00 13.88 12.38

17 ;never 28.56 20.78 17.00 14.64 12.99

18 never 31.81 22.31 18.00 15.39 13.59

19 never 35.53. 23.87 19.00 , 16.13 14.18

20 never 39.88 25.49 20.00 16.86 . 14.75

a

TABLE 1177

YEARS TO PAYBACK AT 8 PERCENT =SOW= RATE

Ratio of FuelPTice Escalation Rate
Ihitial Cost to
First Yearzgavings

1

2.-

3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10'

11
12
13
14
15
16
17 .

18
19
20

0% - 2% 4% 6% 8% 10%

1.08 1.06 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.98
2.27 2.19 2.12 2.06 2.00 1.95 '----

3.57 3.40 3.25 3.12. 3.00 - 2.89
5.01 4.69 4.43: 4.20 4.00 --:s3
6.64. 6.09 -5.66 -5.30 ' 5.00 4.74

8.50 7.62 6.95 6.43 6.00. 5.64

10.67 9.28: 8431 7.58 7.00 6.53

13.27 11.13 9.74 8.75 8.00 7.40

16.54 13.19 11.26 9.96 '9.00- , 8.26

20491 15.52 12.86' 11.19 10.00. 9.10
.

.

27.55 18.22 ;14:57 12.44 11.00 9.94

41.82 21.41 16.40 13.73 12.00 . 10.76

never 25.31 18.37 15.06 13.00 11.56

never 30.35 20.49* 16.41 14.00 -- 12.36 =

never 37.44 22.79 17.80 15.00 134.4

never 49.57 25.32 19.23 16.00 13.92-

never never 28.11 20.69 :17.00 '-,' 14.68

never never 31.23 22.20 .18.00 '15.43

never, never 34.77 23.75 19400 16.17

never never 58:85 25.35 20.00 16.90 .7,....
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TABLE

YEARS TO PAYBACK AT 9 PERCENT DISCOUST:RATE

Ratio"of -4
Mittel Coat to
First Tear Savings

Fuel Escalation Rate

0% 2% 4% 6% 10%

1 1.09 1.07 1.05 1.03 1.01 0.99

2 2.30 2.22 2.15 2.09 2..03. 1.97

3 3.65 1.47. 3.32 3.18 3.06 2.95

4 5.18 4.83 4.55 4.30'.. 4.09 3.91

5 . 6.94 6.33 5.86 5.47 5.14 4.87

6 9.01- 7.99. 7.25. 6 1.20 5.82

7 L1.54 9.86 8.74 7, , 27 6.76

8 14.77 12.00 10.34. 90 .35 7.69

9 -19.27 14.48 12.07 10. .T.44 8.61

10 26.72 17.46 13.96 11.9'0.110.54 9.53

li 53.44 21.18 16.03 13.36 11.66 10.44

12 never 26.13 18.32 14.87 12.78 11.34

13 never 33.55 20.89 16:44 13.92 12.23

14 never 48.79 23.81 18.08 15.06 13.12

15 never never 27.20 19.0 16.22 14.00

16 never never 31.23' 21.61 17.40 14.87

17 never never 36.20 23.51 18.50 15.74

18 never never 42.71 25.'52 19.78 16.59

19 never never 52.12 27.65 20.99 .17.45

20. never never 69.38 . 29.92 -22.22 18.29

TABLE 1-9

YEARS TO PAYBACK AT. 10, PESCI= DISCOUNT ME

_-

Ratio of . Fuel Price Escalation Rate

Initial Coat to larS
First Tear Savings 4%

1 '1.11_ - 1.08

2 2.34. 2.26

3. 3.74 3.55
5.36 4.99

5 7.27. 6.59

6 . 9.61 8.42

7 12.63 10.55

8' 16.89
9 24.16

10 ice' I

13.0--.8.

16.21 ,"
20

-or .30
37.52,L

13 ,". , -never,

14 niVar

15 never- never

16 never:" .Nts1::;'

17- never
18 never never

19-.:2 -never never"'
20?. never never

et-,-;

6% . 8% 10%

1.06
2.19
3.39
4.68
6.07 _

71;9.; .

1.04
2.12
3.24
4.42.
5.64
6.03
8.28

i.02
2.06'
3.12
4.19
5.30

A
6.42
7.57 .

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00

11.04! , 9470: 8.74 8.00

.13.06 lf.20 :.94 9.00 ,

15.34 12.75 11.16. 10.80

17.95' 14.48 12.41 11,00

21.01 16.28 1 -70 12.00

24.72 18.21 15 1 13:00 s

29.39 20.29 16 36 14.00.

35.75 22.54 17.4 15.00

45.73 24.99 19:0 16.00

70.45 27.69 20.60 17.00

never .30.70 22.10 e 18.00
never 34.08 23.63 19.00

never 37.94 25.21 20.00

ar
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TABLE II -I0 ,

YEARS TO PATNA= AT 11% DISCOUNT RATE

. Ratio of Fuel Price Escalation Rate
Initial Cost to

..Firit Year Savings 0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10%

1 1.12 1.09 1.07 1.05 1.03 1.or
.

2 2.38 2.30. 2.22 2.15 2.09 2.03
3 3.84 3.64 3.46 3.31 3.18 3.06
4 5.56 5.15 4.82 4.54 4.30 4.09
5 7.65 6.88 6.30 5.84 5.46 5.14
6 10.34 8.91 7.94 7.22 6.65 --:6-.20
7 14.08 11.37 9.78 8.69 7.89 7.27
8 20..32 14.47 11:87 10.28 . 9.17 8.34
9 44.13 -18.69 14.29 1e.99 10.50 9.43

10 never 25.31 13.84 11.88 10.51'
.

,.17.16

.

11 never 41.70 '20.70 15.87 ' 13;.3X- 11.64'.
12 never never 25.31 18.11 14.80 12.76
13 never never 31.92 20.61 16.35 13.90
14 never never 43.79 23.43 17.97 '15.04
15 never never .never 26.67 19.67 16.20
16 never never never "sso-019.--23-4A 17.37
17 never never never 35.12 23.32 18.55
18 never never never 41.02 25.30 .19.75
19 never never 'never 49.15 27.38 20.95
20 never. never never 62.30 29.60 22.17

TABLE -11

YEARS TOPAYRACF AT 12 PERMIT DISCOUNT

Ratio of Fuel Price Escalation Rate
Initial Cost to
First Year Savings 0% 2% 4% . 6% 8% 10%

1 : 1.13 1.10 1.08 ,.06 1.04 1.02 4
2' 2.42 2.33 2.25 2.18 - 2.12 2.06 -.I=

3 3.94 3.72 3.54 3.38- 3.24, 3.11
4 5.77 5.32 4.96 4.66° 4.41 4.19

_.

/5
8.09 7.20 6.55 6.04 5.63 5.29

6 11.23 9.49 8.35 7.54 6.91- 6.41
7 16.17 12.39 10.43' '9.16 8.25 7.56
8 28.40 16.40 12,89 10.95: 9.66 8.72

r
.

9 never 22.88 15:90 12.93 11.15 9.92
10 never 42.04 19.79 15.16 12.72 11.14,

11 never never p 25.26 17.70 . 14.39 12.38
12 never never 34.61 20.65 - 16.16 13.66
13 never never never _24.18 18.06 14.97

i. '14 never never never 28.56 20.10 ,16.30
IS never never never 34.34 22.30 17.67
16 never . never never 42.88 24.69 19.08
17 'never never never ' 59.52 27A31 20.52
1B never never never never -30.21 22.00
19 never never never never 33.45 23.52'
20 never never never 37.12 25.08
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TABLE II-4

YEARS TO PAYBACK AT. 14 .PERCENT DISCO= RATE

Ratio'Cf s Fuel Price Escalation Rate

Initial Cost to
First Year Savings _0%

4

ti

2% '.4% 6%

lif
1 1.15 .13 Y.10 1:5D8

'.2 2.51 2.4i 2,33 2.25

3 4.16.- 3.91 3.71 3.53

4 4 6.27 5.72 5.29 4.94

5 9.19 7.89 7.14 6.51

6 13.99 11.00 9.37 8.29

7 29.86 15.60 12.18. 10.33

8 never 25.47 15.97 .43 12.72

- 9 never never 21.84 15.63

10 never never 35.49e' 19.31

11 never never never 24.37

12 never never never 32.45

13 I never never never 54.57

-14 never never never never

15 never, never never never

16 never never. never never

17 _never- never. 'never never

le never never never never

19 ,never never never never

20 never never never ?lever

TABLE 1143

8% 10%

1.06 1.04
2.18 2.11

3.37 .3.23

4.65 4.40

6.02 5.62

7.50 6.89
9.11 8.22....

10.87 9.62

12.82 21.10

'

15.00 -12.65

0 17.47 14.30
20.32 '16.05
23.69 , 17.92.
27.82 - 19.92

33.14 22.07
40.64 24.41
53.46 ' 26.96
never 29.76

never 32.87

never 36.38

YEARS TO PAYBACK AT 16 PERCENT DISCAT RATE

Ratio of
.

Fuel Price Escalation Rate

Initial Cost to
First Year Savings

1
2

3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10

11
12

- 13

.... 14
15
16
17

18
19
-20

0%. 2% . 4% 6% St 10%

1.17 1.15 1.12 1.10 1.08 1.06

.2.60 2.50 2.40 ;i.g 2.24 2.17

4.41' 4.13 3.89 3.69 3.52 3.36

6.88 6.19 5.67 9.26 4.92 4.63

10.84 9.01 7.88 7.08 6.47 6.00

21.69 13.49 10.79 9.26 8.23.1 7.46

never -25.18 15.10 11.98 10.23 9.06

never, never 23.49 15.59 12.57 10.80

never never never 20:97 15.07'12.71
never never never 31.85 20.97 14.85

never never: never never 31:85 17.25

never never never never never 20,01

, never never never never, never 23.25

never never never never never 27.16

never never never never never 32.10

never never never never never 38.81

_...3eiver never never never never 49.35

'never never never never wirer 75.45

never never never never, never never

never never never never %._/never, never

85 .
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,TABLE II-14

YEARS TO PAYBACK AT 18 PERcEirr DISCOUNT RATE

Ratio of .. .Fuel Price Escalation Rate'

Initial Cost 'to
First Yearavings

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9,

10

11,

12
13
-14

15
16
'3Z

18
19
20

0% 2% 40

I

60 8% 10%
. .

1.20 1.17 1.14 1.12 1`10 1.08

2.70 2.58 2.48 2.39 . 2. Y 1 ..2.24

4.69 4.36 4.10 3.87 '3.

7.69 6.78 6.12 5.62 : 5.2

.1.51
r.90

13.91 .10:53 8.85 .:7.78. -1.02 6.44

never .19.4 13.05 10.60 9.16 8.17

never 'never 22.59 14.66'Y' 11.80 10.13

never never never 22.01.,:. 15.24 22.42

never -never never never 20.23 15.14

new nemar,
0

never never , 29.39,

.

. 18.51
.

-never never never. never never 22.93

never never never never never 29.36

never never never never never 41.43

never never never never never never

never never never never never ' never

never .never never never never never

never never ever never never never

never never never never never never

never never never never never never

never never never never never never

TABLE II -15

YEARS TO PAYBACK AT 20 PERCENT DISCOUNT RATE

Ratioof
Initial Cost to
Pirst Tear Savings'

!nal:Price Escalation Rate

OS 2% 4% 6% 8%

1 .1.22 1.19 1.17 1.14 1.12

2 2.80 2.68 2:57 2.47 2.39

3 5.03 4.64 4.33 4.07 3.85

4 8.83 7.53 6.68 6.06 5.58

never 13.17 10.25 8.71 '7.70

6 never 17.92 12.68 10.43

7 nervier never never 20.83 14.28

.8 never never never never, 20.85

9 never never never never never

10 never never never never never

11 never' never never never . never

r-11 12 never never never never never

13 never never never never never

14 never never

E->

15
.16

never
never

never
never

never
,never

never
never

never
never

17' never never never never never

18 never never never never never

1§ never never never never never

20 never never never never never.

8

10%

1.10
2.31
3.66.

5.19
6.97
9.06

11.63
14.93 2

19.59
27.56

never
never
never
never
never
never
never
never

never
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STUDY 1

Cost Benefit Study of Installing Separate

Boca Thermostats, at the Fowler School

I/
1111:River,AIA

l Buikding, Data ,

A. 'Date of Construction - 1897

B.' Gross Floor Area - 16,364 sq ft.

:C.
Fuel-Burned in Base Year - 18,000 gal #5 oil.

D. Cost ofiuel Burned - $6,006

E. Cost of Fuel per Gallon - $0.33/gal

Therefore added 1608 througli:''

1. goof ( "U" value (2l Btuihr4q ft-deg P (Of 1)).

0,211to/hr-sq,
ft7Deg.F),(19,000 eglo (5 deg ?),

equals 9,450 Btitir.

2. ',Windows 4"U"'valne
1,13,8tufhr-sq ft-deg F (ref 1))..

(1,13 Btu /Dr -sq ft-,deg (288 sq'ft) (5 deg F)

equals 1,627 Btu/hr

, .

3; Wails (.11" value .48 Btu/hr-sq ft-Deg I (ref'.1)).

'(,4813tu/hr-8q ft-deg. F)(2,000 acril ,deg F)

equils 4,800 Btu/br

The total'added heat loss equals:

4,800 Btu/hr

9,450 Btu/hr

1,627 Btu/hr

15,877 Btu /hr

The dollar cost through the heating season.

15,877
Biu`

(24

hr
) v 3v

t, s ( gal )00.33)

El yi 140,000 Btu x07 GAL

II. Summary

The savings derived by installing separatehergostitically

controlled valves' 6 the stela pipes; in the clasiroom'of the

Foxier Schooliere calculated,
and found to be abdut $270.per

:yew: These'valves, four in number, would cost about $404.

total.

III.' Calculations

A.; Assumptions

o.

1. $4ecethe thermostats Cie on the first floor, and heit

rises, the second floor would be five degrees warmer than

the first floor if all windows were kepi closed.

2. Window area on second floor is 288 sq ft.

3. Roof area is 9,000 sq ft.

4, Wall area on second floor is 2,000 sq ft.

.5,
Beat content of oilis 140,000 Btu /gal" and heating efficiency

equals 70 peicent4ref 3)

B. Savings to be Realized by the Installation of Thermostatically .

Controlled valves in the Four Classrooms on the Second Floor

Because there are no controls on the steam heating
system on

the second floor, and
because heat rises, for calculation

purposes it ,is assumed that the second floor is five degrees

warmer than the first floor. This extra five degrees of heat

is eventually dumped to
the outside air and is, essentially,

'a heat loss that would not exist if temperature controls

kept the upstairs temperature
at the same setting as down

stairs.

This five degrees of added beat loss is transmitted through

the roof, the windows and the walls.

equals $269/year

C. Cost of Thermostatically
Controlled Valves

In this situation, four
valves are needed. From manufac-

turer's data, the installed. cost is approximately $100

per valve.
Therefore, the total cost. is $400.

D. Estimated Useful Lifetime

The estimated useful lifetime of these valves is twenty

years (ref 2).
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STUDY 2

Cost :Benefit Study, of Thermostatically

Controlled Valves at the Peter Fitzpatzick

;School (Old iing),'Pepperell., VA:

I. Building Data

A. Date of Constructios.:Old wing, -
about 1920,..neuving -

about 1900

B.. Grdis. Floor Ares.-' 32,000 eq ft ' P.

C. Fuel Burned in Base Year - 27,150: gal #4 oil, 8;820 gal !2

D. Cost of Fuel in Base Year - $9,18044 oil,43,220 #2 oil

tost.yer Gallon in. Base Year
33/gal #4 oil; $0.36 /gal

)2 oil

C.

II. Summary

The initial cost and
annual savings resulting from installing

separate 'room lbermostats
and control valves on,the.unit yen.

tilators.were calcUlated..
units'are.nowitsually'costrolled.

by a damper,, This.applies y In ths'oldMiag orthOthool.'

The. installed Costof:the'va;Ivei is estimated to be
$1400; and

. - the yearly savings is about $460. ".'-

91

Calculations
/

.Assumptfaii

1. Avgage daytime winter outdoor t

Cost'of.Thermostaticalli Controlled Valves , ,

From the manufactiireet,data the installed-cost for a ielf-.

cottailled.AOntrol valve 1S.S100 per'valve. ThereOre the

cast' of the ten, required valves is S1,0001

.

, .

EstimiteS.-Oeiful Lifetime

r

The uSeftl lifetiie is estimated to be tweity years (ref 2);

1

perature is 40 deg F.

2.
Inside temperature is 75 deg F without control valves

aad thermostats.

3. Inside temperature
could be reduced to 70'deg F pith

.

automatic control valves and thermostats.

1. The basic formulas
for the loss of heat by transmission and

'.infiltration through
almilding surface is:

q (cfm x 1.08 +.6) m (TILTa) (ref'1)

'where: q heat loss, Btu/hz

U coefficient of transmission,
Btu/hr-Sq it -deg F

A area of surface, sq ft.

T indoor temperature,' deg F

Tilo outdoor temperature, deg F

c& cu ft per minute of infiltration

Since the values of U, A,,Tand cfm will remain constant, the

energy savings
is proportidtal to, the reduction in the indoor

temperature Ti. Therefore the yearly savings is:

Rao 70 - 40 de F.

"

$2400 t45..'. '

yr 4) deg yr "

t



STUDY 5

Cost Beiefit Study 'of Installing a Natural Gas

Zomestic Hot later Beater at the

Globe ?ire Station, Fall River, MA

T Building Data

Dite erf'Constinction - 1951

B. Gross Floor Area ,9,578 sq ft

C."'Yuel turned it Base Year -.18,416 gal 02 oil

b:, Cost of fuel During Base Year $6,048''

S... ofluel per Gallon - $0.33 per' gal

II, Smeary

The inititl cost and savings resulting from the installation of

a separate domestic hot water system for thee Globe Fire Station

'was calculated. The estimated 'savings per year it $96. The

installed cost ef A 30 gallon, natural gas hot water'beateris

esilmateckto be $240. (The cost of an oil fired hot water boater

wasestinted to be4560 Inmtalled. Duo to the high initial

cost,, hin option was given no further censideration.)

B. Cost of a New Domestic

III. Calculations

A. Assumptions

1. Ratnral gas costi$0.003 per .cu ft., at last rate block. .

Theretrim).te sinks'and thinfk,showers,

3. 011 costs Ray throUgh'September'arn totally
legated to,

hot water beating. This amounts of 1,914 gallons at a

.cost of :632,"

. 4, Heat content of natural gac is 1,000 Stu /cu ft,' with

heating efficiency.of 75 percent (ref 4).

5.' Beat content of #2 oil' is 140,000 Btujgal. (rel. 4).

6. Overall beating efficiency of existing hot water "system

is fifty' percent.

7, There is a 100 deg. F. temperature rise in the hot water

beater.,

of later Tank

During the base.year,

on oil, during the

Assuming! a 100 deg F

eafertietter,,and

percent; di following

the summer season.

fire station used 1,814 gallons

eason, to beat 'domestic hot water.

re rise tathe existing hot

ng.iffiCiency of fifty

amount of hot water was used during'

tempe

overall he

1,914 x 140
:al

,000 !4, x 0.5 eff.
601800 gal

100 deg? (ref 2)...

tu
M x 1.0

B
.

where m equals pounds of water per season.

Therefore d equals 1,339,860 lb/season.1

The average use ,per hour 1E'

Rrin lb cu ft 7.48jgal season.. mo

1,339,""" season a 62:4 lb a cu ft 5t o " 30 ay ".

24 hr
-1!L or igal/hr.

From referenci one; the maximum useris approximately six".

tines thefaverage, or 24 gal/hr.

'

This maximum use can be.aecoriodated by a 30 gallon gas,

hot water heater. This unit would, cost about $240 including

installation and piping. .

1,914 gallons of oil

Al

x,140,000 24'x 0.5 eff,

cu it of

nt!al

naturt1 gas
equals / cu ft x 1,000 x 0.15eff'

Where x equals total illount.ofnainral4at

Tkererfore / equals 176,646 fU ft of natural gis at 0)103

Icior du. ft.' This comes'to a yearly cost of $536 vs $632 for
1,1iintiiirsystem.

,

.111,



A

. C. Savings to Installation of a National Gas Hot Dater'

System
.

The savings result( from the difference in, fuel costs heating

the hct water with the boiler, u opposed to he'ating it

aline a -Separate system.- In this case, the estimated savings

per year are:, 4

$632 - $536 $06/ear.

'. D. EstizatedUseful Lifetime

The estimated useful
lifetime of the "rater heater is twentA

yea.rs (ref. 3).

1.

4

a

95
4.
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Carat Benefit Study of Stack SeatIRecovery

'9 it the Yowler School

Pall Rivei, MA

1. Building ,

A. Dateof Construction - 167

B. nrialrinFrF716,364 eq ft.

C.
&-IrierinuiTse Year, - 18,000 gals' #5 Oil

D. Cost of Oil in Base Year - $6,008

E.
$0.33/gal

The equation governing the amount of flue gas produced

(F) per 1,000 Btu fuel input is:

F
15

.72 (.12 + pg-) (ref 2)

Therefore:

g m .72 (.12 41 A!) 1.5 lbs

1,000 Btu fuel input

The amount of Btles'used in a year is:

II; Summary
ill

The initial and annual'eavings
resulting from installing

18,000 x 150;000 Btu 2.7 x 109 Btu

a flue gas e izer sisystem vemestimated.
The system can

yr iir yr

recover. beat
Xcb is lost up the stack in the flue gas. A Therefore:

total,savIngs,OPtimate of about $735 per
year was calculated.

The installed'Oost of the
systeM vas estimated to be about M 1.5 lbs

$5,000.

x 2.7 x 10
9

Btu

1,000 Btu fuel input --- 4.05 x 10
6

lbs
yr

III, Calculations

yr

A. Assumptions

1. 550 deg P flue gas temperature.

2. 8 percent. CO2 in the flue gas.

3. Flue gas temperature can be held to a steady 300 deg F

after the heat exchanger,

4. 150,000 Btu/gal beat content
of #5 oil. Boiler efficiency

is 70 percent.

B. Recoverg

.
The equation governing

the annual amount of beat that

can be recovered is:

2 ItiOqti.t2)
(ref

Ibere:

ti Btu/yr

i lbs of flue gas per year

C Specific heat of flue gas 0.25 Btu/lr-degT.

t I Temperature
of the flue gas entering the,

1 heat exchanger (i.e. 600 deg F)

t,,Temperature of the flue gas leaving the

beat exchanger (i.e. 300 deg F)

And:

a 4.05 x 10
6
lbs 0.25 Btu (550-300) 25,31 x 10

7
Btu

yr Frig' F x yr

The savings In dollars is equal to:

25.31 x 1078tu
x xal 122 $785

yr 150,000 to x 0.7 gal yr

The cost to run the system is estimated at $50/yr. There-

fore, the net savings is:

$785 - 550. $735

D. Cost 'Estimate

The cost of the system is estimated to be about'$5,000 ,

from manufacturer's .data.

E. Estimated
r

Useful Lifetime

The estimated useful
lifetime of the system is 'ten years.
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STUDY .5

Cost Benefit Study of Stack Beat Recoiery,

at the Peter Buckely
Administration Building

Concord, VA

I. Building Data' .

A. Date of Construction - About 1960.

B. Gross Floor area - 32,193 sqft.

C. Fuel used in Base Year - 22,450 gal t2 oil.

D. Cost of-Oil in Base Year - $7,196.

E. Cost of Oil per Gallon Base Year - $0.32/gar.

II. Summary

, t

.

The initial cost and abnual
savings resulting from installing'

a flue gas economizer system were estimated. The system can

recover heat whIch it lost up the.stack in the flue gas. A

total savings estimate of about $1000 per year was calculated.

The installed coat of the system WAS estimated to be about '',i:

$3,500.

III. Calculations

A. Assumptions

1. 600 deg F flue 'gas temperature.

2, 8 percent CO2 in the fruelaS.

3. Flue gas temperature can be
held to'i steady 300 deg F

after the economizer.

4.
140,00CBtn/gal: heat content of oil.Boiler

efficiency

is 70.percent

B. Heat Recovery Savings

The equation governing the annual amount of heat that c;.:!

be recovered Is:

a MxCr.(ti-t,) (ref 1)

Where:

s * Btu/yr.

Lbs of flue gas per year.

C Specific beat. of flue gas 0.25 Btu/lb-deg F.

t
1

Temperature.of the flue gas entering the

heat exchanger (i.e. 600 deg F)

t
2
2 Temperature of the flue 'gas leaving the

beat exchanger (i.e. 300 deg F)

.9

The equation governing
tbe amount of flue gas pro-

duced (F)'per 1,000 Btu fuel input is:

0.72 (0,12 i
14
tir-) (ref 2)

A ANW2

.Thereore:
-

F 1Z.72 (0.12'+441) 1.38AI

,

^ 1,000 Btu fuel input

The amount of Btu's used in a year is:

22,460'21 140,001 9tu

yr. gar ..

3. 44 x 10 Btu

Yr

\ Therefore: ,

1.38 lbs, 3,144 109Btu

rxrare x
4.338 x 10

6
lbs

Yr

And: .

3, 4:338 x 1091bs, 0.25 Btu .

(600 -300)deg F

3i- nirdeg F 6

'3;25 x 10
8

Btu.

r Yr. ,

The savings in dollirs is equal to:

3:25 x

10"R

Btu
x

al
$0.32 ,11080

yr 1 , 00 Ztu x 0.7 x yr

The cost to run the kistem is estimated at $50/yr.

Therefore, the net savibgs-ls:

$1060 - $50 0.

D. Cost Estimate

The cost of the system
is, estliated 'to be about $3,500

from manufacturer's data.,

E. Estimated Useful Lifetime".

Tbe estimated useful
lifetime of the iYsan is ten

years. \
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STUDY 6

Cost Benefit Study of an Air to Air

Heat Recovery. System from the Pool Area

at the Attleboro High School, Attleboro, MA

1. Building Data 0

A. Date of Con\struction - 1962

B. Gross Floor Area - 430,000 sq It

C.
Puef-Burned in Base Year - 279,514 gal #5 oil,

.0. Cost of Fuel During Base Year - $87;598

E. Cost of Fuel per Gallon - $0,31/gal.

II. Summary ,

The amount of beat recoverable
by an air to air heat.exchanger

(heat wheel) was, calculated
and found to save about $2,600 per

year in energy costs. The installed cost of such a system is

e estimated to be $20,000.

III. Calculations

A. Assumptions

1. 10,000 cfM of is exhausted from the pool area at

a temperature of 80 degrees.

2. Seasonal heat wheel efficiency for the applicable

temperatures is 60 percent.

3. Pool is ventilated 24 hours per day.

4. Heat content Of oil equals 140,000 But/gal. Heating

efficiency 70 percent (ref 2).

5, '''ere are 5293 deg-days per year
during the beating

season from October 1 through May 1 (Ref 3).

B. Energy Savings Possible by Using an Air to Air Beat Re-,

covery System

The equation gOverning the
recoverable energy is:

1.08 Btu deg-day 24'hrs

q br x cfm x deg F. A "4 A yr day x

efficiency

where q * total heat used - Btu /yr.

The savings amount to:

(623.167 x 106 Ptu) (
gal

yr 140,0001Ru x 0.7) 36'31/gap 4

$2,600 per year.

100

C. Cost Estimate

1. Cost of 10,000 cfm installed air to air heat wheel on

the pool roof with additional ductwork and wiring

from manufacturer's data $2.0/01,

2. 10,000 cfm x $2,0/cfm $20,000.

0: Estimated Useful Lifetime

The estimated useful lifetime is .fifteen years.
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STUDY 7

Cost Benefit Study of Lead/Lag

4 Boiler Controls it the

Concord, Town Rouse, Concord, MA

I. Building Data

A. Date of Construction - 1860

B. Gross-Picot -Eva - 19,564 sq. ft.

C.
Duel Burned in Base Year - 7,152 Gallons #2 oil

D.' Coat of Fuel in Base Year - $2,293

E. Cost per Gallon it Base Year - $0,32/Gallon.

Summary

The initial cost and annual
savings resulting from the installa-

tion of lead/lag controls on
the steam beatingtoilers were

estimated, over a typical beating season (Oct. I -.May 1). A,

savings of approximately $115 per
year. was calculated at a cost

of about $150. At present there are two boilers that operate

simultaneous ;y. The lead /lag controls will run
only one boiler,

with the other starting up only
when additional beat load is

called for. ty gdiag tq a system such as this:the overall

boiler efficiency is increased. The only controls needed, is

one additional thermostat set outside the'building,setan

estimated temperature of 25 deg Y.

III. Calculation.

A. Assumptions

1. The peak' heating loss is about 30 Btu /hr sq ft at

0 deg I outside temperatures.

2. There are two boilers, each
having 66'perCent of the total

peak capacity required.

3. The total'enclosed square
footage is 19,5e4 sq ft. r/

,/

4, !abide temperature is set
at 70 deg Y during the seating

season.

5. #The,above assumptions
defines anoverall U value for the

building of ).43 Btu/br-sq
ft-deg F.

6. There is no inherent or
practical reason why both boilers

can't be rewired so that they can run on separate controls.

17. Theengineering weather data (ref 1) is applicable

102
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B. Eoergy Savings by
Reducing Short Cycling of Boilers

By using Reference 1, one can
develop a curve of total heat

required vs. number of
heating days for a typical Boston

heating season.
From the curve, one can see that only one

boiler of the assumed size
is needed 85 percent of the

time. The additional
boiler is needed only on the very

cold days in winter. If one goes to a lead/lag control,

the first boiler will be
"on" for a such greater percen-

tage of the time. This will increase its
efficiency (Ref 2).

I our judgement this will produce it least an over -all Wi-

t\
Ci ncy increase of 5 percent.

Therefore:

E22 .12
yr " Yr ,

C. Cost Estimated .

1. One (1) outdoCir air temperature thermostat,
wiring, and

modifications to existing
controls, $150 from manufac-

turer's data.

D. Estimated Useful Lifetime

The estimated useful
lifetime of new thermoetat

and wiring is

twenty years.
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.STUDY

1,
yY

Cost Benefit. Study of the Reduction

of Ventilation Air at the Willard School

Concord, MA

I. Building Data

A. Date of Construction -. 1958

B. Gross Floor Area - 39,500 sq it

C. Fuel Burned in Base Year - 45,191 gal #2 oil

D. 'Cost of Fuel in Base Year - $14,493

E. Cost Per Gallon in Base,Year - $0.32 /gallon

II. Summary

The, initial cost and annual savings resulting from the reduction

AI ventilation air brought in by the unit ventilators were

estimated. This rebalancing is needed because most of the unit

ventilators were found to be over supplying ventilation air.

The annual savings was estimated to be about $480, and the cost

of readjusting the unit ventilators is estimated at $400.

0)
III. Calculations

Assumptions J-NA.

:.;

B. Savings by Reduction in' entilatiorn Rate

The equation governing the energy required to heat outdoor

air up to indoor temperature is:

q 1.10 x cfm x LT (Ref. 2)

where q Btu/hr

1.10 constant btu/hr x cfm x deg F.

dm cu ft/min

AT temperature difference (inside-outside) deg F.

Therefore the energy savings for the year is equal to:

:1.10 Btu
115"") cfm

( ) 5
70 40 de F a'

25 occupants

br-cfm-degf.x occupant. unit vent.

. x 20 unit vent x ldayr
yea

xMk 148.4 x 106 Btu/year
r

The dollar savings is equal to

148.4 x 106 Btu ial .

$0.32
. / year $483/year107666777-7a x

gal

2

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Existing ventilation 15 cfm/occupant.

New ventilation rate - 10 .cfm/occupant. (Mass. code)

Population density 7 25 students/unit ventilator.

Boiler efficiency - 70 percent (ref, 1).

20 unit ventilators.'

Estimated average daytime winter outdoor temperature -

40 deg F.

School is open 180 days - 10 hr a day.

Inside temperature - 70 deg F.

Beat content of #2 oil equals 140,000 Btu/gal.

C. Cost

1. $3111man hr for field labor, from control manufacturer,

2. 1 hour/required per unit vent.

3. $20 /hr x 20 unit vents x 1 hr/unit vent $400.

D. :Estimated Useful Lifetime

Since this change is just a'readjustment of existing equipment,

the "estimated useful lifetime" is equal to the remaining

life of the equipment.
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STUDY 9

Cost Benefit Study of the Reduction of

Ventilation Air at the Acton/Boxborough

Junior High School'

Building Data

A. Date of Construction - About 1960

B. Gross floor Area - 66,600 sq ft.

C. Fuel Burned in Base Year - 7,760 Gals #2 Oil, 72,5:1 Gals #4 Oil

D, Cost of Fuel in Base Year - $2,930 #2 Oil, $22,980 011'

E. Cost Per Gallon in Base Year - $0,37/Gal #2 011,-50.31/Gal

i4 Oil.

II, Summary

The initial cost and annual savings resulting from the reduction

of ventilation air brought in by the unit ventilators were es-

.] . t!1',d, This rebalancing is needed because most of the unit

v Fors were found to be over supplying ventilation air.

al savings was estimated to be about $780 and ,the cost

,usting the unit ventilators is estimated at $800.

Calculations

A. Assumptions

B. Savings by Reduction in Ventilation Rate

The equation governing the energy required to beat outdoor

up'to indoor temperature is:

q 1.10 x cfm x AT (ref. 2)

where: q Btu/hr

1.10 Constant Btu/Hr x cfm c deg F.

cfm cu ft/min

a temperature difference (inside-outside)

deg. F.

Therefore the energy'savings for the year is equal to:

1.10 Btu (15 -10) cfm:
x (70-40) deg F x

25 occupant

hr-cfm4egF occupant unit vent.

x 40
10 hr

Unit Vents x x
year

180 day
2g x 10

8
Btu/year

Thedollarsavings is equal to:

247 x 106 Btu
x

I0.31
$781/year

year 145,0 0 Btu x (17 gaT

C. Cost Estimate

1.

2.

3.

Existing ventilation rate - 15 cfm/occupant.

New ventilation rate - 10 cfm/occupant. (Kass. code)

Population Density - 25 students/unit ventilator.

1.

2.

3.

$20/man-hr for field labor from control manufacturer.

1 hour required per unit vent.

$20 /hour x 40 unit vents x one hour/unit vent $800.

4.
Boiler- efficiency - 70 parent (ref. 1).

5. 40 unit ventilators.

6. Estimated average dtl.irr .-ter outdoor temperature

40 deg F.

7. School is open 180 days - 10 hours a day.

8. Outdoor temperature, 70 '..eg F.

tr 9. Heat content of #4 oil - 145,0003tu/gal.
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D. Estimated Useful Lifetime

Since this change is just a readjustment of existing equip-

cent, the estimated useful lifetime is equal to the remaining

life of the equipment.
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.STUDY 10

Cost Benefit Study of: then Reduction

of Vepti/ation Air at the Peter ,

Fitzpatrick School, Penwell, RA

I. Building Data

A. Date of Construction - Old Ting.- About 1920

ffew'Ting - About 1960

IL Gross Floor; rei :32,000 sq ft

C. lael Burned in tease Year - 27,150 gal 44 oil

.8,820 gal,:e2 oil

D. Cost of Fuel in Base Year- $9,18044 04

$3,22o.4.dif

E. Cost per Gallon in Base Year - $0..3i/gar#4 oil

$0.36/gal #2 oil

. 1

The initial cost and annual savings resulting from A reduCtiOn

0! ventilation air brought ii. by the. unit' ventilators were'

estimated. This rebalancing is needed bOcause most ofdtheinit

ventilators were found to be over suppliinuventilation air.

The annual savings was estimated to be about $625 and the cost

a of readjusting the unit
ventilatairris estimated it $500, 4

CO .

Calculations

A. Assumptions

1. Existing ventilation rate'- 15 cfm/occupant.

2. Rei.ventilation rate 10 cfm/occupant. (Mass. code)

3. Population density - 25 students/unit ventilator.

4. goiler efficiency - 70 percent (ref.1).

4

S. Savings by Reduction,in Ventilation Rate

The equation governing the energy required to heat outdoor air

up to indoor temperature. is:

5. 25 unit ventilators.

" 6. 'Estimated average daytime winter outdoor temperature -

40 deg. F.

7.. School is open 180 days - 10 brs a day.

8. Inside temperature - 70 deg F.

9. Heat content of #2 oil equals 140,000 Btu/gal.

lUo

D.

q 1.10 x cfm x AT (ref 2).

,where q Btu/hr

1.10 constant Btu/hr x cfm x deg

cfm. cu ft/min

AT temperature difference (inside-outside) deg F.

Therefore the energy skiing for the year is eval to:

1.111 Btu .

x

(15-10) et!

x

f 7-,,,,Am 4 25 oecupants

hr- cfm-deg occupant vv! S.135 A unit vent.

N hrsx 180 day
'1 18525 units x .5 a 106 Btu/year

day year

The.dollir savings is equal to

185.5 x 10
6 t

Btu
x

year 140,000 Btu x 0.7

Cost Estimate

$0.33
$625 /year

gal

x

1. $20/man-hr for /ield labor, from control manufacturer.

2. 1 hour required per unit vent.

3. $20/hr x 25 unit vents x 1 br/unit vent $500.

Estimated Useful Lifetime

Since this change is a readjustment of existing equipment, the

usefil lifetime is equal to the,
remaining life of the equip-

merit

109,
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STUDY ,

Coat Benefit Sludy.of

,
Automatic Door Closure, Device on the

Fire Station. No..12 in Actcui, BA -

I. Buildit
1

A. Date of Con truction - APprox. 1950 .,,,' .: ,

;

U. Gross Floor Area - 400 sq' ft

C. Fte1 Burned in Base Year - 810,000 cu ft.Natura/ Gas

D.. c:Rro3F11ilU11,seYear - $2,4301 ,

E.''Ust of Fuel Per Cu. Ft. -40.003/6 ft 'J ,1

1% ;Iiteri-ELLIcren77&entat of Gas (8/76) - $0:003/cuqty

.,
. ,.,

II: Suzary

As of the present time there are no autOmatic'door closure de-

vices installed on the main'doors of the`Acton Fire Statios,0

IS a result, when an alarm :is soundedand the firefighters.

:go lb answer thicall, the doors e' 'be, and.arli,:left'oped.

.for long periods of time. The following analysis She* that

at Jeast.$58.5 per year, can besaved in energy costa if4heie

doors were automatically. closed. 'The amount of hot''sirthat

Can be lost during a cold day during the winter caije con-

, siderable. The cost of an automatic door closure ,system, on

the two front doors, i$ estimated to be $800 froi manufacturers

data.

III. calculations

A, 15112118AB AiY
,

!

1.
Inside garage temperature is kept to SO dig F.'

2.' Door is open twb hours per dig for 200$days of heating

season.

3. Infiltration Rates:. 2 airchanges,per hour with door,

closed and 4 with door open (apparaturflioor only.)

4. Average winter temperature equals 35 deg.F.

5. Beat content Of natural gas ,equals 1,000 Btu/Cost:

6. Seasonal efficiency equals 75 percent (ref 1).

B. Infiltration Savings with the Use of an AutomaticDoor

Closure stem.

110

s.
r.

4 -2 Air Chan 423 000 ft3 1.08 Btu . 1

r 4 air c sag, A wiri x r x eg x cfm

I

,

(60o-35o)
122r 1E 155 x 1068tu/yr.

y

This heat loss costs:

,

155 x 10611tu/yr x 0.75 X

C. Add Cost of fnstallatioh

From manufacturer's data, the installed cost is approximately

$800.

D. Estimated Useful Lifetime er

The estimated useful lifetime of the motor that powers the

automatic door closing device is fifteen years. P

c $583

ti

ti



STUDY 12

COst Benefit Study of Switches on the Garage

!Doors to Control the Heating System at the

DPI Building, Acton, MA

I. Buifding Data

A. Date of Construction - About. 1965

B. Gross Floor Area - 18,644 sq ft

C. Fuel Used in Base Year - 1,744,000 cu ft of natural gas ,

D. Cost of Natural Gas in Base Year - $5,118

E. cost of Gas per cu ft - $0.003/Cu ft

F. Incremental Cost of Gas (8/76) - $0.003/cu ft

II. Summary

The initial cost,and annual savings resulting from installing

switches on the garage doors to shut off the heating system

when the,doors are open were estimated: The amount of hot air

that can be lost during a cold day during the winter,if the doors

are left open needlessly, can be considerable. A total savings

estimate of about $465 per year was calculated. The installed

cost of the system was estimated'o be about $750,

III, :Calculations

.0 0.

A. Assumptions ,

1. Average winter temperature equals 35,deg:F.

. 2. Do;r is open two hours per day for 200 days of heating

season.

3. linsidelarage temperature is:kept to 60 deg F.

4. Infiltration rates: two air changes per hour with door

closeand four with, door open,

5. Heat content of natural gas equals 1,000 Btu/cu ft.

6. Seasonal efficiency eqUals 75 percent (ref 1).

B., lafiltplptvinwin theusectatiatieDoor
Closure ystem.

(4-2) air Chop 325,000 cu ft 'hr 1.08 Btu

hr air change x x hr x deg.? x cfm,

x (60 -35) deg ?,x
400 hr 116.98 x 106 Btu/yr

yr

112 ,

P.

This energy costs: J

6 Btu cu ft. 1p.

116.98 x 10 --- x t-rrr-h--,-ro , $466r
yr ,i uuu btu x u,D Cu it ''h.

Cost Estimate
('

The cost of the automatic switches installed on the doors

and wired into the,control.of the heating system is $750/

from annfacturer'S data.

E. Estimated Useful Lifetime ,

The estimated useful lifetime is ten years for$the doOr

switches.
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STUDY 13

k .

Cost Benefit 'Study Of Roof Insulation.
B. Transmission ylgalyidditionall

on the Thoreau School, Concord, MA

I. Building Data

br x
(0,22

1t2 x
- 0.0op8) Btu

x
,a

year
6

39,400 sq ft x 5,942 deg-day

24 hr 10.36 gal.

A.. Date of Construction - 1951-
Tay 4r-, 140,000 Btu x0.7

B. Gross Floor Area - 14,400 sq, ft

C. Fuel Burned in Base Year - 38,500,gal #2'oil
12888

D. Cost of fuel in Base Fear,- $14,000

E. Cost of Fuel per Gallon - 10.36/gallon
C., Cost Estimate

,

II. Summary,
1. $0.65/sq ft for 2 inches of additiOnal installed insulation

from mandfacturer's data.

Since a reroofing job is
contemplated at this time, the initial

cost and annual savings resulting
from the installation of addi-

2.
x 34,400 sq ft 121,360'

tional insulation were calculated. Roof insulation reduces .

sq'ft

energy consumption by reducing the thermal' loss (transmission)

0 through the roof. There are many different types of roof D. Estimated Useful Lifetime

insulation and each type has to be evaluated on its own merits.

Polyurethane Roof Deck Insulation was selected for this study.
The estimated useful lifetime is twenty years.

total savings estimate of $2,900 was calculated. The addi-

tional cost was estimattd to. be $22,000.

II/. Calculations

A. Assumptions

7

1. "U" ,value of existing roof, bUilt-up roof with a Metal

deck and fiberboard ceiling and an air space, eqUils

0.22 btli/hr-sq ft-deg F (ref 1) ,

2. rDr Value.:: with additional insulation as recommended

in reference 2.,
.

0.081tu/hrsq ft-deg F. ),

3. Roof Area Equals 39,400 sq ft.

4. 'Boiler efficiency is 70 percent (ref 3)'

5. Beating season from Oct. 1 to May 1 equals 5,942 degree,

days (tef 4),

6: lEffeets such as loss of solar heat gain, rain, snow,:and

occupancy will be neglected.

. 7. 140,000 Btu/gal #2 oil. ,

i

1.

r

1 4
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Cost Benefit Study of Sprayed on
.

Roof Insulation on the Briggs Corner

Fire Station, Attleboro,
MA

I. Building Data ,

A. Date of.Constructdon - 1969

B. Gross Floor Area - 2,100 sq ft

C.
elBrniedniase Year - 304,500 cu ft of natural Gas

D. Cost of Fuel Burned' in Base Year - $913

E. st of el er Cu. Ft. - 0.003 /cu It

F. ritcH:cti;$0.055/klb

II. Summary

The annual savings resulting
from installing tray on, foam, roof

insulation was
calcurated; and estimated

to be $715 per year.

The savings result by
reducing the thermal

transmission through

the roof, saving both beating and air'Conditiohing costs. The

installed cost of the
insulation is estimated to be $1,900.

III. Calculations

A.. Aemtiai.

1. Gross roof area equals 2,100 lq'ft

2. Roof is built up on a metal deck, Pith no insulation,

and has a "0" value of 0.67
Btu(hr-sq ft-deg F (ref ,1).

I

3. The building is
heated to 65 deg F.

4. During the heating season
from Oct. 1 - May 1, ,there are

5,923 degree-days ref 5).

'It"U" value with addition
of insulation as reco

=nded in

reference 2, will be0.08 Btu/hr-sq ft-deg
F. -

6.
Thirty percent of the

buildi4 is air conditioned during

the summer.

7. Saar effects are neglected.

4

8. 'Heat content
of'natural gas islOd0 Btufm ft.

mir

B. iiinttsignsiggig111515ilig
7oi VoIeligi7df, During

the Heating Season

10.67-0.081Btu
51923 deg day

3

24 hours

hr-sq ft-deg F
year
a

x $0.003/cu ft s -e-lt-
$704/year.

1000 Btu x 0.75

11C

C. Savings AccrUed by Addition of Roof Insulation Duxin! the
coolingSear

From reference 3, the following weather data was obtained

for the Boston Area:

:Temperature Range

Deg. F

Mesa Temperature 'Hours of Occurrence

Deg. F During the Year

.

05r0V

13. 90-94

97

92

6

36

85-89 87 107

80-84 82 245

75.79 77 388

Using this data, and knowing that the air conditioned sec-

tion Othis building is to be beldfrat 75 deg, the heat

.
flow across the roof can be calculated. The heat gain .

across the roof is a linear function of its "0" value. The

higher the U value, the higher the beat gain.

The equation governing 'the heat gain through the roof is:

q 0A AT (ref. 4)

where q( Btu/hr

U witu/hr-sq, ft-deg F.

A sq ft

AT TeMperature difference across the roof

deg F

In this case, one is interested in the energy saved due

to insulation, therefore, the appropriate "U" value to use

to calculate energy savings is the difference between the

insulated and unins4ated "U" value. This number is 0.67

0.08 0.59 Btu/hr-sq ft-deg F.

The appropriate area, A, is 30 percent of 2,100 sq ft or

693tsq ft.

Therefore, for the five mean temperatures listed,
the energy.

saved per cooling season is calculated as follows:

0.59 Btu/r -suit -deg F (693 sq

54 x 10° BtO.

0.59 Btu/bx -sq ft-deg F (693 sq

250 x 10 Btu

0.59 Btu/h; -sq frdeg F (693 sq

525 x 10° Btu

0.59 Btu /h ;-sq ft-deg F (693

701 x 10° Btu

0.59 Btu/h5-sq ft-deg F (66 sq

317 x 10 Btu'

for a total savings of 1.8 x 106

ft) (97-75 deg F)

ft) (92-75 deg F)

ft) (87-75 deg F)

ft) (82-75 deg F)

ft) (77;775 deg F)

Btu/year.

(6 hr) s

(36 br).,:

(107 hr)

(245 br)

(388 hr)



The &liar savings is:

1.8 x 10
6 Btu/yr (

1.4 kWh
) (

ton-hr f$0.0551
-------
ton-hr -12,000 Btu' `a-E-1

$12/year
"5:1

Therefore the total heating and cooling savings are $704
$12 sr $716 /year.

D. Cost Estimate

1. $0.90/sq ft for 2 inch sprayed-on insulation installed

from manufacturer's data.

2. $0.90/sq ft x 2,100 sq ft $1,890.

E. Estimated Useful Lifetime

)".1

The useful lifetime is estimated to be fifteen years (ref

A
6, see asbeitos).
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STUDY 15

Coat Benefit Study of Spray-on Roof

Insulation at DX Building,

Acton, NA

I. Building Data

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

1.

r.

Date of Construction - About 1965

Gross Floor Area - 18,644 sq ft

hel Used in Base Year - 1,744,500 cu ft of natural gas

plus 17,270-kfh of electricity for air conditioning

Cost of Natural Gas in.Base Year - $5,118

Cost of Electricity in Base Year - $8,719

Cost of Gasper cu.ft - $0.003/cu ft

Cost of Electricity/kith - $0.055/0b

Incremental Cost of Gas (8/76) - $0.003/cu ft

Incremental Cost of Electricity (8/76) - $0.055/klb

II. Summary

The initial cost and annual savings resulting frorthe addition

of. spray -on roof insulation were estimated. Roof insulation will

reduce energy use by reducing the thermal loss (transmission)

through the roof during the winter, and by reducing the heat

flow into the building during the summer.. A totalsavingsest-

imate of about $1:50 per year was calculated based at the

reduCtion of heating and air conditioning. The installed cost

0 of the insulationlas estimated to be, about $8,500.

III. Calculations

A. Assumptions

1. Existing Transmission - From reference'l for a built up

roof, on a metal deck withone inch insulation, the "V"'

factor equals 0.15 Btu/hr sq ft deg F.

2. ,Insulated Transmission -
Using one inch of sprayed on

cellulose foam, applied to the inside foot area, the

"U" factor changes to 0.09 Btu/hr-sq ft-deg F.

3. The installed cost, as quoted by manufacturer, is $0.45/

sq ft.

44. Roof area equals 18,644 sq ft.

5. Thirty percent
oil* building is air conditioned during

the summer, with the indoor
temperature maintained at

75 deg F.

6. As air cooled air
conditioning system uses 1.4 kilowatt-

hdnrs per ton-hour of cooling (ref,4).

7. Heat content of natural gas is 1,000 Btu/cu ft.

8. Heating efficiency equals 75
percent (ref 7).

219

ti

7. Solar gain during the 'inter is negligible.

8, There are 5,923 degree days over heating season (Oct. 1

to May 1) with the buildin open six -days per week,

15 hours per day (ref._

B. Transmission Savings through Roof During Heating Season

Heat saved (0.15 - 0.09) (18,644 sq ft ) (5,923 deg-day)

(24 hr) 159 x 106 Btu over heating season.

x-106 .($0.0031 cu ft $636/yr (at current

cu ft' '1000 x .75'

(at
rates)

C. Transmission Savings through Roof During Cooling. Season

From reference 2, the following weather data was obtained

for the Boston area.

Teiperaturelange

deg F,

. Mean Hours of Occurrence

Temperature-deg F During the Year

95-99 97 6

90-94 92 36

85-89 87 107

80-84 82 245

75-79 77 388

Using this data, and knowing, that in the air conditioned

section of the building is to be held.at 75 deg., the heat .

flow across the roof can be calculated. The heat gain

across the roof is a linear function of its U value. The

higher the U value, the higher the heat gain. In this

case, the U value without insulation
is0.1581tu/hr-sq ft-deg;F;

with insulation the U value is0.09 Btu/hr-sq ft-deg F. "The

energy savings is, therefore, a function of the difference

of these,* numbers.

The equation goierning the' heat gain through
the'roof is:

. q UAAT (ref 3)

where Btu/hr
U Btu/hr sq ft-deg F

A sq ft

AT N.Temperature0ifferential across
the roof.

120



In this case, one is interested in the energy saved due
to insulation; therefore, the appropriate U value to use
to calculate energy savings is the difference between the

insulated and un-insulated U-values. This number is 0:15

3.09 ir 0.06 Btu/hr-sq ft-deg F.

The appropriate area, A, is 30% of 1 ,644 sq ft or

5,593 sq ft

Therefore, for the five mean temperatures listed, the
energy saved per cooling season, is calculated as follows:

0.06 Btu/hr-s ft-deg (5593 sq ft) (97-75 deg) (6 hrs)/yr

44.29 x 103 Btu/year
0.,06Btu/hr-RMt-deg (5593 sq ft) (92-75 deg) 36 hrs) /yr

205.37 x 104 Btu/year
0.06,Btu/hr-sq,it-deg (5593 sq ft) (87-75 deg) (107 hrs)/yr

466.79 x 10 Btu/year
0.06 Btu/hr-sq,it-deg (5593 sq ft) (82-75 deg)(245 hrs)/yr

575.51 x 10 Btu/year
0.06 BtuAr-sqift-deg (5593 sq ft) (77-75 deg) (388 hrs)/yr

260.41 x 10 Btu/year

for a total savings of 1,552 x 103 Btu/year.

The dollar savings is:

1552 x 103 Btu/yr (
1.4 f ton-hr i ($0.055;

-ton- ' 'hr 12,000 Btu `TEITE-'

$10/year (at.last block of current electricity rates)

Therefore.thitotalheating and cooling savings are:

$636-+ $10 $646/year

D. Cost Estimate

$0.45/sq ft for one inch s ed-on insulation (Installed,

from manufacturer's data.

1

2. $0.45/sq ft x 18,644 sq ft - $8,398.

E. Estimated Useful Lifetime

The estimated useful lifetime is fifteen years (see ref 6

under asbestos).

121
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STUDY 16

Cost Benefit Study of Roof Insulation

at the Flit t Street Fire Station

F River, MA

I. Building Data

A. Date of Construction 1873

B. Gross Floor Area - 7,000 sq ft

C. hel Saudi Base Year - 11,254 gal #2 oil.

D. Zest of Fuel Burned in Base Year - $3,872

E. cost o f-Fuel per Gallon - $0.35/gal

II. Summary

The estimated savings resulting from insulating the, unused attic

floor of the Flint Street Fire Station was
calculated and found

to be about $65 per year. The installed cost of such insulation

would be about $725.

Calculations

A. Assumptions

1. Because of the many slopes on this roof, and since the

0 attic is not used, in this analysis, the attic will be

insulated, using a rigid, foam insulation.

2. Theinsulated area is 3,500 sq ft.

3. There are 5,408 degree-days inirheating season from

Oct. 1 to May 1 (ref 1).

4. Heat content of #2 oil is,140,000 Btu/gal.

5. Heating system efficiency is 70 percent.(ref 4)

6.
Burdened labdr rate for installation is $5 per hour.

B. Transmission Savings by the Addition of Insulation on the

Attic Floor

From reference 2, the "U" value between the second floor

ceiling and the outside air, in the vertical direction, is

0.12 Btu/hr-sq ft-deg P. With the addition of 1 1/2 inches

of commercially available rigid foam, installed on the floor

oftheunused attic, the "U" is decreased to 0.08 Btu/hr-sq

ft-deg F, which is the recommended "U" value from reference

3.,

122

The savings is a function of the difference oftbese

"U" values. Therefore, the. energy saved is

'(0.12 - 0.08) Btu
3,500 sq ft) (5,408

deg4ays
).(24

)

hr-sq ft-deg F year day

which equals 18:0 x 10
6

Btu/year

The dollar Savings is: %

6 Btu gal . .$0.35,
(18.0 x 10 ----) ( ) (---r-) $64 /year

year 140,000 Btu x0.7 gai.

C. Cost of Insulation

The,uninstalled cost of the'insulation is $173 per 1,000.

,sq ft or $173/1,000 sq ft (3.5) $605 total.

Since the insulation is highly portable and is cut easily

'with a knife, it should not take more than one man-day to

install. Assuming a burdened labor rate of $15 per hour,

the installation cost should be $15/hr x 8 hr $120.

Therefore:

Installation Cost

Insulation Cost

'$605

120

$725 total

D. Estimated Useful Lifetime

The estimated useful lifetime of the attic insulation is

fifteen years (from manufacturer's data). , .

23



Cost Benefit Analysis of Instalking Spray-On

Boot Insulation at the Carrol School,

Fall River, MI

I. .Building Data

A. Date of Construction - app. 1950.

B. Gross Floor Ares - 23,914 sq ft.

C. fuel Burned in Base Year - 19,532 Gal #5. oil

D. Cost of fuel in Base Year - $8,507

E. Cost of Fuel per Gallon - $0.33/gal..

II. ,Summary

The savings accrued'in a year's time due to the installation of

spriyed on cellulose foam room
insulation was calculated and esti-

mated to be about $1,380 per year.
The, installed cost was estimated

to be $16,700.

Calculations

A. Assumptions

1. Roof area is 23,914 sq ft.

2. Beating Season from Oct. 1 to Ray 1 contains 5,408 deg-

days (ref 1).

.3. Heat content of #5 oil is 140,000 Btu/gal.

4. Beating syitem efficiency is 70 percent.(ref 5).

5. \Effeclesuch as loss of solar gain, rain, snow, and

occupancy will be neglected.

B.
Transmission Savings by Addition of Roof Insulation

From reference'2, the existing
"0" value for the build -up

wood deck roof is 0.21 Btu/hr-sq ft-deg F. lith the,addition

of 1 3/4 inches of sprayed on
cellulose foam insulation, the

"U" value drops to 0.08 Btu/hr-sq ft-deg F, which is
recommended

"UP value for this climate zone (ref. 8). The savings

realized is a function of the difference of these two values.

The energy savings in a year's time is:

(0.21 -0t08 sr.stitleg 1.) (23,914 sq ft) (5,408
2101),

127;) which equals 403 x 106 Btu/yr.

124

This saves:

PI I. ($433) , $1,4SelYeAr403 x 108 Btu /yr (
140,000 Btu .x1:17)?

C. Cost oi Sprayed on Roof Insulation

From manufacturer's data, the installed cost of 1 3/4 /inches

of sprayed on cellulose insulation is about $0.70 per sq

Therefore, the total cost is:

$0.70 (23,914) PI $18,740

D. Estimated Useful Lifetime

The useful lifetime is estimated to be fifteen years (ref

'4, under asbestos insulation).
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STUDY 18

Cost Benefit 'Study of Roof Insulation

on the. Lakeview School

Tyngsborough, MA

I. Building Data

A, Date of Construction.- 1956

B. 'Gross Floor Area - 19,800 sq ft

C. Puel Burned in Base Year -
25,000 gal #2 oil

D. Cost of duel in Base Year - $8,400

B. cost of Fuel per Gallon = $0.33/Gal

II. Summary

Since a reroofing job will
be necessary in the future, the initial

cost and annual
savings,resulting from the

instillation of addi-

tional insulation were calculated. goof insulation reduces de

energy consumption
by reducing the thermal loss (transmission)

through the roof. There are many different types of roof

insulation and each typi has to be evaluated on its own merits.

Polyurethane Roof Deck Insulation was selected for\this study. D.

A total savings estimate ofi$1,400 was,calculated. The additional

,

0
cost vas estimated to be about 812,900.

III. 'Calculations

B.
Roof Insulation

ft. 6,226 deg-day

yrhr-sq ft-deg F

24 hr $0.33 gal

day gal 140,000 Btu x 0.7

$1,394/year.

C. Cost Estimate

A. ,Assumptions

1. "U" factor of existing
roof, abuilt-up roof with a meta

desk and fiberboard ceiling'
and an air spIce,0.22 .Btu/

.
hr x sq ft deg F (ref 1).

2. "U" Factor with
additional insulation as recommended in

ref 2).

'0.08 Btu/hr-sq ft-deg F.

3. Roof Area equals
19,800 sq ft.

4. Seasonal boiler efficiency
is 70 percent (ref 31.

5, Heating season. from
Oct. 1 to May 1' eqbals 6,226 degree

days (ref 4).
.

6. Effects such as loss of
solar heat gain, rain, snow and

,

occupancy will be neglected.

7, Heat content of #2 oil is 140,000 Stu/gal.

126

;-,

1, $0.65/eq.ft for 2 inches of additional polyurethane,roof

deck insulation installed, . Manufacturers' data.

Therefore:

x 19,800 sq ft $12,870
sq ft '

4

siimated Useful Lifetime '

The estimated useful lifetime', of the new roof is twenty

years,



STUDY 19

Coat Benefit Analysis of "the Installation

of Wall Insulatiorat the Highland School,

-1,501ridver, MA

P,

I. Building Data

A. Date of Construction - 1901

B. Gross Floor Areas- 16,968 sq ft.

C. Peel Burned in Base Year - 19,501 gal #5,011

D. Cost of Fuel in Base Year - $6,500.

E. Cost of Fuel per Gallon - $0.38/gal

r)

II.
Summary

The savings realized by the reduction in transmission losses

thrhugh the walls, by the installation
of insulation, was calcul-

ated and found to be about
$2,400 .per year. The initial cost of

the insulation was estimated t6 be about $13,350.

III. Calculations

A. Assumptions

1. Outside wall area is 11,916 sq ft.

2. The window area,is about 1,400 sq
ft (78, 3' x 6' windows).

3. During the heatig season from
Oct. 1 to May 1, there

are 5,408 deg -da s (ref 1).

4. Boiler efficiency is 70 percent (ref .5)

' 5. Heat content. of #5 oil is 140,000 Btu/gal.

'6. "U" value for uninsulated
brick wall equals 0:48 Btu /hr-

sq ft-deg P (ref 2).

7. The walls are of brick construction
and are uninsulated.

B. Savings Due to fall Insulation

Tbe."0" value for an uninsulated brick wall equals 0.48 Btu/hr-

sq ft-deg F. The insulated wall will be designed to meet

the ASBRAE standard for this area (ref 3), which is 0.08 ,

Btu /br -sq ftldeg F. This can be done with 3 1/2 inches of

rolled fiberglass insulation.

The energy savings is a function of the difference of the two

aforimentdoied "U" valuei and is written as follows:

(0.48 0.682tuthr-ig F) .(11,916 sq ft)(5,408
deg-day).
year

x (2412L
day

) which equals 618.ex 106 Btu/yr.

In dollars, this is A savings of: ,

(61g

,n6 Btu) ( gal
1 (IPA) t9 Ian/year

"'-x AV 140 000 Btu x0 7' galyr

C. Cost of Tall Insulation

This cost involves the cost of 3 1/2 inches of fiberglass

insulation, plus the cost of erecting a gypsum board wall

and finishing costs. These arO,eummarized'below (ref 4):.

Installed insulation cost - ($0.19/ft0) $2,264

Installed drywall cost ($0.27/ft;) 3,217 .

Drywall finishing cost - ($0.27/ft") 3,217

Carpentry cost - (20 $235/day) 3,336

Painting cost - ($0.11/ft2) 2,1211

$13,345

D. Estimated Useful Lifetime

The estimated useful lifetime of the insulated wall 4s

twenty years.

r.
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STUDY 20

Cost Benefit Study o all Insulation

at the Davol, Sc 1 River, VA i

I. Building Data , "X..1

77*,

A. Date of Construction
:P

,B. Gross Floor Area - 15,)6 q ft ..'

C. lel Burned in Base Year - 2,366,200 cu ft of Nstimai Gas

D. 'Cost of in lase Year'- $8;185. .

1, 'Average Cost of Fueller.cu ft - $0:003/cu ft

F. Incremental Cost ofFUel (8/76) - $0.003/cu ft

II. Summary

The savings due to the installation of wall insulation at the

Davol School was calculated and
found to be' about $1,750 per year.

The initial cost was,estimated to be49,400.

III.', Calculations

( A. A tissump ons

1. Outside wall area
equals 8,400 sq ft.

2. Window area equals 1,700 sq ft.

3. ,During the
beating season from

Oct. 1 to May 1, there

are 5,408 deg-days
(ref I).

4. Natural gas has a heat
content of 1,000 Btu per cu ft.

5.
Boiler efficiency is 75 percent (ief 4).

B.
Savials Due to Tall Insulation

J 4

From reference 2, the
."0" value for a brick wall, uninsulated,

equals 0.48 Btu/hr -14 ft-deg F. The insulated wall
will be

designed to meet the
ABBAS Standard for

this area (ref. 3)

which is 0.08 Btu/hr-sq
ft-deg F.)

The energy savings
'is a function of 'the difference

of these

two "U" values and. is written as
follo*s:

(0.48 - 0.08 Btu/hr-sq
ft-deg F) (8,400 sq ft) (5,408

hr
(24 ---) which equals

436 x 10
6
Btu/yr.

day

C.

a savings of (based on the last block of

6 ;tru 175077DrEE) (!tql) $1'743/Year

Cost of Tall Insulation

This cost involves the cost of 3 1/2 in. of fiberglass insula-

tion, plus thecost of erecting a gymsum boaid wall and finish-.

ing. The costs are'estimated to be as foil*: (Rif 5)

Installed insulation cost - ($0.19/ft2) 81,596

Installed .drywall cost - ($0.27/ft;) 2,268

Drywall finishing cost - ($0.27/ft") 2,268

Carpentry cost

Painting

-(20$235/day4 8.2,352

- ($0.11/ft") o' 924

$9,408

D.. Estimated Useful Lifetime

The estimated useful
lifetime of the insulated wall is twenty

, years. '
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STUDY 21

Cost Benefit Study of the Installation

of Storm Windows at the Davol School

Fall River, ki

I. Building Design

Date of Construction - 1892

B, Gross Ado Area - 15,964 sq ft

.C. Lel Burned in Base Year - 2,366,200 cu ft of Natural Gas.

D. Cost of Fuel in Base Year - $6,185

E. Cost of del per cu $0.003/cu ft

II. Sukmary

The savings due to the installation of triple track, aluminum

storm windows at the Davol School was calculated and found to

about $425 per, year. The initial cost was estimated to be,

$2,900.

III. Calculations

The crack length along a 3 ft by 8 ft window equals:

6 it x 2

3,ft x 9

12

9 ,

21 ft ot!1 .

Assuming a 10 mile per hour wind and referring to reference

3, this yields an infiltration of 0.35 cu ft/min per linear

foot of crack. This factor can be reduced by one -half with

the use of storm windows. Therefore, the total infiltration

equals:

be 142 2
) (21 ft) ( 14 windows)

cu ft
345 (cfm)

Assumptions

1. Window area equals 1,700 sq ft (94, 3 ft by 8 ft windows).

2. During the heating season from Oct. 1 to Way 1, there are

5,408 deg -days' (ref 1).

3. Natural gas has a heat content of 1,000 Btu per cu it.

4. Seasonal boiler efficiency is 75 percent (ref 4).

5. There will be a IP percent breakage per year of the storm

windows.

B. Saviggs Due to the Installation of Storm Windows

Storm windows change the "U" value of the window from 1.13 to

0.54 Btu /hr -sq ft-deg F.,(tef 2).,

r:
Therefore ttsavings over the heating season amount to:

41.13-0.54 Stu/hr-sq it -.deg F) (1,700 sq it) (5,448
41.8)

hr
(24 ---) '130 x 10

6
Btu/yr.

o

day

IN

There is also a savings due to the elimination of the ambient

air infiltration through the cracks in the windows. This

infiltration loss can be calculated as follows: .

The, equation gov ping the annual energy savings is:

.Btu in) ' 1.08 Btu deg-day 24 his

yr ''' hr x cfm x deg .

x cfm x x
day

Therefore:

q 1.08 x 345 x 5,408 x 24 48.3 x 106 Btu/yr.

Therre the total savings due to storm windows is:

(48.3 +130) x 106 Btu (

cu ft ($0 t711

yr 1,000 Btu x 0.75 Y."

subtracting akage (see cost section), this yields an annual

savings of $ 3.- $290 $423 per year (based on current gas

rate.

C. Cost of Storm Windows

The4iost of 94 3 ft by 6 ft store,

92,g00 (about M30 per window)

For. breakagesubtract 10 percent o

savings.

D: Estimate Useful Lifetime

The estimated useful lifetiMe of the storm windows is twenty

years.

indows is approximately

f this figure per year from
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STUDY 22

Cost Benefit Study of Storm Windows

on the Town Ball, Dunstable, MA

I.' Building Data

A. Date of Construction - 1908

B. Giima floor Area - 2,800 sq ft

C. Fuel Burned in DAM Year - 770,000 Cu ft natural gas

D. host of Fuel in Base Year - $1,730

E. Average Cost of Fuelier cu ft - $0.0022/cu ft

F.
Incremental Cost of Fuel 18/76 10.003

II. Summary

The initial cost and annual savings resultin(from the installa-

tion of triple track, alUminum storm
sindowe on the DunstAble

Town Ball were calculated, . It was
estimated that the installa-

tion of storm windows.will save $310 per year in fuel costs.

ITU installed cost of the storm windows is about $1,850.

II/. Calculations

A. AssuRptions

1. The U value of)a single pane
of glass is 1:13 Btu/hr

sq ft deg F (Xef 1).

2. The U value of single pane glass with a storm window

is 0.54 Btu/hr-sq ft -deg F (ref 1).

3. Window area is 615 sq ft. ,

4. There are 25 windows 3 ft by 5 ft approximately.

5.' There are
20 windows 2 ft x 8 ft approximately.

6. There are 6,228 deg-days per year during the heating

season froarOct 1 through Kay 1 (ref 3);

7. Infiltration crack width 1/32 of an inch.

8. Ten mile per hour wind for infiltration
calculation.

9. Seat content
of natural gas equals 1;000 Btm/cu ft.

10. Furnace efficiency
equals 75 percent (ief 4).

I34

B.
Transmissio40Savine by the Addition of Storm Windows

The amount of energy saved id a function of the difference

in heat lost through storm
windows, vs. single pane glass

windows.

Therefore:

ft -deg)r-sq - eg

Ilk-) (24 11..)
year

(1.13-0.54 Btu
) (615 eq ft)(0,226

which, amounts to a savings of 54.2 x 108 Btu/year.

In dollars, this amounts to

54.2 x 106 Btu cu ft % $0.003

(1,000 Btu x0.-76' " cu

which 'equals $216/year

C. Infiltration Savings through
Addition of Storm Windows

Every double hung window
has a crack where it abutts the

track and where the top part of the window abutts the bottom

part of the Window.
During the winter cold air infiltrates

through these cracks,
adding to the heating load. This in-

filtration can be
reduced by one-half with the use of storm

windows. Oneess calculate the infiltration as follows:

r-

19 ft ,
x 25 475 It (3', x 5' windows)

18 ft

w
x 20 m' 360'.ft (2' x 6' windows)o,

835 ft

AssuMing a 10 Rile per hour windy
and referring to ref. 2,

this yields an infiltration
of 0.35 cu ft/min per linear

foot of crack for a window without a storm window. There-

fore total infiltration with a storm window equals:

0235

cm

u ft

t "
, 835 ft

IN1401 cu ft (cfm)

i-f
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The equation goverping the annual energy savings is:

Bt. 1.08 Btu deg -day 24 hrs.

hr x cfm x deg-
p.x x x

There4:

q /.08 x.146 x 6,226 x 24 23.5 x

In dollar savings this equals:

23.5 x 108 Btu f Cu ft . $0-003 tOA
yr '1,000 x 0.75' " Cu ft

Therefore the total savings per year by using storm windows

equals:

y215 + $94 $309

D. Cost Estimated

From manufacturer's data, the cost and installation.of a triple

track storm window using double strength glass is $3.00. per

square foot

$34° x 615 sq ft $1,845
sq ft

E. Estimated Useful Lifetime

jr The estimated useful lifetime'of an alumingm triple track

storm window is twenty years.
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STUDY 23
I

Cost Benefit Study of Storm lindows

on the North Main Street Fire Station

Fall River, MA

I. Building Data

A. Date of Construction - 1873

B. Gross Floor Area - 6,000 sq ft.

C. Ftel Burned in Base Year - 9,205 Gal #2 oil.

D. Cost of Truelin Base Year - $2,971

E. Cost of Fuel per Gallon - $0.32/gal.

II. .Stmaary

The initial cost and annual 'savings resulting from the in-

stallation of storm windows on the North Main Street Fire

Station were calculated. It was estimated that the installa-

tion of storm windows will save $155 per year in- fuel costs. '

The' installed cost of the storm windows is about $950.

Calculations

A: Assumptions

A 1. The U value of a single pane of glass is.1.13 Btu/hr

sq ft deg F (ref 1).

2. The 11 vaide of single panel glass with a storm window

is 0.54 Btu/hr-sq ft-deg F (re 1).

3., Tindow area is 473 sq ft. including skylight.

4. There are six windows 8 ft by 3.5 ft with an arched top.

5. There, are ten windows 7 ft by 3.5 ft.

6. Thereis one skylight 5 ft by 6 ft.

jg

7,. Theie are 5,108 deg-days per year during the heating

season frbm Oct 1 through May 1 (ref. 3).

Storm windows will be installed over rectangular portion

or arched .windows only and sealed at the seven ,foot level. $

9, Infiltration crack width 1/32 of an inch.

10. 10 mih3per hour wind for infiltration calculation..

11, The'heat content of.#2 oil is 140,000 Btu/gal.

12. The heating ifficiendvis70'percent (ref 4).

1

B. Transmission Savings by the Addition of Storm4lindows'

The amount of energy saved is a function of the difference

in heat lost thrOilgh storm windows vs. single pane glass

'windows,

Therefore:

(

1.1r3-0.54 br .1!
1173 sq ft) 0,408 ) (24 17- /

h-sq ft-d

B

eg

tul

' year asy

which amounts to a savings of 36.2 x 10
6

Btu/year,

In dollars, this amounts to.

36.2 x 106 a (140,00011u x0.7) ("4.qgwi) which

equals $117/year

C. Infiltration Savings through Addition of Storm Tindows

''Et;ery double hung window has a crack where it abutts the

track and where the top part of the window abutts the bottom

part of the window. During the winter cold air infiltrates

through these cracks, adding to the heating load. This in-

filtration can be reduced by one -balfeith the use of storm

windows. One can calculate the infiltration as follows:

41.

Craik length equals

7 ft x 2 14 ft

3.5 ft x 3 10.5 ft

24.5 ft

Assuming a 10 mile per hour wind, and referring to ref. 2,

thii yields an infiltration of p.35 cu ft/min per Linear

foot of crack. for a window without a storm window. Therefore

total' infiltration with a storm window equals:

0.35 cult
x 24.5 ft x 16 window 68 cfM.
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.

J
The equatioi governing the annual energy savings is:

Btu (n) u. 1.08 Btu pleg-day
,x

c24 hrs

yr hr cfm x deg
x c x yr 'day

Therefore:

q 1.08 x 68 x 5,408 x 24 9.5 x 106 Btu/yr.

In dollar savings this equals:

.4

O

9.5 (.11311 {]40,000 Btu x .7) (10).7

Therefore the total savings per year by using storm, windows

equals approximately
;-

$120 $31 - $151/year

. Cost Estimated
4

Prom, manufacturer's data, the cost, and installatitEm.of a 7

foot by 3 1/2 foot, triple track storm window, using( double

strength-glass is $56 per windoC,' A-single pane, sky light

storm covering would cost, approximately $50.

Therefore total cost would be

16 x $56 x $896

plus' 50

$946

Estimated Useful Life )

Y The estimated useful life'of the storm windows pis' twentye^

years: ti. .'
. :. ,

.,:f

1 9

J.
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Coot Benefit Analysis of Installing Plastic

Bubble Type Insulation on the Upper Half of

allthe liodows, at the Highland School

Fall River, WA

I. Building Data

, A. Date of Construction - 1901

B. Gross Moor Area - 18,968 sq ft.

C. Fuel Burned in Base Year - 19,501 Gal #5 oil.

D. Cost of,Puel in Base Year - $8,500

E. Cost of-Fuel ler Gallon - $0.38/gal..

II.' Smeary

The 'savings due to the installation of plastic, bubble type window in-

sulation as sold by Icon Corp. or equal was calculated and found to

be about $170 per year. The installation cost's, including prepira

tion costs were estimated to be about $600. '

III. Calculations

A. Assumptions

1. The window area is about 1,400 sq ft (78, 3' x 6' windows).

2. During the beating season from Oct 1 to lay 1, there ire

5,408 deg-days (ref 2).

3. 'Boiler efficiency is 70 percent.

4. Heat content of 15 oil is 140,000 Btu/gal.

5. "U" value for single pane window equals 1.13 Btu/hr-sq

ft-deg F (ref I).

B. Savings Due to .Installation of Plastic Bubble Insulation on

the Upper 81.1i of Each Widow

From manufacturer's data, the "U" value is lowered from

1.13 Btn/hr-sq ,ft -deg Y. to, 0.65 Btu/hr -seft -deg F. The

savings realized is therefge:,

(1.1 - 0.65 Btu/hr-sq ft -deg 11) (1.11- sq ft) (5,408 5,01-)

6

x (24
)

11437x.10 Btu/year.
Sir

140

In dollars, this amounts to:

0 gal ;118
(43.7 x 10

6
Btu/yr)(

140,00 Btu x0.7
) $169/year.

,

C. Cost of Installation

Prom manufacturer's data, the installed,costofloil sq ft of

insulation .in 8490;

Cleaning the windows as preparation for installation will

cost $105, if local window ,washing is not available.

TriMming the edges of the /windows of paint and other foreign

matter will cost another/ 810:50, assusdng;10 percent scraping.

Therefore, the totaltost is: .

. $490 + 81054 $10 /$6D5.

D. Estimated Useful Lifetime

The distributor of this product will issue a five year warranty

on workmanship and material. He has stated to us, however,

that the estimated mseful lifetime is closer to ten years.

/



STUDY 25

Cost Benefit Study of
Eliminating the lindow Areas,

on the Apparatus
Floor, in the Union Street /

7 Fire Station,
Attleboro, MA

C, Infiltration Savings

1.08 Btu x min .(1.5-0.25)AC
13000 cu ft

hr x cu ft x deg 1) A hr x10 " AC x

I. Building Data 5923 *g-day 24 hr gal x $0.425 $180

A. Date of Construction -
1959

year
lii- x 146000 Btux .7-gir year

B.
Gross Floor Area - 8,000 sq ft

C.
Fuel Burned in Base Year -

9077 gal #2 oil

D. Cost of Fuel Burned
in Base Year - $3,862

Total savings is therefore:

E. Cost of Fuel Per Gallon - $0.425/gar, $280 + $180 $480

II. 8"amary
.

y

The energy saved by
blocking up the existing windows, with D, Cost Estimate

concrete blocks,
insulation, and a drywall

interior was cal-
.

culated.
The-dollar savings was

found to be about $460 per
1. Cost of eight inch concrete

wall finished with 1/2 inch

)-I,

H
year. The installation costs

are estimated to be $1,200.
plaster board and three

inches of mineral fiber in -

%1

-.,

.sulation - $3.50/sq ft (ref 4).

III. Calculations
2, $350/sq ft x 434 sq ft * $1,619.

A. Assumptions

.

E. Estimated Useful Lifetime

'N.

Estimated useful lifetime of the insulation is twenty years.

142

1. Indoor temperature
is kept at 65 deg F.

2. Glass area is 434 sq ft, volume of space Is 13,000 cu ft.

3, There are 5,923 degree-days during
the heating season

from Oct 1 to May 1 (ref 1),

4. The infiltration rate
through the wall will be reduced

from 1-1/2 to 1/4 air changes per hour (ACE).

5. Effects of solar gain through' windows'will be neglected.

6. The existing
windows are of single pane

construction with,

a U value of
1.13 Btu/hr sq ft deg F (ref 2).

7, Windows are replaced by a built up wall
consisting of .

eight inch concrete
blocks, three inches of insulation,

iith a 1/2 inch plaster board interior,finish,'all
having

a combined U
value of .06 Btu/hr sq

ft deg f (ref 3).

8. Heat Content of
#2 oil is 140,000 Btu/gal. Heating

efficiency is 70 percent (ref 5)

B. Transmission Savings
byloarding,up the Windows

(1,13
0.06)Btu fc 600 cistd_zs24

) (24
day) (434 sq ft)

brsq ft-deg "F """" year
day

ga $280/year

140,000

l

Btu x ($0.425/Eal)

143:
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STUDY

Cost Benefit Analysis of'Replacing

Incandescent Lighting with Fluorescent

Lights at; the Carrol School, Fall Rivers, IA

I. Building Data

A. Date of Construction - approximately 1950

B. Gross Floor Area - 23,914 sq ft.. .

C. Total Electricity Used in Base Year - 42,721 klh of electricity

D. Cost of Electricity in Base Year - $2,387

E. Average Cost of Electricity per klb - $0.056/kTh

F. IncrementitCost of Electricity (8/76) - 30.05MM

II. Summafy

The electric savings due to the installation of fluorescent light

fixtures was calculated and the estimated savings was found to

be $850 per year, The light fixtures, installed, would cost

approximately $12,700.

III.. Calculations '

A. Assumption!

1. There are twelve classroomsapproximately 53 feet by 22 feet

in area. Each room has eight, symetrically spaced, incan-

descent lamps, each using 300 watts.

2, There is one primary school room approximately 36 feet

by 35 feet. The room has twelve, symetrically spaced

incandescent fixtures, using 300 watts each.

3. Lights are 'in use nine hours per day.

4. School year consists of 170 days,

B. Savings Resulting in the Installation of Fluorescent'Light

Fixtures in the Classrooms

One cannot directly replace an incandescent with a fluores-

cent fixture without first examining the difference each

A
one has in light distribution. A round, incandescent bulb,

ten feet from the floor, does not have the same light distri-

bution at the floor level as a 4 foot long 1 1/2 inch diameter

fluorescent bulb. Variation-in overall room brightness is

also a factor in designing for fluorescent light fixtures.

Using reference 1, the present lighting system produces about

17 foot-candles of light afthe desk level.' It is felt that

due to light distribution and overall room brightness, no

less than 16, four foot fluorescent fixtures should be used

in the regular classrooms. This will produce a light level

of thirty foot candles at desk level.

144

C.

D.

In the primary classrdoi, no lees than 21 fixtures should be

used. Thli wi11 yield a light level of 27 foot candles (ref

1).

The energy saved is as follows:

Incandescent:

.

t

(8 gym) rooms) (300,F atts! 28,800'Jatts
Mom

(12 lamps) (300plus 41:t ll) 3,800 Eats

for a total of 32,400 Volts.

Fluorescent:

(16 -q21) (12 rooms) (100 AIII
'

) i9 200 Tatts
TOM

.tplus (21 lamps).. (100
amp '

2,100 1a8

for a total of'21,300 Tatts,

The savings is therefore:

3,400 - 21,300 11,100 Late

Lamps are on nine hburs per day for 170 days.

Therefore total hours on equals:

hurs
9 -o 4-- (170 days) 1,530 hours.

Therefore electrical savings amounts to:

13.1 kl x 1,530 hrs 16,983 klh/yr.

efeenit '$0.05/k1h this amounts to $849/yr: (CucriCityji

Cost of Fluorescent Lights

From manufacturers data, the installed cost is $60 per fix-

ture. Therefore the total cost is (213 fixtures),0 $60/

fixture equals $12,780.

Estimated Useful Lifetime

The estimated useful lifetime of the wiring, and fixtures

is twentryears. '
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STUDY 27

Cost Benefit Study of Task

Lighting at the Concord/Carlisle Bigi

School Library, Concord;
111 d

I. Building_Dats

A. Dtte of Construction - 1960

B. Gross Floor Area - 255,000 sq ft

C.
Ilectricity Deed in Base Year -

1517,600 kfb

D. Cost of Electricity in
Base Year - $65,690

B. Average Cost of Electricity - $0.6432/kAb

F. Incremental Cost of Electricity
(8/1976) plus

illetchtrge -1P1:0441/kfh

II Bummtry,

The initial cost and
annul. savings resulting from task

.
lighting in the Librarylere'calculated.

The existing

lighting 4s from 2 ft x 2 ft 80 lett fluorescent fixtures

of fluorescent strip
lights, both.mouhted

in the

ce ing. This produces about
eighty foot candles at table

top level. lIt was estimated that task
lighting would save

about $ 230 year. The installed cost was
estimated at $2400.

.III. Calculations

A. Assumptions

1.
There are seventy 2 ft x 2 t 80 latt fluorescent'

light fixtures plus 20
Watts or the ballast which

equals 100 lets per fix

2. One half of the 2 ft x'2 ft fixtures could be dez!

limped and replaced with 40 Mitt tablclamps.

3. Four table lamps per desk would be required,
ether

mounted on the desk top or on the
partitions on the

desk. There are eight tables on
the lower level.

4. The library is open 180 days a year for 10 hours per

day.

B. Energy Savings
.

Based on the assumptions the energy savings would be the

difference between the
electricity used with all of the

ceiling' fixtures on and the usage with one half of the 1

ceiling fixtures plus one half of the desk lamps, therefore:

(70 lamps x 100
Watts) - (35 limps x 100

Watts +1 desk x160 Tat

equals 2,860 Witte.
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For the year this would be:

2860 flats x,180 days x 10 his 5,147 kilowatt -hr

year lir year

Therefore the savings would be:

5,147kf x $9.0441 pig

year kWh ye

f

C. Cost Estimate

Based on tonnfact4 rn data, the installed cost per lamp would

be $75. A great part of the cost' ($60 per lamp) is in the

wiring to bring pofer to the desk tops. Therefore:

$75

c

8 desk 1 $20

. Nip 3

D. Estimated Useful Life

The estimated useful life of the lamps is fifteen'yeirs.



STUDY 28

Cost Benefit Study of

Task lighting at the Dunstable Toe Ball

Library Beitable,'MA

I. Building Data

A. Date of Construction, 1908

B.' Gross floor Area - 2800 00 ft

C. Metricity Deed in Base Year - 5844 kYb

D. Cost of Electridtj in Base Year -.$400'

. E. Average Cost of Electricity m $0.068/klb

to Incrementel'Cost dElectricity (8/1976)

plus fueitharge - ;0.045/kWh

II. paean

The initial cost and annual savings resulting from task

lighting in the library were calculated. The existing

lighting is from fluorescent fixtures hung from the

ceiling and produces about sixty foot candles at the

table top level. It was estimated that the task lighting

would save about $70 per year with an installed cost of $600.

0 IIL Calculation

A. Assumptions

a'

"
1. There are ete existing 8 ft long 200 latt fluorescent'

light fiktures'plus two 4 ft. long Watt fluorescent

fixttrea both mounted from Ile ceiling.

2. One half of the existing fixtures could be deloped .

and reOlaced with'40 Watt table lamps.

3. A total of eight table lamps would be required.

4, The library is open 200 days a year for 12

hours per day. ..
r

B. Energy Savings

Based on the assumptions the energy savings would he the A
Or

difference between the electricity used with; all of the

ceiling fixtures on and theusage with one half of the,

'ceiling fixtures plus one half of the desk lops. Therefore: ,,

(9 lamps x 200 Watts) - (5 lasqnsgx 200 htts + 4 lamps x 40 httsj
a=p.,

equals 640 latts.

for the year, this would be:

640 Watts x 200,daya x 12 brs 1,535, kilowatt -hr

year clay year

Therefore the savings would be:

cqg Oh .40.46 $68
L'""1 year kWh yep

C: Cost Estimate

Based on manufacturers data the installed cost per lamp

would be $75. i'great Dart'of the cost is ($40 per lamp)

is in the wiring to bring powpr to the desk tops. Therefore:

$75 x. 8 lamp 'm $800

D. Estimated Used Life

The estimated useful. life of the lamps is fifteen years.

Atl

14E,
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STUDY 29
a

Cost Benefit Study of

Task Lighting it the Rill Roberts Sc6bol

Resource Center, Attleboro, MA.

1. Building Data

A. Date of Construction - 1975

B. Gross Floor Area - 8300 sq ft

C.
Electricity use in Base Year - 753,300 kWh

D. Cost of Electricity in Base Year $30,422

E. Average Cost.of Electricity - $0.040/kTh

F. Incremental Cost of Electricity (8/1978)

plus fuel change,- $0.044/kWh

II. Summary °
.

The initial cost and annual savings resulting from task

lighting in the resource center were calculated. The existing

light fixtures produces about
seventy five foot candles at

the table top level. It was estimated that the task lighting

;would save about $t101 per year
with an installed cost of $1,000:

III. Calculations

A. Assumptions

e-

1.. There are thirty two
existing 2 ft x 2 ft 100 Watt

fluorescent light fixtures mounted in the ceiling.

2. One half of existing fixtures could be delamped and

replaCed with 40 Watt table lamps.

3. A total of ten table lamps would be required.

4. The. Resource Center is open
180 days a year for 10

hours per day.

D. Energy Savings

Based on the assumptions the energy
liavings wouli,be the

difference betieen the electricity
used with all it the

ceiling fixtures on and the usage with one half di the ceiling

fixtures,plus one half of the desk lamps. /her ore:.

(32 lamps x 100 ratts) - (16 lamps x 100 Watts 5

lamp a-:=P

equals 1400 Watts`

PO the year this would be:

1400 Watts x 180 days x 10.hrs 2519 kilowatt-hi

year c 73ii7-. year

Therefore, the savings, would he:

2519 kWi io.ait 112
year RIE ; year

lamp x 4T watts)

lamp

C. Coat Estimate

Based on manufacturers data the instilled cost per lamp

would be $100. A great part of the east ($..80 per limp) is

in themiring to bring power to the-desk tops. Therefore:

x 10 lamp $1,000.
af-rp

D. Estimated Useful Life

The'estimated useful life of the lamps is fiteen years.
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